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An Untitled Lecture on Plato's Euthyphron

Leo Strauss

Edited by

David Bolotin

St. John's College, Santa Fe

Christopher Bruell

Boston College

Thomas L. Pangle

University of Toronto

Professor Strauss's lecture on Plato's Euthyphron was available to the edi

tors in copies of two typescripts. The first typescript, labeled "Transcription not

checked by
author,"

has only a very few handwritten alterations in an unknown

hand. The second, which was perhaps typed as a slightly revised copy of the

first, was given by Professor Strauss's daughter Professor Jenny Strauss Clay to

Dr. Heinrich Meier (for a forthcoming German edition of the works of Leo

Strauss), who made it available to the editors. This version contains many

handwritten alterations, all of them in a hand other than Professor Strauss's.

Professor Strauss has added in his own hand only two marginal notations and

one correction of the original paragraphing. The editors have therefore retained

the original paragraphing (with that one correction), disregarding the many

other changes in the paragraphing suggested in the handwritten alterations to

the second typescript. As for the other changes from the text of the first type

script, whether introduced in the second typescript itself or in the handwritten

alterations to it, the editors, in the absence of any indication as to whether they

were approved of by Professor Strauss, have generally adopted only those that

correct obvious errors. Significant alternatives to the text of the first typescript,

however, whether adopted or not, have been noted. A few minor corrections in

spelling and punctuation have not been noted. The editors are grateful to Pro

fessor Jenny Strauss Clay and Dr. Heinrich Meier for making the second type

script available to them, and to Eric Buzzetti and Devin Stauffer for their

editorial assistance.

This lecture was published before in The Rebirth of Classical Political Ra

tionalism: An Introduction to the Thought of Leo Strauss, ed. T. L. Pangle

(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1989) [1989, The University of

Chicago]. Reprinted by permission.
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An Untitled Lecture on Plato's Euthyphron

Leo Strauss

The subject matter of the Euthyphron is piety. For more than one reason the

Euthyphron does not tell us what Plato thought about piety. It certainly does

not transmit to us Plato's final or complete view of piety. Still the work trans

mits to us an important part of Plato's analysis of piety. Thus, by studying the

Euthyphron we shall not learn more than part of the truth, as Plato saw it, a

partial truth, which is necessarily also a partial untruth. Yet we can be certain

that we shall never find the truth about piety as Plato saw it except after having
understood and digested the half-truth that is presented to us not so much in the

Euthyphron as through the Euthyphron. The half-truth presented to us through

the Euthyphron does not belong to the
common1

type of half-truth. The most

common type of half-truth tells us
the2

commonly-accepted opinions. The half-

truth presented through the Euthyphron is not a generally-accepted half-truth. It

is unpopular. Since it is unpopular it is irritating. An irritating half-truth is in

one respect superior to the popular half-truth. In order to arrive at the irritating
half-truth we must make some effort. We must think. Now it is most unsat

isfactory if we are first forced to think and then receive no other reward than an

irritating provisional result. Plato gives us two kinds of comfort: first, thinking

itself may be said to be the most
satisfying3

activity regardless of the character

of the result. Secondly, if we should believe that the result is more important

than the way to the result, Plato's moral character is the guarantee that the final

result, or what he regarded as the complete account of piety, would be abso

lutely satisfactory and in no way irritating.

The Euthyphron is a conversation between Euthyphron and Socrates about

piety. Three definitions of piety are suggested and all three of them prove to be

insufficient. Having arrived at the end of the dialogue, we are perplexed with

regard to piety. We do not know what piety is. But does not everyone know

what piety is? Piety consists in worshipping the ancestral gods,
but4

according

to ancestral
custom.5

This may be true, but piety is supposed to be a virtue. It is

supposed to be good. But is it truly good? Is worshipping ancestral gods ac

cording to ancestral custom good? The Euthyphron does not give us an answer.

It would be more accurate to say that the discussion presented in the Euthy

phron does not give us an answer. But the discussion presented in any Platonic

dialogue is only part of the dialogue. The discussion, the speech, the logos, is

one part; the other part is the ergon, the
deeds,6

the action, what is happening

in the dialogue, what the characters do or suffer in the dialogue. The logos may

The University of Chicago 1996



6 Interpretation

end in silence and the action may reveal what the speech conceals. The conver

sation between Socrates and Euthyphron takes place after Socrates has been

accused of impiety. The dialogue abounds with references to this fact, this

action. It forces us, therefore, to wonder, Was Socrates pious? Did Socrates

worship the ancestral gods according to ancestral custom? The Euthyphron then

gives us a two-fold presentation of piety. First, a discussion of what piety is.

Secondly, a presentation of the problem of
Socrates'

piety. These two subjects

seem to belong to two entirely different orders. The question of what piety is is

philosophical. The question of whether Socrates was pious seems to belong to

the realm of gossip, rather than to that of philosophy. Yet while this is true in a

sense, it misses the decisive point. For the philosophic question is whether

piety in the sense defined is a virtue. But the man who has all the virtues to the

degree to which a human being is capable of having all the virtues is the philos

opher. Therefore if the philosopher is pious, piety is a virtue. But Socrates is a

representative of philosophy. Hence, if Socrates is pious, piety is a virtue. And

if he is not pious, piety is not a virtue. Therefore, by answering the gossip

question of whether Socrates was pious, we answer the philosophic question

regarding the essence of piety. Then let us see whether we can learn anything

from the Euthyphron regarding
Socrates'

piety.

Socrates is accused of impiety, he is
suspect7

of impiety. Now Euthyphron,

who is a soothsayer, is an expert in piety, and he is convinced that Socrates is

innocent. Euthyphron vouches for
Socrates'

piety. But Euthyphron does not

know what piety is. Still if we assume that piety consists in worshipping the

ancestral gods according to ancestral
custom,5

everyone could see whether Soc

rates was pious, whether Socrates did or did not worship the ancestral gods

according to ancestral
custom.5

Euthyphron, in spite of his philosophic incom

petence, could be a good witness as regards the decisive fact. But the truth is

that Euthyphron is not likely to pay much attention to what human beings do.

Above all, Euthyphron 's own piety is, to say the least, open to suspicion.

Therefore, let us dismiss Euthyphron 's testimony and see what we ourselves

can observe.

We hear from
Socrates'

own mouth that, both prior to his accusation and

after it, he regarded it as important to know the divine things. Apparently in

consequence of his quest for knowledge about the divine things, the accuser

thought that Socrates was an innovator, that is to say, a producer of error. The

accuser naturally thought that he himself knew the truth. He charged Socrates
in fact with ignorance of the truth about the divine things. The charge presup
posed that

Socrates'

alleged or real ignorance was careless,8 but that ignorance
could not be criminal except if truth about the divine things was easily accessi

ble to every Athenian citizen. This would indeed be the case if the truth about

the divine things were handed down to everyone by ancestral custom. Was
Socrates criminally ignorant of the divine things? He seems to grant that he is
ignorant of the divine things. But he seems to excuse his ignorance by the
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difficulty of the subject matter. His ignorance is involuntary, and therefore not

criminal. Now if Socrates was ignorant of the divine things, he did not believe

in what tradition or ancestral custom told him, as well as everyone else, about
the divine things. He did not regard these tales as knowledge. As a matter of

fact, he suggests that one ought not to assent to any assertion of any conse

quence before having examined it. He makes it rather clear that the ancestral

reports about the ancestral gods are not more than bare assertions. If Socrates

was really ignorant, radically
ignorant,9

he does not even know whether the

ancestral gods exist. How then could he worship the ancestral gods according

to ancestral
custom?5

If Socrates was really ignorant, and knew that he was

really ignorant, he could not possibly be pious. Of course, he could still go

through the motions of worship, he could outwardly conform. But this confor

mity would no longer be pious, for how can a sensible man worship beings

whose very existence is doubtful?
Socrates'

outward conformity would not

have been due to any fear of the gods but only to being ashamed of what

human beings might think of non-conformance, or to the fear of bad reputation.

Fear of bad reputation is fear of reputation for badness. People who did not

believe in the ancestral gods were thought to be simply bad men, men capable

of every kind of wickedness, and this stigma attached especially to philoso

phers. In the circumstances, Socrates would seem to have been forced to con

form outwardly, if not for his own sake, at any rate for the sake of philosophy.

Still, if Socrates conformed outwardly, how could people know that he was not

pious? They could know it from what he said. But did Socrates say everything

he thought to every human being? He himself feared that he was believed to

say
profusely10

everything he knew to every real man out of philanthropy, and

to say it not only without receiving pay, but even gladly paying money
himself,"

if he had any, provided people would only listen to him. We
have12

the impres

sion that what the Athenians really resented was not so much his cleverness, or

the deviationist character of his thought, as his alleged
missionary13

zeal. His

real crime, the crime that killed him, was then not so much his impiety as his

apparent philanthropy, or what is called in the charge, his corrupting the

young.

Hitherto, we have taken at its face value what Socrates said in regard to his

ignorance with regard to the divine things. But if we look again into the Euthy

phron, we find that Socrates is in fact not altogether ignorant in this respect.

Towards the end of the conversation, he says that all good things which he
has14

have been given by the gods. Earlier in the conversation he indicates that he

loathes the current stories about the gods committing unjust actions or their

having dissensions and fights with each other, and that he does not believe that

these15

tales are true. He seems to believe to know that the gods are good and

just16

and, therefore, both the givers of all good things and only of good things

to man and incapable of fighting with each other. But precisely this knowledge

would make him impious, for the current tales about the gods which he rejected
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were not merely the invention of good painters and not so good
poets.17

It is

much more important that they supplied the rationale of important elements of

the ancestral worship. The fact that he did not accept the current tales about the

fights of the gods would explain why he was accused of impiety. He himself

suggests this explanation. But did he profusely
say18

to every real man that

these tales are untrue? Was he guilty of excessive philanthropy?

In his conversation with Euthyphron he does nothing of the kind. He does

not go beyond indicating an unbelief in regard to these tales, or his being

displeased with these tales. He says that he accepts the tales with some feeling
of annoyance. In addition he did not seek the conversation with Euthyphron.

He did not approach Euthyphron with the intention of enlightening him. On the

contrary, the conversation is forced upon him by Euthyphron. Without Euthy-

phron's initiative, Euthyphron might never have heard that one could or should

doubt the current tales about the gods. Socrates does not show a trace of mis

sionary zeal.

To this, one might make the following objection. In the second book of the

Republic, Socrates develops his
theology19

at great length. But, in the first

place, the characters with whom Socrates talks in the Republic and even the

audience which is present are a select group. Euthyphron does not belong to the

same type of man. He belongs
firstly20

to the majority of Athenians who con

demned Socrates to death. And, secondly, in the Republic Socrates does not

explicitly mention, as he does in the parallel in the Euthyphron, the fact that the

wrong notions of the gods were, as it were, embodied in the official cult of the

city of Athens. The outspoken criticism of the Republic is directed against the

poets who were private men and not against ancestral custom. I draw this pro

visional conclusion. Socrates was indeed impious in the sense of the charge.

But he was not guilty of that excessive philanthropy of which he feared he

might be thought to be guilty. I have said the conversation with Euthyphron

was forced upon Socrates. Certainly Socrates did not seek that conversation.

The reference to
Socrates'

favorite haunts at the beginning of the dialogue is

most revealing. That reference reminds us of the opening of the Charmides and

the Lysis where Socrates himself describes how gladly he sought those places

where he could converse with the young. Socrates does not gladly talk to Eu

thyphron. He talks to him because he cannot help it, out of duty, or because he

thought it was just to do so. This conversation was an act of justice. Socrates

shows by deed that he is just. Here the deed bears out the implicit testimony of

Euthyphron. Whereas
Socrates'

piety remains, to say the
least,21

doubtful, his

justice becomes perfectly
evident.22

But what is justice? According to the Eu

thyphron, justice, in the strict sense, seems to be identical with skillfully tend

ing human beings. By virtue of such skillful tending, herding, human beings

are benefited or become better. Whatever may have been the success of Socra
tes'

skillfully tending Euthyphron, he is certainly trying hard to make Euthy
phron better by showing him, who believes to be extremely wise, that he is
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extremely stupid. Or by trying to make him somewhat reasonable, in acting

justly, by trying to make people better, Socrates believes to act prudently. For
every23

sane man would want to live among good and hence helpful persons,

rather than among bad and hence harmful people. But just as a man who tries

to appease vicious dogs might be bitten by them, or just as a father who takes

away from a child harmful toys might provoke the child's anger, Socrates, in

trying to better people, might have provoked their resentment, and thus have

come to grief. Was it then prudent of him even to attempt to better the Athe

nians? In spite of this difficulty,
Socrates'

attempt was rewarding to him and to

his friends, and ultimately even to us. For in talking to people, however silly,

he was learning, he was studying human nature. Without this study the Platonic

dialogues could never have been written.

But let us come back to the main issue,
Socrates'

impiety. Socrates was

impious because he knew, or believed to know, that the ancestral reports about

the ancestral gods which were underlying ancestral custom are wrong. This

knowledge is perfectly compatible with the possibility that Socrates was igno

rant in regard to the divine things. He may have had sufficient knowledge of

the divine things to know that the current tales about the gods are untrue, and

therefore that the worship of the ancestral gods according to ancestral
custom5

is not good or, if you wish, that to worship the ancestral gods according to

ancestral custom is not true piety. But he may not have had sufficient knowl

edge of the divine things in order to know what true piety positively is. In that

case, he could not know whether he was truly pious or not. And assuming that

other men are not likely to be wiser than Socrates, no man could know whether

Socrates was pious or not. In that case one could say no more than he ought not

to have been punished for impiety. I personally believe
that24

this would have

been a wise decision. It is just possible that this is the most obvious message of

the Euthyphron: that it would be wonderful if the crime of impiety could be

wiped off the statute books. But from Plato's point of view that message could

not express more than a pious wish, a wish that cannot be fulfilled.

Let us now turn to a somewhat more exact analysis of the Euthyphron. Let

us first try to establish the place of the Euthyphron within the cosmos of the

Platonic dialogues. The Euthyphron deals with piety, i.e., with one particular

virtue. It belongs therefore together with the Laches which deals with courage,

the Charmides which deals with moderation, and with the Republic which deals

with justice. Now there are four cardinal virtues courage, moderation, jus

tice, and wisdom. There is no Platonic dialogue devoted to wisdom, which, I

add, is only true if you assume that the Theages is spurious, because the The

ages is devoted to wisdom. Instead we have a Platonic dialogue on piety. Is

then wisdom to be replaced by piety? The dialogue in which the four cardinal

virtues are set forth most clearly is the Republic. In the Republic Socrates

seems rather to replace piety by wisdom. When speaking of the nature of the

philosopher, i.e., on the most exalted level of the discussion of morality in the
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Republic, Socrates does not even mention piety. In spite or because of this,

there is no Platonic dialogue devoted to wisdom. Yet wisdom is a kind of

science, and there is a dialogue devoted to science, the Theaetetus. Now the

Euthyphron and the Theaetetus belong together, not merely because they deal

with particular virtues, but also because they are contemporaneous: the two

conversations take place about the same time, after the accusation and before

the condemnation. They belong to the end of
Socrates'

life. Accordingly, they

contain explicit references by Socrates to his father and his mother or, more

precisely, to the skill of his father and the skill of his mother or, still more

precisely, to the skill of his ancestor on his father's side and to the skill of his

mother. He compares his own skill to the skill of his mother. He denies that his

own skill has any kinship with the skill of his ancestor on his father's side, with

the skill of Daedalus. The relation of his own skill to the ancestral, to the

paternal, remains doubtful. His attitude toward the ancestral or paternal remains

doubtful.

The Euthyphron deals with piety and it leaves open the question of what

piety is. The Theaetetus deals with science and it culminates therefore in a

description of the philosophic life. That description in its turn culminates in the

thesis that one must try to flee from here thither as quickly as possible, but that

flight is assimilation to god as far as it is possible. And that assimilation con

sists in becoming just and pious together with
prudence.25

Here in this most

solemn and central passage, almost literally central, the question of whether

piety is a virtue is answered in the affirmative. Yet this passage is not alto

gether free from ambiguity as would appear from a consideration of the con

text. One cannot settle any Platonic question of any consequence by simply

quoting Plato. This much about the place of the Euthyphron within the cosmos

of the Platonic dialogues. Let us now turn to the
setting.26

The aged Socrates is accused of impiety by young Meletus. Euthyphron

takes
Socrates'

side over against Meletus. But Euthyphron, the young Euthy
phron, has accused his own aged father of impiety. Euthyphron 's action paral

lels
Meletus'27

action, the young man accusing the aged one. Euthyphron

occupies a middle position between Socrates and Meletus. What kind of a man

is he? What kind of man is he who is the only interlocutor in Plato's only
dialogue dealing with piety? Euthyphron is well-disposed towards Socrates and
he is a boaster. He is a harmless boaster. There is a connection between his

boasting and his harmlessness. What makes him side with Socrates? Socrates
has a power of divination, the demonic thing that happened to him. And Euthy
phron is a professional diviner. Both Euthyphron and Socrates are different.
Both have superior gifts. And superior gifts of the same kind. On account of

this superiority they are envied by the many. Euthyphron believes that he and

Socrates are in the same boat. Euthyphron is a diviner. He boasts that he has
superior knowledge of divine things. Because he has such knowledge he can

predict the future in an infallible manner. Yet the people will laugh at him as at
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a madman. They do not take him seriously. They regard him as harmless. But

he is so certain of his superiority that such ridicule does not affect him. He is

proud to appear to be mad. For he knows somehow that the divine is bound to

appear as madness to those who have at best only human wisdom. He speaks of

himself and the gods in the same breath. He draws a line between himself and

human beings. He is certain that only an expert in the divine things, a man like

him, can be pious. By implication he denies the ordinary citizens the possibility

of being pious. He has a great contempt for the many. He keeps the most

marvelous part of his knowledge for himself, or for an elite. He conceals his

wisdom. He does not conceal, however, his claim to wisdom. Therefore, he is

sometimes driven to reveal his wisdom too. One does not know whether he

conceals his wisdom voluntarily or because it does not find any takers. Being
versed in the divine things, he despises the human things; hence he knows next

to nothing of human things. He seems to believe that all conflicts are conflicts

about principles, about values. He doesn't seem to be aware that most conflicts

presuppose agreement as to principles, that most conflicts arise from the fact

that different men regard the same thing as good, and want to have it each for

himself. He seems to believe that men who are accused of a crime defend

themselves by denying the principle that criminals ought to be punished instead

of denying the fact that they committed the
crime.28

Euthyphron is harmless,

within the limits of his knowledge of divine things. If this knowledge should

force him to harm human beings, he will not for a moment hesitate to do so.

He would not hesitate for a moment to accuse them of impiety even if they are

his father or mother, his brother or sister, his children, his wife or his friends.

In striking contrast to Socrates who would not accuse anyone of anything. At

the beginning of the conversation, Euthyphron believes that he is in the same

boat as Socrates. Socrates draws his attention to the fact that whereas Euthy

phron is ridiculed on account of his superior gift, Socrates is persecuted on

account of his. Socrates suggests, as an explanation of this difference, that

Euthyphron conceals his wisdom and therefore is safe, whereas Socrates is

thought to broadcast his wisdom and therefore is in danger. At this point there

does not seem to be another difference between Socrates and Euthyphron than

that Euthyphron is more reticent than Socrates. After Euthyphron had proudly

told the surprised Socrates of his feat which consists in accusing his own father

of impiety, and Socrates has indicated a doubt in regard to the wisdom of this

act, Euthyphron might seem to become aware that he is wiser than Socrates.

Whereupon Socrates suggests that he wishes to become a pupil of Euthyphron,

who claims to know everything about the divine things, in order thus to bring

about his acquittal of the charge of impiety. He suggests more particularly that

he would like to use Euthyphron as a lightning protector against
Meletus'

bolts.

He wishes to hide behind Euthyphron's back and his well-concealed wisdom.

He draws Euthyphron's attention to the fact that by teaching Socrates Euthy

phron is going to leave the sheltered position which Euthyphron enjoyed hith-
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erto. All this does not make any impression on Euthyphron. All this does not

make him realize that he is not in the same boat as Socrates, or that a gulf

separates him from Socrates. He becomes aware of this gulf only after
Socrates

has indicated his doubt of the truth of the current tales about the gods. For after

this he puts, however unwittingly, Socrates into the same category as the many.

From that point on he knows that Socrates is not in the same boat as
he.29

Yet

he still apparently regards Socrates, in contradistinction to the many, as educa-

ble, i.e., as willing to listen to Euthyphron's wisdom. Socrates, however, dis

appoints his expectations. Very curiously, Socrates is chiefly interested in less

worthy, less divine and, in fact, trivial subjects. He is much more interested in

the definition of piety than in wondrous stories about what the gods did or what

they demand of man. Socrates seems to have a desire for a kind of knowledge

which Euthyphron does not regard very highly, which, however, he conde

scends to gratify. In the sequel it dawns upon Euthyphron that he might lose his

lawsuit which, after all, he would have to win on earth before a human jury,

before a jury consisting of the many; but Euthyphron pays too little attention to

human things to be upset by that prospect. On the contrary,
Socrates'

strange

familiarity with human things, and with the manner in which the low conduct

their low affairs, has convinced Euthyphron that Socrates belongs with the

many not only for the time being but altogether, that Socrates is not educable,

that his unwillingness to listen to Euthyphron's wisdom is due to incapacity to

understand that wisdom. Socrates, in a word, is a worldling. Somewhat later,

Socrates succeeds in bringing it home to Euthyphron that he grossly contradicts

himself. Although he knows that self-contradiction is a bad thing, and although

he appeals to the principle of self-contradiction when arguing against others,

Euthyphron is in no way perplexed by the weakness of his own speech. In fact,
he would seem to have expected something like it. His self-contradiction

merely proves to him that he cannot say or express to Socrates what he thinks,

or has an awareness of. How indeed can one express experiences like those of

which Euthyphron can boast to someone who has never tasted the divine

things? Is one not bound to contradict oneself when trying to communicate the

incommunicable? Still later, Euthyphron almost openly refuses to tell Socrates

the true secrets regarding the divine things, although Socrates urges him to do

so. He suggests that Socrates must rest satisfied with the simple verities which

even the vulgar know sufficiently.
Socrates'

strange remark regarding these

simple verities they concern sacrifices and prayers apparently reveals to Eu

thyphron an abyss of ignorance in Socrates. When Socrates asks Euthyphron

shortly before the end of the conversation not to regard him as unworthy, he is

quite serious to the extent that he is convinced that Euthyphron does regard him

as unworthy. The conversation comes to an end because Euthyphron gives it up
as hopeless, and he gives up the conversation as hopeless because he has

learned in the course of the conversation that Socrates is a hopeless case. Eu

thyphron is immune to
Socrates'

conversational skill. He suffers as little change
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during the conversation as Socrates himself. He learns in his own way some

thing about Socrates, just as Socrates learns in his way something about Euthy
phron. This is

all.30

In a sense, then, he is really in the same boat as Socrates.

For the
similarity31

which we have mentioned amounts to a fundamental sim

ilarity. Euthyphron is a caricature of Socrates. Just as Socrates, Euthyphron

transcends the dimension of the ordinary arts and virtues. But whereas Socrates

goes over from the ordinary arts and virtues to philosophy, Euthyphron goes

over from them to a spurious kind of knowledge of the divine things. Euthy
phron, as it were, replaces philosophy by a spurious kind of knowledge of the

divine
things.32

Although Euthyphron believes to be superior to both Meletus

and Socrates, he in fact occupies a middle position, between Meletus and Soc

rates. We must now try to define that middle position.

Meletus accused Socrates of not believing in the gods in which the city
believes.33

Meletus identifies himself with the belief of the city. Meletus calls

Socrates before the tribunal of the city. Meletus identifies himself with what we

may call the orthodox view. What the orthodox position is will become some

what clearer after we have clarified Euthyphron's deviation. Euthyphron him

self
knows34

that he is different, that he deviates from what "the human
beings"

regard as pious. What does he understand by piety? In his first answer to Socra
tes'

question as to what the pious is, he gives a formally defective answer. He

gives an example instead of a definition. His second answer is formally ade

quate and so is his third and last answer. But neither the second nor the third

answer expresses that view of piety which is underlying the formally defective

first answer. Now only the first answer has a direct relation to Euthyphron's
taste,35

to his action, to his accusation of his father. Only the first answer is a

speech of Euthyphron in harmony with Euthyphron's deed, with his life, with

the principle
animating36

his life. It is therefore the only answer given by Euthy
phron which throws a light on that view of piety which is characteristic of him.

Plato has killed three birds by making Euthyphron express his true
view37

of

piety in a formally defective answer. In the first place, he thus characterizes

Euthyphron as insufficiently trained. Furthermore, he thus lets us see that Eu

thyphron never made fully clear to himself the full meaning of his deviation

from the orthodox or accepted view. And thirdly, he thus
prevented38

a real

discussion of the real issue: no solution to the problem of piety can be given in

the circumstances, and no solution to the problem of piety shall be given lest

the reader be prevented from seeking the solution for himself. What then would

be a formally adequate expression of that view of piety which Euthyphron

indicates in his first and formally defective answer? We shall say: piety consists

in doing what the gods do. And we shall contrast this view with the orthodox

view, according to which piety consists in doing what the gods tell us to do.

For to worship the ancestral gods according to ancestral
custom5 means,39

since

the custom must ultimately be conceived of as divinely instituted, to do what

the gods tell us to do. Euthyphron expresses his view of piety by deed, rather
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than by speech. Contrary to ancestral custom, he accuses his father of
impiety.

Yet piety is
said40

to consist in worshipping the ancestral gods according to

ancestral custom. His deed amounts to a
denial41

of the accepted view. His deed

expresses a view that piety consists in doing what the gods do. Euthyphron's

view of piety is heretical. Or, to use a more up-to-date term, it is
deviationist.42

This can be easily seen from the following
considerations.43

According to the

orthodox view, piety consists chiefly, not to say exclusively, in praying and

sacrificing. But the gods do not pray and sacrifice. By imitating the gods or the

actions of the gods, by doing what the gods do, one will not pray or sacrifice.

The gods are not pious. By imitating the gods, one ceases to be pious. A more

adequate formulation of Euthyphron's view would therefore be that what

pleases the gods is if men do what the gods do, and therefore that what pleases

the gods is something entirely different from the pious. But Euthyphron shrinks

from admitting to himself this implication of his view. In his second answer, he

identifies the pious with what is pleasing to the gods. Yet Socrates shows him

that what he really means is that the pious and what is pleasing to the gods are

altogether different things. It is true Socrates shows this to Euthyphron in a

somewhat different manner than I just indicated, but we shall gradually see that

Socrates'

explicit argument is only the apparently simplified but in fact the

immensely telescoped formulation of his implicit argument. Euthyphron holds

then the view that piety consists in doing what the gods do. How does he know

what the gods do? From what the human beings believe about the gods, from

what the human beings agree upon in regard to the gods, from the current tales

about the gods which he takes to be true. But those current tales also say that

men ought not to do what the gods do, but rather what the gods tell men to do.

Euthyphron's position is therefore untenable. The authority to which he appeals

refutes him. He ought to return to orthodoxy.

But can one return to orthodoxy? Can one accept a position which is based

on mere tales? Yet, if we abandon the tales, what can we say about the gods

and about piety? Still we divine that the gods are superhuman beings, and

therefore that the highest human type gives us an inkling of what the gods

might be. But the highest human type is the wise man. The analogy of the wise

man will therefore be the best clue at our disposal in regard to the gods. Now

the wise man loves more the people who do what he does than those people

who merely do what he tells them to do, and who do not do what he does.

Accordingly, we may then be inclined to think, considering that we understand

by gods superhuman beings, that the gods do not rule at all by telling people

what they should do, or by issuing commands. However this may be, the anal
ogy of the wise man, which is our only guide to knowledge of the gods or of
what would please the godsthis analogy leads us to realize that Euthyphron's
view of piety is a half-hearted attempt to transcend the orthodox view of piety
in the direction of a higher view. Euthyphron does occupy a middle position
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between Meletus and Socrates. It is impossible to return to Meletus. We have

no choice but to go forward to
Socrates.44

The direction of the road and even the end of the road is indicated by Euthy
phron's half-way position and by the difficulty with which it is beset. Yet

Euthyphron's view is superior to the orthodox view and Euthyphron knows it.

His boasting is not altogether unfounded. Euthyphron transcends the orthodox

view because he aspired to something higher than is visualized by the many.

Yet he has no right to this
observation.45

He really is a boaster. Euthyphron

contradicts himself by saying that what pleases the gods is the pious, and by

meaning that what pleases the gods is not the pious. To solve the contradiction,

one must leave it at simply
denying46

the identity of what pleases the gods and

the pious. One must have the courage of holding the view that one cannot

please the gods except by being impious in the sense in which the city under

stands impiety. Or, more precisely, one must have the courage to be impious in

a certain manner. In what manner? Euthyphron had meant that it is pleasing to

the gods if men do what the gods do. But the different gods do different and

even opposite things. By pleasing one god one will displease the
other.47

It is

impossible to please the gods if the different gods are pleased by different

things, if the different gods disagree with each other, if they fight with each

other. Euthyphron admits this in a way. He is doing what the best and justest

god, Zeus, does. He chooses the justest god out of the many gods for his

model. But in order to make this choice, he must know justice. He must know

what justice is. He must know the idea of justice. For the justest god is the god

that imitates the idea of justice most perfectly. But if one knows the idea of

justice, there is no reason why one must
imitate48

the most perfect imitation of

the idea of justice. Why not imitate the idea of justice itself? There is no reason

for imitating any god. Imitating the gods, doing what the gods do because the

gods do it, and hence piety, proves to be superfluous. We must go a step

further and say there is no need for any gods. If we doubt the current tales

about the gods, if we try to think for ourselves, we are led to the conclusion

that what general opinion assigns to the gods actually belongs to the ideas. The

ideas replace the gods. From here we can understand and judge
Meletus'

charge.

Meletus is right to this extent. Socrates really does not believe in the gods of

the city. And he really introduces different beings. But Meletus is wrong in

assuming that the different beings which Socrates introduces are gods or de

monic things. In fact they are the ideas. If we want to speak of gods, we would

have to say that the different gods which Socrates introduced are the ideas.

One can also say
that49

Meletus erred grossly in speaking of
Socrates'

introduc

ing novel things. For the ideas, being prior to any beings which imitate the

ideas, are prior to any gods. They are the first things, the oldest things. Follow

ing a clue given by Euthyphron, Socrates formulates
Meletus'

charge as fol-
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lows: Socrates is accused of making gods (the Greek, poiein, "inventing").

Socrates'

defense can be stated as follows. Socrates is the only one who recog

nizes as first things such beings as can in no sense be conceived of as having

been made and as making other things. His view is the radically unpoetic view,

poetic in the sense of
"making."50

His accuser was a poet. If one were to deny

that the first things are the ideas, one would be forced to say that the first things

are the gods, and that the gods made the ideas. (Tenth Book of the Republic.)

One would be forced to conceive of the first things as making or productive

beings. The alternative suggested by the Euthyphron is so extreme that one

would be very glad if it could be
evaded.51

How can it be avoided? Let us

return to the point where Euthyphron unwittingly left the right way.

Euthyphron had
divined52

that doing what the gods do is superior to doing
what the gods tell or command us to do. But he became perplexed when he

realized that the different gods do different things, opposite things. He was

forced to choose among the gods, and therefore he had to appeal to a principle

of choice or preference. That principle proved to be the idea of justice, i.e.,

something which is superior to the gods. But is there no way of choosing

among the conflicting gods without having recourse to the ideas, without un

dermining piety? Indeed there is. From the point of view of ancestral custom,

the good is identical with the ancestral, with the old. The best gods will be

therefore the oldest
gods.53

In order to find out what the oldest god
is,54

we do

not have to refer to any ideas. We simply have to consult the records of the

past. If we accept the current stories as such records, we learn that the oldest

god is Uranos, the grandfather of Zeus. The only possible way of being pious,

in the sense of doing what the gods do, the only way of being safely pious

along Euthyphron's lines, is to do what Uranos did, or to imitate Uranos. But

what did Uranos do? He hurt or damaged his children. He damaged the young.

In Greek this is the same
as55

he corrupted the young. That is to say, precisely

by corrupting the young would Socrates be pious. Or the other way
around,56

the pious Socrates chooses the only pious way, of picking the oldest god as his

model, and therefore corrupts the young. Yet Uranos is not only a personal

god, he is also heaven. And we know from other
Platonic57

dialogues that virtue

can be identified with imitating heaven. Meletus on the other hand, who ac

cuses the aged Socrates, and more particularly Euthyphron, who tries to destroy
his own aged father, imitate Zeus, a relatively young god. They are impious. In

addition they are inconsistent, for Zeus did not respect the old gods. Hence not

Meletus and Euthyphron who respect the old gods, but Socrates who does not
respect the old gods, imitates Zeus. Socrates seems to be pious from every
point of view, except that of simple orthodoxy.

One may say that these are jokes. These statements are certainly58 exposed to

quite a few difficulties, one of them being that while Uranos may be said to be
the oldest god, he certainly is not the oldest divinity. Certainly mother earth is
older than Uranos. And Socrates would probably not admit that a man's virtue
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is incompatible with imitating a female god or a female being in general. Was

not his own skill a woman's skill? Let us therefore repeat our question, whether

we cannot avoid the alternative, either the ideas or the gods. In other words,

why is it necessary to assert the primacy of the ideas? The Euthyphron suggests

an alternative. Either the highest beings are fighting gods, or else the highest

beings are ideas. If one denies the primacy of the ideas, one arrives at the belief

in fighting gods. Why? Why do the gods fight? Ultimately, because they do not

know. But knowledge, genuine knowledge, is the knowledge of the unchange

able, of the necessary, of intelligible necessity, of the ideas. That of which

knowledge is knowledge, is prior. The ideas are prior to knowledge of the

ideas. There cannot be knowledge if there is no primacy of the ideas. Therefore

if one denies the primacy of the ideas, one denies the possibility of knowledge.

If the ideas are not the primary beings, the primary beings or the first things

cannot be knowing beings. Their action must be blind. They will collide, they

will fight. In other words, if the primary beings are the gods, and not the ideas,

whatever is good or just will be good or just because the gods love it, and for

no other reason, for no intrinsic reason. The primary act is not knowledge or

understanding but love without knowledge or understanding, i.e., blind desire.

But is this alternative not overcome in monotheism? It is impossible to decide

this question on the basis of the Euthyphron, in which I
believe59

the singular

"god"

never occurs. Still the Euthyphron seems to suggest that even the oldest

god60

must be conceived of as subject to the ideas. It is true if there is only one

god, there is no difficulty in thinking that piety consists in imitating God.
One61

must know that god is good or just or wise, i.e., that God complies with the

rules62

of justice. If that rule were subject to God, or dependent on God, or

made by God, if it could be changed by God, it could no longer serve as a

standard. God must be thought to be subject to a necessity, an intelligible

necessity, which He did not make. If we deny this, if we assume that God is

above intelligible necessity, or not bound by intelligible necessity, He cannot

know in the strict sense, for knowledge is knowledge of the intelligible and

unalterable necessity. In that case, God's actions would be altogether arbitrary.

Nothing would be impossible to Him. For example, He could create other

gods, and the many gods, who of course cannot have knowledge, would fight.

If piety is superfluous, if the gods are superfluous, why then do almost all

men believe that piety is necessary
and63

that the gods are necessary? Why do

men need gods? The answer to this question is suggested in the discussion of

the third definition of piety. According to that definition, piety consists in tend

ing the gods. More precisely, piety consists in a kind of tending of the gods

which is similar to that which slaves practice towards their masters, in prostrat

ing oneself and doing the master's bidding. Piety is a kind of serving. Socrates

interprets it as follows. Piety is an art of serving, a serving art, a ministering

art. As such, it necessarily serves a ruling or architectonic art. Piety presup

poses then that the gods are practitioners of the ruling art. But every art is
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productive of something. What then does the
gods'

ruling art produce while

using human arts as its ministerial
arts?64

Euthyphron merely answers, the gods

produce many fine things. He refuses to explain to an uninitiated man like

Socrates what these many fine things are. And there can be no doubt that the

many fine things which Euthyphron has in mind would not have satisfied Soc

rates. But Socrates also says in the context that, by answering the question as to

what the products of the
gods'

ruling art
are,65

one would have reached an

adequate understanding of piety. The examples which Socrates gives in the

immediate context make it clear what he regards as the specific product of the

art of the gods. Socrates uses as examples of the ministering art, generalship

and
farming.66

The fine things which men try to acquire and produce by gener

alship and farming are victory and good harvest. Yet generalship and farming
are not enough for producing victory and good harvest. For these arts cannot

guarantee the outcome, and the outcome is what, in these arts, is the only thing

that matters. Whether the outcome of the use of generalship and of farming be

good or bad depends upon chance. Chance is that which is in no way control

lable by art or knowledge, or predictable by art or knowledge. But too much

depends for man on chance to get resigned to the power of chance. Man makes

the irrational attempt to control the uncontrollable, to control chance. Yet he

knows that he cannot control chance. It is for this reason that he needs the

gods. The gods are meant to do for him what he cannot do for himself. The

gods are the engine by which man believes he can control chance. He serves

the gods in order to be the employer of gods, or the lord of gods. Yet there is

one particular art, the most architectonic of all human arts, whose outcome

particularly depends on chance, and
which67

absolutely requires gods or piety as

its complement. This is the legislative art. The legislative art is concerned with

the just, the noble, and the good, i.e., with objects regarding which genuine

knowledge is much more difficult than regarding numbers, measures and

weights, and which are therefore the natural domain of disagreement. The pri

mary object of the legislative art is the just. And it is as a part of justice that

piety is defined in the third and last definition. Piety is justice towards the

gods, just as justice in the narrower sense is justice towards men. Justice to

wards men is good. We have already seen that. What is doubtful is the status of

piety, or justice towards the gods. It would seem that the need for piety can

best be understood from the deficiency or the limitation of the justice towards

men. Now the most serious deficiency of justice towards men is that it does not

have sufficient sanction in the eyes of irrational people. It is this sanction that is

supplied by piety and by the gods. But in order to fulfill this function, piety
must be in the service of justice in the narrower sense. Justice in the narrower

sense is primarily law-abidingness, or obedience to the law. Piety therefore

must be a part of justice in this sense, that it must be a part of obedience to

law. But law is primarily ancestral custom. Therefore piety stands or falls by
obedience to ancestral custom. It is here where Socrates agrees with orthodoxy
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over against the heretic, Euthyphron. Euthyphron disobeys ancestral custom by
accusing his own father of impiety. Socrates shows Euthyphron ad hominem

that he has no right to disobey ancestral custom. Now no wonder that he ap

pears to Euthyphron as one of the people, as a vulgar man. We may say that

both the orthodox and Socrates have common sense, whereas Euthyphron lacks

common sense. By this I mean that a society is possible on both orthodox and

Socratic principles, whereas society is not possible on Euthyphron's principles.

For society is not possible if ancestral custom is not regarded as sacred as far as

practice is concerned. It is for this reason that Plato insisted on the necessity of

laws punishing impiety. Liberals like ourselves are tempted to argue against

Plato on the basis of Plato's own testimony. Does not Plato show us that in the

eyes of all men of common sense, of both the many and of Socrates, Euthy
phron is a ridiculous being? And is not the ridiculous a harmless deficiency?

Why then not tolerate Euthyphron? But I hasten back to the dialogue.

The Euthyphron is a very paradoxical dialogue. So indeed is every Platonic

dialogue. The specific paradoxy of the Euthyphron consists in this. The normal

procedure in a Platonic dialogue in the type to which the Euthyphron belongs is

that the interlocutor gives first a definition which expresses the most common

view on the subject under discussion and then gradually is led to a higher view.

But the first definition suggested in the Euthyphron is in the decisive respect

superior to the last definition, which merely formulates the popular view of

piety, meaning piety consists in sacrifice and prayer. More generally expressed,

whereas the normal procedure in the Platonic dialogues is ascent from the lower

to the higher, the procedure followed in the Euthyphron is descent from the

higher to the lower. One can explain this paradoxy in two different ways. In the

first place, Euthyphron the heretic must be brought back to where he belongs,

namely, to orthodoxy or to conformity. In the second place, the Euthyphron is

an unusually radical dialogue. It suggests the most uncompromising formula

tion of the problem of piety. Therefore, the structure of this dialogue has this

character: A) exposition of the truth; B) explanation of the basic error. Shortly
before the end of the dialogue, Socrates compares Euthyphron to Proteus. Pro

teus was a wily sea-god who could only with great difficulty be seized. He

could turn into all kinds of shapes bearded lions, dragons, leopards, huge

boars, liquid water, branching trees. Euthyphron resembles Proteus because he

cannot easily be seized, but changes his position all the time. Moreover, Euthy
phron resembles Proteus because Proteus is unerring: he can tell all the secrets

of the gods. Now Socrates tries to seize Euthyphron, to force him to tell the

truth. Who tried to seize Proteus in the myth, to force him to tell the truth?

Menelaus. Just as Euthyphron imitates Proteus, Socrates imitates Menelaus.

Socrates resembles Menelaus. What does Socrates have in common with Men

elaus? Menelaus is the husband of Helen, just as Socrates is the husband of

Xanthippe. This does not lead very
far.68

Let us see in what context, or for what

reason, Menelaus tried to seize Proteus. (Od. IV / 35 Iff.) Menelaus himself
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says, "At the river of Egypt, eager as 1 was to hasten hither, the gods still held

me back because I did not make the offering due. And the
gods wish us ever to

be mindful of their
precepts."

Menelaus tried to seize Proteus because only

Proteus could tell him how he could get out of the trouble into which he had

come because he did not make the offering due. Socrates tried to seize Euthy

phron because only Euthyphron could tell him how he could get out of the

trouble into which he had come because he did not make the
offerings69

due. It

seems that this state of things throws some light on
Socrates'

last word to Crito

in the Phaedo: "We still owe Asclepius a
cock,"70

as one might well understand

the passage. However this may be, Socrates failed where Menelaus succeeded.

The reason is obvious. Socrates did not ask his Proteus what he, Socrates,

should do, but he asked him a purely theoretical question, What is piety?

I said at the beginning that the Euthyphron conveys to us an irritating half-

truth. That irritating half-truth is that piety is superfluous and that the gods are

superfluous except for the many. Why is it a half-truth? Because we know that

the gods exist. Not indeed the gods of the city of Athens, but the living gods.

How do we know it? By demonstration. By demonstration starting from what

phenomena? From the phenomena of motion, of self-motion, life, of the soul.

Plato has indicated the half-true character of the message conveyed through the

Euthyphron by never using that word, the term
"soul."

Through the emphasis

on the ideas, and the silence about the soul, Plato creates the appearance that

there is no place for the gods. Plato probably would have justified this half-

truth by the consideration that the ideas are at any rate above the soul.

In conclusion, I would like to say a word about what might have been

offensive to some of
you,72

the somewhat jocular character of the argument,

that is devoted to the most serious of all subjects. I remind you of the end of

the Banquet, which I take to mean that philosophy fulfills single-handed the

highest function of both comedy and tragedy. Both the traditional and current

interpretation73
of Plato may be said to bring out the tragic element in Plato's

thought, but they neglect the comic element except where it hits one in the

face. Many reasons can be given for this failure. I mention only one. Modern

research in Plato originated in Germany, the country without comedy. To indi

cate why the element of comedy is of crucial importance in Plato, I read to you

a few lines from the only Platonist I know of who had an appreciation of this

element, Sir Thomas More. I quote: "For to prove that this life is no laughing
time, but rather the time of weeping, we find that our Saviour Himself wept

twice or thrice, but never find we that He laughed as much as once. I will not

swear that He never did, but at the leastwise He left us no ensample of it. But

on the other side. He left us ensample of
weeping."

If we compare what More
said about Jesus with what Plato tells us about Socrates, we find that "Socrates
laughed twice or thrice, but never find we that he wept as much as

once."7J

A
slight bias in favor of

laughing75
and against weeping seems to be essential to

philosophy. For the beginning of philosophy as the philosophers understood it
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is not the fear of the Lord, but wonder. Its spirit is not hope
and76

fear and

trembling, but serenity on the basis of resignation. To that serenity, laughing is

a little bit more akin than weeping. Whether the Bible is right or philosophy is

of course the only question which ultimately matters. But in order to under

stand that question, one must
first77

see philosophy as it is. One must not see it

from the outset through Biblical glasses. Wherever each of us may stand, no

respectable purpose is served by trying to prove that we eat the cake and have

it. Socrates used all his powers to awaken those who can think, out of the

slumber of thoughtlessness. We ill follow his example if we use his authority

for putting ourselves to sleep.

(Transcription not checked by
author)7

NOTES

The following key is used to identify the sources of the variant readings to be recorded in these

notes. For a discussion of the sources themselves, see the editorial preface.

FT: first typescript

ST: second typescript

AST: altered second typescript (ST as revised by handwritten alterations)

eds: editors

1 .

"common"

FT, ST; "most
common"

AST.

2. "tells us
the"

FT, ST; "conveys or consists of AST.

3.
"satisfying"

FT, ST;
"gratifying"

AST.

4.
"but"

FT; absent from ST.

5. "ancestral
custom"

AST; "ancestral
customs"

FT, ST.

6.
"deeds"

FT, ST;
"deed"

AST.

7.
"suspect"

FT, ST;
"suspected"

AST.

8.
"careless"

FT;
"criminal"

ST.

9.
"ignorant"

ST;
"ignorance"

FT.

10.
"profusely"

AST;
"profusedly"

FT, ST.

11. "himself AST; "itself FT, ST.

12. "We
have"

FT, ST; "He
had"

AST.

13.
"missionary"

AST;
"visionary"

FT, ST.

14. "he
has"

FT, ST; "we
have"

AST.

15.
"these"

FT, ST;
"such"

AST.

16.
"just"

ST;
"unjust"

FT, with handwritten brackets around
"un."

17. "not so good
poets"

ST; "not the good
poets"

FT.

18. "profusely
say"

eds; "profusedly
say"

FT. ST, but
"professedly"

written in a hand other

than Professor Strauss's above the line in FT; "openly
declare"

AST.

19.
"theology"

FT, ST;
'"theology"'

AST.

20. "He belongs
firstly"

FT, ST; "He belongs as little to it
as"

AST.

21. "to say the
least"

FT, ST; crossed out in AST.

22. At this point there is a paragraph break in both FT and ST. A marginal note in ST in

Professor Strauss's own hand reads "no
para."

23. "prudently. For
every"

FT, ST; "prudently:
every"

AST.
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24. "I personally believe
that"

FT, ST.
"Perhaps"

AST.

25. "just and pious together with
prudence"

eds; "just and pious together with
prudent FT, ST;

"just and pious, and also
prudent"

AST.

26.
"setting"

AST;
"second"

FT, ST.

27.
"Meletus"'

ST;
"Socrates'"

FT.

28. In AST there is a marginal note beside this sentence in Professor Strauss's hand which

reads "cf. Diodotus in
Thucydides."

29.
"he"

ST; absent from FT.

30. "This is
all."

FT, ST; "This is the sum of the change that occurs in the
dialogue."

AST.

31.
"similarity''

ST;
"singularity"

but crossed out in FT;
"similarity?"

typed above the line in

FT.

32.
"

by a shortcut to knowledge of the divine
things"

added at the end of the sentence in

AST.

33. "not believing in the gods in which the city
believes"

AST; "not believing the gods which

the city
believes"

FT, ST.

34.
"knows"

FT, ST;
"notes"

AST.

35.
"taste"

FT, ST;
"'case'"

AST.

36.
"animating"

FT, ST;
"informing"

AST.

37.
"view"

ST; absent from FT.

38.
"prevented"

FT, ST;
"forestalls"

AST.

39.
"means,"

AST; "means
that,"

FT, ST.

40.
"said"

FT, ST;
"thought"

AST.

41.
"denial"

FT, ST;
"rejection"

AST.

42. "Or, to use a more up-to-date term, it is
deviationist."

FT, ST; crossed out in AST.

43.
"considerations"

FT, ST;
"consideration"

AST.

44. FT but not ST leaves an additional space between this paragraph and the next.

45.
"observation"

FT, ST;
"aspiration'

AST.

46. "one must leave it at simply
denying"

eds; "one must leave it as simply
denying"

FT; "one

must leave it (at) as simply
denying"

ST; "one must be willing simply to
deny"

AST.

47. "By pleasing one god one will displease the
other."

FT, ST; "What pleases one god will

displease
another."

AST.

48. "why one must
imitate"

FT, ST; "to
imitate"

AST.

49. "One can also say
that"

FT, ST; "To go a step
further,"

AST.

50. "poetic in the sense of
'making'"

FT, ST; crossed out in AST.

51.
"evaded"

FT, ST;
"avoided"

AST.

52.
"divined"

AST;
"denied"

FT, ST.

53. "The best gods will be therefore the oldest
gods."

FT, ST; "The best god will therefore be

the oldest
god."

AST

54. "In order to find out what the oldest god
is"

FT, ST; "In order to discover which was the

oldest
god"

AST.

55. "In Greek this is the same
as"

ST (crossed out in AST); "In Greek, the saying
is"

FT.

56. "Or the other way
around,"

FT, ST; "Or,
alternatively,"

AST.

57.
"Platonic"

ST;
"personal"

FT.

58. "One may say that these are jokes. These statements are
certainly"

FT, ST. "One may say
that these remarks are tinged with levity. They take a stand which certainly

is"

AST.
59. "I

believe"

FT, ST; "if I remember
correctly"

AST.

60. "oldest
god"

FT, ST; "only
God"

AST.

61. "God.
One"

eds; "god,
One"

FT; "god.
one"

ST; "God. But before one can imitate God
one"

AST. The editors have followed AST in capitalizing
"God"

throughout the remainder of this
paragraph.

62.
"rules"

FT, ST;
"rule"

AST.

63.
"and"

FT, ST;
"or"

AST.

64. "using human arts as its ministerial
arts"

FT, ST; "using a human art as a ministerial
art"

AST.
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65. "the products of the
gods'

ruling art
are"

AST; "the product of the
gods'

ruling arts
are"

FT, ST.

66. In AST there is a marginal note beside this sentence in Professor Strauss's hand which

refers to Xenophon's Memorabilia 1.1.

67.
"therefore"

added at this point in AST.

68. "it
seems"

added at the end of the sentence in AST.

69.
"offerings"

FT;
"offering"

ST.

70. "we forgot to make the offering
due,"

added at this point in AST.

71. "of FT, ST; crossed out in AST.

72. "what might have been offensive to some of
you,"

FT, ST; crossed out in AST.

73. "current
interpretation"

FT, ST; "the current
interpretations"

AST.

74. This is the end of a passage which has been crossed out in AST. The passage began above

with the sentence, "I mention only
one."

75. "A slight bias in favor of
laughing"

FT, ST; "Yet a slight bias in favor of comedy and

against tragedy, in favor of
laughing"

AST. (See note 74.)

76.
"and"

FT, ST;
"in"

AST.

77.
"first"

FT, ST; crossed out in AST.

78. "(Transcription not checked by
author)"

FT, ST; crossed out in AST. (See the editorial

preface.)
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The following is a translation of the third chapter of the first section of

Alexandre Kojeve's Esquisse
d'

une phenomenologie du droit (Outline ofa Phe

nomenology of
Right).1

We believe that this chapter raises and addresses funda

mental questions in legal and political theory; and even though we do not

always agree with Kojeve's conclusions, we would argue that his bold and

often provocative understanding of right and justice, law and politics, and reli

gion and morality merits sustained critical scrutiny today. In this brief introduc

tion, we give a short synopsis of Kojeve's career; situate the Esquisse in his

work as a whole; and provide a short summary of the chapters preceding the

translated passage.

Alexandre Kojeve was born in Moscow on May 11, 1902, into a well-to-do

bourgeois
family.2

(His uncle was the painter Wassily Kandinsky.) Kojeve es

caped from Russia in 1920 and spent the first half of the decade in Germany,

where he completed his dissertation on the religious philosophy of Vladimir

Soloviev under the supervision of Karl Jaspers. Towards the end of 1926, Ko

jeve moved to Paris where he continued his studies; and in 1933, he took over

Alexandre Koyre's seminar on Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit at the Ecole

Pratique des Hautes Etudes, lecturing on this one book until 1939. Kojeve's

seminar achieved an exceptional notoriety: not only was his interpretation of

the Phenomenology recognized as compelling (albeit controversial), but the

persons who attended and were subsequently influenced by his lectures reads

like a veritable who's who list of future French
intellectuals.3

Kojeve wrote the

Esquisse during the summer of 1943 in Gramat, France, where he also worked

for the Resistance in various capacities. With the help of Robert Marjolin,

Kojeve secured a job at the Direction des relations economiques exterieures

after the war, and for the next twenty years he was instrumental in helping to

shape France's foreign trade and economic policy. Although Kojeve continued

interpretation, Fall 1996, Vol. 24, No. 1
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to publish occasionally, his longer and more detailed studies in the history of

philosophy and political thought were published posthumously. He died in

1968 while giving a speech in Brussels before a meeting of the
Common Mar

ket.

II

Although all of Kojeve's major works have now been published in French,

his reputation among English-speaking political scientists is largely due to an

abridged translation of his Introduction to the Reading of Hegel as well as to

his debate and longstanding correspondence with Leo Strauss in the latter's On

Tyranny.
"
But despite the renown of these two books, the Esquisse is an indis

pensable work in Kojeve's corpus as a whole. As the Esquisse was written after

the Introduction, Kojeve clarifies and elaborates upon many of the themes he

raises there; and as it was written before his response to Strauss's On Tyranny,

the Esquisse helps to set the stage for this important philosophical debate. Fur

thermore, the Esquisse is clearly Kojeve's most political work, by which we

mean that he most fully articulates his understanding of right, justice, and the

universal and homogenous empire. The Esquisse is Kojeve's only book that is

not an interpretation of the history of philosophy and political thought, and this

means that Kojeve's own voice can be heard with an unrivalled clarity: the

often-asked question whether Kojeve is sincerely attempting to interpret another

philosopher or is masking his own thoughts behind that interpretation simply

does not apply in this case. Although the title of the book states that it is a

provisional exposition, the Esquisse is certainly more unified or systematic than

the Introduction, and Kojeve declared that he was satisfied with it. And lastly,
the Esquisse is also a highly accessible work, not being as abstract as some of

his other epistemological writings. All in all, the Esquisse contains some of the

most important and detailed articulations of Kojeve's political thought, and it is

extremely puzzling why political scientists have not paid more attention to
it.5

Ill

Kojeve discusses three large themes in the first section of the Esquisse: the
phenomenological or behaviorist definition of right (pp. 17-121); under what
conditions right or legal justice is actualized (pp. 122-87); and the specificity
and autonomy of right (pp.

188-230).6
As is implied in his phenomenological

method, Kojeve begins from commonsense intuitions about the meaning of the
word droit. Thus, a "juridical situation or relation of

right"

exists when some

one "has the right to do or to omit
something,"

or when someone "has the right
to an effective

behaviour"

(pp. 21-22). Kojeve quickly notes, however, that
the only way to distinguish an authentic juridical situation is when a "disin-
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terested and
impartial"

"third person C
intervenes"

in an interaction between

two persons, A and B, and allows A (or B) the right to his or her effective

behaviour. Without such an intervention, it would be impossible phenome-

nologically to determine "with certitude that A has the right to his
action,"

i.e.,

it would be impossible phenomenologically to distinguish a juridical situation

from one in which person A simply has the desire (without necessarily the

right) to do or to omit something (pp. 22-24). Kojeve concludes that the es

sence of right is revealed or manifested "in and by the interaction between two

human beings, A and B, which necessarily provokes the intervention of an

impartial and disinterested third, C, [and] whose intervention annuls the reac

tion of B opposed to the action of
A"

(p. 28).

Kojeve spends the remainder of the first chapter refining and elaborating

upon this definition. Perhaps the most important issue he raises is how C can be

genuinely disinterested given that the intervention is a voluntary, purposive act.

After proposing several possible solutions to this problem, Kojeve suggests that

C will be disinterested if C could be anyone at all and the same intervention

would occur (pp. 76-79).
7
Kojeve quickly adds, however, that since C must be

someone living, and since "experience shows that the intervention of C varies

in respect to space and
time,"

C can never really be anyone at all (p. 80). More

over, Kojeve argues that C is always chosen from within the ruling group of a

given state, that group which can suppress all other competing groups while still

being able to rule the state (pp. 88-90). In the end, Kojeve admits that C is

disinterested only in the sense that he or she "is supposed to be able to be anyone

at all within an exclusive group of a given Society at a given
moment"

(p. 90).

Kojeve then goes on to observe that if a state were universal (or encom

passed all of humanity), then the words "of a given
Society"

could be removed

from the previous definition; and if the state were homogenous (with no group

of persons having interests essentially hostile to any other), then the phrase

"within an exclusive
group"

could also be deleted (pp. 90-91). And since a

universal and homogenous state would not "perish or even
change,"

it having

by definition no external wars or internal revolutions, the phrase "at a given

moment"

could be removed as well. Therefore, the disinterestedness of C the

full and complete articulation of justice and right can only be realized in

practice in a universal and homogenous state (pp. 91-94).

In the second chapter, Kojeve makes two important clarifications, the first

of which is between the potentiality and actuality of right. Although right is

"real"

in both cases, the potentiality of right implies a "reality in the process of

becoming [devenir], while the reality en acte [actuality] is the reality 'having
become'

[devenue], the result or integration of its
becoming"

(p. 127). Phe

nomenologically, the critical difference between the potentiality or actuality of

right is whether or not a criminal act can be annulled or suppressed within a

given state (pp. 128-32). Kojeve's emphasis here is not so much whether a

state has good arms to enforce the law but whether criminals can flee the state

in which they committed their crime. As long as a multitude of separate states
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exist, right will remain in a state of potentiality; only when all persons belong

to a single state will right be actualized (pp. 133-34).

The second clarification involves Kojeve's definition of the state. A state

possess two characteristics: first, it is a "Society in which all the members are

'friends'

and which treats as an
'enemy'

all non-members, whoever they may

be"; and second, a state has "within this Society a group of
'governors,'

who

are clearly distinguished from other members, those who constitute the group

of the
'governed'"

(p. 143). Kojeve appropriates the friend-enemy distinction

directly from Carl
Schmitt,8

and he assumes that his readers are familiar with

and accept these two fundamental political categories. The distinction between

governor and governed, by contrast, corresponds to the exclusive or elite group
which Kojeve spoke about in the preceding chapter, namely that group which

can suppress other competing groups who want to govern without destroying
the state.

Kojeve ends the second chapter by arguing that "the reality of Justice is

Right, and Right is nothing other than the application of the idea of Justice to

social
interactions"

(p. 181). But while Kojeve sees that the state or society is a

necessary condition for the realization of right, politics and justice are in his

mind two separate phenomena (pp. 185-87). For if right and justice could be

reduced to politics (or to some other human phenomenon) then there would be

no possibility of conflict (or negation) between right and the state such that

both of them could progress historically (or dialectically) (cf. p. 206 n.l). In

other words, unless right is a specific and autonomous phenomenon, it will not

be able to evolve over time into the "absolute Right of the universal and ho

mogenous
State"

(p. 187). It is with the intention of proving the autonomy of

right that Kojeve begins the chapter we have chosen to translate.

NOTES

1. Alexandre Kojeve, Esquisse d'une phenomenologie du droit (Paris: Gallimard, 1981), pp.
188-230. We are currently in the process of translating the entire book, which is to be published by
Rowman & Littlefield some time towards the latter half of 1997.

2. A biography was recently published by Dominique Auffret entitled Alexandre Kojeve: La

philosophie, I'Etat, la fin de /'Histoire (Paris: Bernard Grasset, 1990). Auffret discusses the events

leading up to and after the writing of the Esquisse on pp. 265-92.

3. Kojeve's lectures were subsequently collected and edited by Raymond Queneau, Introduc
tion a la lecture de Hegel (Paris: Gallimard, 1947). Raymond Aron, Georges Bataille, Andre

Breton, Gaston Fessard, Jacques Lacan, Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Eric Weil, and many others at

tended Kojeve's seminar at various times and attested to the power of his interpretation. In fact,
according to Allan Bloom, both Leo Strauss and Raymond Aron admitted that Kojeve was the most
brilliant man they had ever met. See Allan Bloom, "Alexandre Kojeve,'

in Giants and Dwarfs-

Essays 1960-1990 (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1990), p. 268 n.l, and Raymond Aron
Memoirs: Fifty Years ofPolitical Reflection (New York: Holmes & Meier, 1990) pp 65-70 465-

66. For a list of those who were registered for Kojeve's seminar, see Michael S Roth Knowing
and History: Appropriations of Hegel in Twentieth-Century France (Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, 1988), pp. 225-27. Kojeve's enormous influence on French intellectual life from literature
to philosophy, psychology to political science, is reflected in Andre Glucksmanns'comment in Le
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nouvel observateur, No. 992 (November 1 1
, 1983), p. 4, that "the big secret of French philosophy,

behind Sartre, Merleau-Ponty, Aron, as well as Lacan, behind the thought which dominates France

between '45 and '70, is the presence of
Kojeve."

4. Leo Strauss, On Tyranny, revised and expanded edition, including the Strauss-Kojeve corre

spondence, edited by Victor Gourevitch and Michael S. Roth (New York: The Free Press, 1991);
Alexandre Kojeve, Introduction to the Reading ofHegel, translated by James H. Nichols, Jr. (New

York: Basic Books, 1969).

5. For example, one looks in vain for a reference to the Esquisse in Francis Fukuyama 's The

End ofHistory and the LastMan (New York: The Free Press, 1992), surely the one place we would

expect the Esquisse to play a pivotal role. Not only would the Esquisse have helped Fukuyama see

whether his understanding of capitalistic, liberal democracy is the same as Kojeve's universal and

homogenous empire, but it also would have suggested possible responses to Fukuyama's concern

that the end of history might result in the reign of Nietzsche's last man. Shadia B. Drury, Alex

andre Kojeve: The Roots ofPostmodern Politics (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1994), would also

have been well advised to speak at length about the Esquisse, a work which is cited in her bibli

ography but which is not once discussed in the text. Such an analysis might have led her to a more

serious and sustained confrontation of the character of the end state and the quality of its justice,

aspects of Kojeve's political thought which she discusses and then dispenses with in but a few

pages (pp. 41-48). And finally, although Barry Cooper, The End ofHistory: An Essay on Modern

Hegelianism (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984), might be excused for not referring to the

Esquisse, since his book was published only three years after the Esquisse, it would be strange if he

were unaware of the manuscript given the number of individuals familiar with Kojeve whom he

acknowledges in the preface. It would appear that the longest discussion of the Esquisse continues

to be Michael Roth's brief review in Political Theory, vol. 11, No. 3 (1983), pp. 447-50.

6. In this essay, all emphasized and capitalized words, or words in quotation marks, are con

tained in the original. All page references are to the Esquisse.

7. It must be noted here that Kojeve's understanding of the third person C encompasses not

only a judge or arbiter but also the policeman who executes the judge's sentence and the juridical

legislator who crystallizes an idea of justice into law. These three functions can be performed by

different persons or by one and the same individual.

8. See Carl Schmitt, The Concept of the Political, translated by George Schwab (New Bruns

wick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1976).
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Everything is held together in human existence precisely because man re

mains identical to himself while negating himself that is, while becoming
other than he is. It is one and the same human being who acts and thinks

sometimes as a political man and sometimes as a juridical, religious, moral, or

an aesthetic man, and so on. It would be just as futile to isolate these different
"men"

as it is impossible to separate the "faculties of the
soul"

or to oppose the

"soul"

to the body. Of course, the fact remains that human existence has com

plementary and inseparable, but nonetheless distinct, aspects. For example, to

act and to think economically is certainly something different from acting and

thinking religiously, and the man who eats and digests is quite different from

this same man solving a mathematical problem or praying to God. It is correct,

therefore, to distinguish several types of existential attitudes, all the more so

because these attitudes can enter into conflict with one another, as they some

times do within one and the same concrete existence, in one and the same

individual person. Furthermore, their fundamental unity as human attitudes is

not only guaranteed by their coexistence in a single person, but they remain

united even when they are distributed among different persons. For even when

they exist separately within a Society, they mutually condition each other.

Therefore, when one of them happens to change, the others always feel the

effects of it sooner or later.

While accepting the fundamental unity of human existence, there is, then,

good reason to distinguish those typical and permanent aspects within it that

From Alexandre Kogeve, Esquisse d'une phenomenologie du Droit (Gallimard, 1981) and from

the present
authors'

translation of this work to be published by Rowman & Littlefield; printed by

permission.
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can be individually described. But if one must not mix what is distinct, then

one must not separate what is in reality
unitary. One must isolate only what is

truly irreducible to something else, and in describing each autonomous type,

one must indicate all that belongs to it, all that depends upon and can be de

duced from it. And the principal task of the Phenomenology of human ex

istence consists in the search for a complete description of all its truly

autonomous aspects that is, the ones that are irreducible to others or quali

tatively specific. Now, the criterion of specificity or autonomy is in the final

analysis mutual negation. Two aspects are autonomous in respect to one an

other when there is the possibility of negation of one by the other that is, of a
"conflict"

between them. But this conflict must not automatically follow from

their nature, for in this case there would still be mutual dependence, albeit

negative. In other words, the possibility of a conflict must coexist with that of a

harmonious alliance, indeed a compromise. It is then and only then that the

autonomous and specifically different aspects will form an essentially synthetic

unity: an identity of difference, a differentiation of the identical, a union in and

by separation and
opposition.2

I have said, and it seems beyond doubt, that a State which is politically

justifiable and justified by its success can be considered juridically unjust: the

juridical aspect of human existence can, therefore, enter into conflict with its

political aspect. But furthermore, the idea of a politically valid, i.e., effi

cacious, State that is nevertheless juridically just is perfectly conceivable, even

if it is still not fully realized: the juridical aspect can, therefore, be in harmony
with the political aspect. And one can conclude from these two observations

that the juridical and political attitudes are two autonomous aspects of one and

the same human existence. But one must still ask whether these two attitudes,

irreducible to one another, cannot be deduced from other human attitudes.

The present chapter will be devoted to the question of whether the phenome

non of
"Droit"

is truly an autonomous and specific phenomenon that is, irre

ducible to other human phenomena.

Now it is obvious that this problem cannot be resolved by itself. Indeed, in

order to really solve this problem, it would be necessary to have a complete list

of autonomous phenomena and to demonstrate that the phenomenon of
"Droit"

is not reducible to any of them. There can be no question of undertaking this

task in the present study. Here, it is only a matter of offering an incomplete,
and consequently quite provisional, solution.

First, I will leave aside all the phenomena that are at first sight at least

so different from the phenomenon of
"Droit"

that a reduction of
"Droit"

to

them would appear without question to be impossible. The aesthetic phenome
non is such an example. But I realize that here as elsewhere the

"evidence"

can

be deceiving, all the more so because for the ancient Greeks, for example, a
reduction of the Just to the Beautiful or the Beautiful to the Just did not to

be absurd. Second, when comparing Droit to certain other phenomena in order
to distinguish it from them, I will assume them to be specific and autonomous
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without having demonstrated their autonomy. Now, here as well, it is dan

gerous to trust the
"evidence,"

which is not at all complete. And finally, third,
the comparisons that I am going to make will not be complete. I will not

discuss the many attempts to reduce the phenomena that I will try to separate to

other phenomena.

I will limit myself, basically, to taking up the traditional subjects of discus

sion relating to the problem of the autonomy of Droit which interest us here.

The relation between Droit and Morality ( 31) or the relation between Droit

and Religion ( 30) are subjects of this kind. I will also discuss ( 29) the

opinion of the
"statists"

and
"utilitarians"

those who would like to reduce

Droit either to "reason of
State"

or to "social
utility"

by referring above all to

what I have said in the preceding
chapter.3

It will also be necessary to see what

the validity and significance is of the Marxist attempt to reduce Droit like all

other human phenomena to the economic phenomenon ( 28). Finally ( 32),

I will say a few words about the relation between the juridical attitude and what

are generally called the egoistic and altruistic tendencies of human existence.

But I will begin by making a general remark that suggests the idea that Droit

is actually a specific and autonomous phenomenon, an idea which I will try to

prove (or make plausible) by the discussions in this chapter. In other respects,

however, the autonomy of Droit depends upon the autonomy of its "princi

ple"

that is, the idea of Justice. The present chapter, therefore, is only a kind

of introduction to the Second Section, where this idea will be analyzed. And it

is there above all that I will try to establish the autonomy of this idea, and

consequently of Droit itself.

27

Generally speaking, in studying a phenomenon and comparing it to other

phenomena in order to reveal its specificity and to demonstrate its autonomy,

one must take it in its concrete totality [integrite]; study, as well, all its constit

uent elements; and situate it in the whole of human existence.

Now, when one speaks about Droit or its autonomy, one has a tendency to

become too exclusively attached to the
"litigants,"4

so to speak. One looks for

the motives of those who are passively subjected to the Droit. One asks what

the motives are of a man acting in conformity with a legal rule [regie de droit]

or what the motives are of the criminal acting contrary to this rule. And one

notices that these motives can be the most diverse: one emphasizes reasons of a

biological nature [ordre] (notably with criminals), economic or social "inter

est,"

morality, and so on. In short, one risks not finding any specifically juridi

cal motive.

But in reality the existence of the
"litigants"

is still not enough for there to

be Droit. An "impartial and
disinterested"

third must be present, and one can

even say that the specificity
ofDroit lies precisely in the presence of this third.
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One or another interaction becomes a juridical situation solely because it pro

vokes the intervention of a third. Therefore, in order to understand the juridical

phenomenon, one must analyze the character [la personne]
of this third. In any

case, one must not neglect it.

Certainly no one denies that the existence of Droit implies and presupposes

the character of this
"third."

But when speaking about Droit, one often forgets

this and speaks only about those to whom Droit is applied instead of those who

apply it; or again, one takes the
"third"

above all in his aspect as a juridical

Legislator or judicial Police. One wonders what are the ends or the motives of

his legislation, and one asks the whys and the hows of judicial constraint. And

as the Law-making and Police powers are in the vast majority of cases in the

hands of the State, of the Government, one wonders why the State decrees such

and such juridical laws [his] and makes them respected by using force. There

is, therefore, nothing surprising in referring to "reason of
State"

above all, and

even exclusively, when trying to reduce the phenomenon of
"Droit"

in its en

tirety to the principle of social or political utility.

Now, in fact, the third is not only Legislator and Police; he is also, and even

above all, Judge or Arbiter. Indeed, the Police only carry out the decisions of

the Judge, and the Legislator enacts his juridical laws [lois] with a view to their

application by this same Judge. If, then, a situation is juridical only because it

implies an "impartial and
disinterested"

third, this third himself is a specifically

juridical entity only to the extent that he implies an aspect of the Judge or

Arbiter. And it is above all as Judge that he is supposed to be truly a
"third"

that is, "impartial and
disinterested."

Therefore, in order to understand what Droit is, in order to see whether or

not it is an autonomous phenomenon, one must first of all ask why and for

what motives man becomes a Judge or Arbiter. First of all, we will see that one

can serve as a Judge even if there is not a juridical Law [Loi], or in any event a

legal rule [regie de droit], which would allow the case to be judged. And one

can even be a Judge if one knows that the judgement will not necessarily be

carried out that is, without having at one's disposal an irresistible force.

Moreover, one can
"judge"

even when one knows that the
"judgement"

will not

have any real significance and will in no way change the situation. Of course,

this will not be a case ofDroit, for all the constituent elements of this phenom

enon will not be present; I only mean that one of the essential elements can

exist without certain other ones, such as the element of constraint. Next, we
will see that the judgement (even if it is carried out) can have a juridical value

only if the Judge has been "impartial and
disinterested."

In other words, the

Judge is only supposed to have acted for the sole motive of wanting to have

been Judge or Arbiter. Admittedly, all action presupposes an end, i.e., an "in

terest"; but the
"interest"

of the Judge is supposed to boil down to the desire to

realize Justice, to apply to a given case the idea of Justice. All
"utilitarian"

motives are thus excluded by definition. The
"ideal"

Judge is not
"interested"
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in the judgement that he issues: this judgement neither brings him anything

personally nor is it harmful to him. And he does not even think about
"public"

utility in the case where he knows that his judgement will not be carried out. If

he judges all the same, it is because he has a sui generis
"interest,"

immanent

in the very act of judgement. He has a "juridical
interest,"

one that is deter

mined by the idea of Justice.

Introspection and the study of human
"behaviour"

confirms this way of see

ing things. Man is spontaneously inclined to perform the duties of Judge or

Arbiter. Everywhere and always one finds men ready to intervene as "disin

terested
thirds,"

to act as Judge or Arbiter. And everyone can see in himself a
"tendency"

to judge, one that becomes an imperious need as soon as one is in

the presence of some
"injustice."

For example, in seeing a powerful man as

sault a weak invalid, everyone will rush forward to defend the latter. This is so

because, in the blink of an eye, one will have set forth a
"law"

["hi"] that

forbids this action, applied this
"law"

to the given case, and attempted to carry

out this
"judgement."

Now obviously one is not harmed by this event, and one

will not profit by the intervention on the contrary. And it would be truly

artificial to say that one intervenes thinking about
"Society,"

about the fact that

in a Society or a State the weak should be protected against the strong, and so

on. Moreover, one can notice that intervening as a Judge or Arbiter gives rise

to a keen pleasure independent of the
"moral"

character of the case that is

judged or arbitrated. For example, a dispute during a sports competition sponta

neously creates a mass of benevolent Arbiters. This is because one takes plea

sure in arbitrating and this pleasure is truly
"disinterested."

It is a sui generis

pleasure, just as specific as sexual or aesthetic pleasure, for example. Now this

is a pleasure that one gets from the fact of being able to be "disinterested and

impartial"

that is, of being able to be
"just."

This pleasure, then, is specifi

cally juridical, a pleasure that is incomprehensible if one denies the existence of

an autonomous juridical attitude based on the idea of Justice. Thus, in the case

of the invalid, it is the sole occurrence of
"injustice"

(i.e., of inequality here)

that moves one to intervene. One does not even ask if the strong person is right

to beat the weak person, nor does one ask who the one and the other are, what

the one who is beaten has done to the one who beats him. It is only the dispro

portion of forces, i.e.,
"injustice"

in its pure state, that makes one act. And it is

possible that afterwards, having learned the motives of the strong person, one

approves of them and helps the strong person to manhandle the weak person.

Among certain primitive peoples, fathers teach their sons that there are only

two imperative
"moral"

duties: to be brave and to render justice, to judge fel

low citizens as impartial and disinterested
thirds.* One speaks here of "moral

ity,"

but in reality it is a matter of political
"virtue"

and of juridical
"virtue."

One must be brave towards
"enemies"

and one must perform the office of

Judge (when the occasion arises) among
"friends."

Of course, to render Justice

is to do a socially and politically useful deed, just as it is useful to Society and
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the State that its citizens are brave. But it would be truly artificial to say that

one is brave for "reason of
State"

or considerations of public utility; and it is

absurd to look for an
"interest"

in the act of bravery that brings about the death

of the brave person. Likewise, if it is socially useful to be Judge, it is not this

utility which moves one to do it. The primitive person in question will say to

his son that it is a
"duty."

The Phenomenologist will say that here there is a sui

generis motive, which he will call
"juridical"

and whose
"principle"

he will

say is Justice. One loves to be Judge or Arbiter because one possesses an idea

or an ideal of Justice and because one is inclined to realize all one's ideas.

Now the idea of Justice is realized by its application to human interactions

that is, in and by the Droit that is concretized in and by the action of the

Judge. The specific (and specifically human) pleasure that one experiences be

ing Arbiter testifies to the existence in man of a sui generis idea that he tends

to realize. And this idea we call the idea of Justice, while its realization is

called Droit.

This way of seeing things is corroborated by the phenomenological analysis

of Authority (cf. my Note on
Authority).5

I have tried to show that there is a

pure sui generis Authority of the
"Judge"

type. Indeed, in a lot of cases, one

obeys a man solely because one believes him to be
"just," "impartial,"

"disin
terested," "objective," "equitable,"

and so on, without being concerned with

his other qualities. In particular, when one wants to submit a lawsuit to the

judgement of a third, of an Arbiter, one goes and seeks those who enjoy the

Authority of the
"Judge"

type. However intelligent, energetic, provident, hand

some or anything else a man is, one will not choose him if he is presumed to be
"partial"

or
"interested"

(or if he is
"unjust"

in general) in the case that one

would like to submit to him. Conversely, if one knows him to be
"just,"

one

can close one's eyes to all his faults. Of course, one will choose a
"virtuous"

or

"moral"

man, but this is because one supposes that
"virtue"

or
"morality"

nec

essarily implies the
"virtue"

of
"justice."

And if one prefers to choose a "reli
gious"

or
"pious"

man, it is still because one presumes him to be
"just"

or

"equitable,"

and not because he has specifically religious
"virtues,"

such as

having obtained the salvation of his soul, for example.

There is, then, a sui generis Authority which qualifies the Judge as such.

This specific quality is nothing other than his
"justice"

or his
"equity"

that is,
an active incarnation of the idea of Justice that one should consequently con

sider as a specific and autonomous idea. And it would be of no use to say that

the
"just"

man, whom one chooses to Arbitrate decisions to which one volun

tarily submits, is
"just"

because his behaviour conforms to a (juridical) law

[hi]. This would only shift the problem or simply change its terms, for this law

itself has a sui generis Authority, the same as that of the Judge. It often hap
pens that a law has Authority solely because it has been decreed by a legislator

who enjoys the Authority of a Judge, being considered
"just"

or "impartial and
disinterested,"

at least in the case aimed at by his law.
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It is enough, therefore, to introduce into the study of the juridical phenome

non the essential constitutive element of the "disinterested
third"

in order to be

aware that this phenomenon does not admit of
"utilitarian"

interpretations.

There is a sui generis
"interest"

that moves man to act juridically, at least as

Judge. And this
"interest"

has nothing to do with biological, economic, social,
or political interests, nor even with the specifically religious

"interest,"

which

is the salvation of the soul. For if an iniquitous judgement is a
"sin,"

nothing

says that being judge is a religious
"duty."

It is not for any of these
"egoistic"

reasons that man becomes Judge or Arbiter in a case that does not at all "inter
est"

him, except this of it being a case to which the idea of Justice or equity can

be applied.

What remain to be discussed are
"altruistic"

motives as well as Morality in

general. But before tackling the often discussed problem of the relation be

tween Droit and Morality, one must critically examine more deeply the "util
itarian"

theories of Droit and this is only because of the immense credence

given them.

28

It is not useful to discuss the biological
"theories"

ofDroit. It is too obvious

that Droit is a specifically human phenomenon that is not found in non-human

nature. If the human interactions to which Droit is applied can be likened in

certain cases to animal interactions, the intervention of the third, who
"judges"

them as an impartial and disinterested third, has no equivalent in the animal

world. One cannot, therefore, explain it biologically (cf. The Second Section).

But when the
"Utilitarians"

speak about
"interest,"

they do not only have in

mind vital, biological interests. There are also specifically human interests

other than those ofDroit, and it is a question of knowing whether Droit can be

reduced to one of them or to a combination of them.

Nowadays, it is above all economic interest that is privileged. For the Marx

ists, for example, and for a lot of economists in general, Droit is only an

epiphenomenon of the economic life of
humanity.*

First of all, let us note that economic life is quite different from biological

life. Homo economicus is not only the animal homo sapiens: he is also and

even above all a being truly and specifically human. The human economy is

based upon work and exchange, which do not have equivalents in the animal

world (cf. my Note on
Work).6

Therefore, to explain man by the economy is

quite different from explaining him by biology. The "economic
materialism"

of

Marxists is
"materialism"

in name only. If one wants to oppose
"spiritualism"

to biologism or to materialism, one must say that the Marxist reduction of man

to the act of work is clearly of
"spiritualistic"

inspiration, one which comes,

moreover, directly from Hegel. Authentic Marxism is an
"anthropological"

the-
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ory that discovers in man a specifically human act which one finds nowhere

else, namely the act of work, and that tries to
explain all that is human in man

according to this anthropogenic act.

Now, in doing this, Marx was wrong to simplify and to truncate the He

gelian conception. For Hegel, the act of work presupposes another act, that of

the fight for pure prestige, whose true value Marx does not
appreciate.7

Now

there is no doubt that economic man is always coupled with a "man of
vanity,"

whose interests can collide with his economic interests. It is enough to be

convinced of this by thinking about the Eskimo, who trades the furs of his

residence for European trinkets and who suffers from the cold in order to sat

isfy his vanity. It is, therefore, impossible to reduce the whole of human exis

tence to economic activity that is, to Work and Exchange.

But could one not at least reduce Droit to it?

Economic life [L economic] is constituted by Work and Exchange. But it is

obvious that Work as such cannot be a source of Droit. Work sets man against

Nature. Now the relations between man and Nature have nothing juridical

about them, for no human being can play the role of the "impartial and disin

terested
third"

in this case. No one would seriously want to defend the interests

of Nature against those of man, and in the case of a conflict between them,

everyone will automatically side with man against Nature. As for the social

relations created by work, and notably the one between employer and em

ployee, they have nothing fundamentally economic about them; for the mo

ment, then, we do not have the space to take them into account.

The Exchange element of the economic phenomenon, however, is closely

connected to the juridical phenomenon. In the vast majority of cases, the legal

rules [regies de droit] of modern Droit have in mind exchanges of an economic

nature, and one can say that almost all our Droit is commercial Droit, in the

broad sense of the term. The development of economic life, and notably of

commerce, has always given rise to a blossoming of juridical life, an expansion

of Droit and an intensification of jurisprudence. Finally, the ideology of the

merchant always has a character more or less juridical: it advocates the rule of

Droit on earth, and it aspires to a Droit that is universally valid and always

respected.

This affinity between Droit and the commercial or exchangist aspect of eco

nomic life is easily seen. When a merchant works out an exchange that he is

about to make, he must not only take into account his own interest but also that

of his partner. In other words, he must look at things from the point of view of

an "impartial and disinterested
third."

Therefore, he will have nothing against

the intervention of such a third in his commercial interactions with others. On

the contrary, he will voluntarily make an appeal to the good offices of this

third. The merchant is naturally inclined to regulate his commercial activity by
Judges or Arbiters that is, by juridical legislation ultimately.
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Furthermore, all exchange has as its base the principle of equivalence. Now

we will see (in the Second Section) that equivalence constitutes the second

fundamental type of the idea of Justice (the first being equality). And we will

see that this second type can be called
"slavish"

or
"bourgeois,"

in contrast to

the first, which is essentially
"aristocratic,"

being originally the Justice of the

Master. The Bourgeois (metamorphosed from the Slave), who is above all a

Merchant (in contrast to the slave properly so called, who is above all a Worker

or producer), is naturally prone to adopt the ideal of a Justice of equivalence

and to make it triumph wherever this is possible. This is why he will have,

generally speaking, a
"juridical"

ideology: he will consider all human existence

from the point of view ofDroit, it being understood that this Droit is based on

the idea of the Justice of equivalence and not on the idea of the Justice of

equality. The Bourgeois-merchant does not want to be equal, even economi

cally speaking, with his
"customer,"

nor even with his
"competitor."

And if he

does want this, it is not in his capacity as homo economicus, as a merchant. As

a merchant, it is enough for him that the profit of his
"customer"

is equivalent

to his own and that his
"competitor"

is placed in conditions equivalent to his

own. All offenses against the principle of equivalence, however, will be con

sidered an "injustice": in the eyes of the merchant there will be either an "illicit

rise in
prices"

or "unfair
competition."

But can one truly say that the idea or ideal of the Justice of equivalence, and

consequently the Droit which realizes it, are a simple epiphenomenon of eco

nomic, indeed commercial, activity? I do not think so, and not only because it

is obvious that the sphere where this Justice and its corresponding Droit are

applied extends far beyond the properly economic sphere. Here, it could be a

question of the phenomenon of "transference": the specifically economic idea

could be applied to a sphere which is in principle foreign to it.

I think that the economic theory of Justice and of Droit is insufficient be

cause it does not explain the possibility of the existence of the
"third,"

without

whom there would not be Droit. Of course, in practice, the Judge or Arbiter is

paid in one way or another. One can say that they also
"exchange"

their juridi

cal
"work"

for economic gain. But if the Judge were truly nothing other than a

merchant acting as homo economicus pure and simple, one would need a super-

judge to arbitrate the possible conflicts between him and his customers in order

to determine the
"equivalence"

in question and so on infinitely. In order that

this infinite progression be stopped, i.e., in order that the reality of Droit be

comes possible, a truly
"disinterested"

Judge (or Legislator) must be reached,

one who will judge without any economic interest on his part. Otherwise, there

would perhaps be economic exchanges complicated by the
"commercial"

ex

changes between Judges and litigants, but there would not be commercial Droit

properly so called that is, the Droit based on the idea of Justice. The law [hi]

of supply and demand certainly operates when it is a matter of determining the
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remuneration of the Judges, the costs of justice. But for
there to be Droit, this

law must not influence the content of the juridical sentence. If the Judge is

automatically on the side of the one who
pays the most, he is no longer a Judge

but a party, and the entire situation has nothing juridical about it.

Therefore, the judge must be
"disinterested"

in the ordinary sense of the

word. But if he is disinterested, this is because his judgement is no longer made

according to his economic interest, because he no longer judges as homo eco

nomicus. We can say, therefore, that he judges as homo juridicus, without

specifying for the moment what this juridical man is. It is enough for us to

know that he is something other than economic man, and we will call the

principle which determines his way of acting the idea of Justice.

In a
"bourgeois"

society (i.e., non-aristocratic and non-civic), where eco

nomic activity in its commercial aspect predominates (exchange and not pro

duction), the idea of Justice will be (more or less) in accordance with the

principle of equivalence, and the Droit in force will realize Justice in this guise.

This is so because, on the one hand, commercial interactions lend themselves

to the application of the principle of equivalence and not of equality, and Droit

is nothing other than the application of the idea of Justice to given social inter

actions, which are here commercial. On the other hand, the juridical Legislator,

as well as the Judge, are themselves members of this society that is, of the

Bourgeoisie for whom the
"just"

is first and above all the
"equivalent."

But if

the Justice of equivalence corresponds to commercial activity, one cannot say

what the outcome is. The Judge and the Legislator are economically "disin
terested"

(in principle at least) and they nevertheless can distinguish the just

from the unjust. They can do this because the idea of Justice and the Droit

which realizes it have a source other than commercial activity: these are auton

omous phenomena with respect to the economy.

Justice (even that of equivalence) and Droit cannot be arrived at starting

from the economy by a simple process of abstraction or
"deduction,"

or indeed,

by a simple process of
"analysis."

One can be a merchant and reason as a

merchant, and one can also be a
"scholar"

and reason about commerce, analyz

ing or describing it, deriving its laws [lois] and principles by a process of

abstraction, and deducing the consequences of these principles. It is in this way
that economic science proceeds. But if this science can lead to abstract or

general
"laws,"

such as the law of supply and demand, it will never arrive at

the idea of Justice and it will never be able to found a Droit, even commercial

Droit. For example, price is determined for the merchant as it is for the theorist

of commerce, namely by the law of supply and demand. This has been known

for a long time, or in any event since the Middle Ages. This has not prevented

this same Middle Ages from elaborating a theory of the "just
price"

(cf. Saint

Thomas, for example [Summa Theologica, Pt. II II, Q. 77, Art. 1]). There

fore, it is neither as a merchant nor as an economist that medieval man elabo

rated this theory. He did it as a jurist, starting from the idea of Justice (which
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was for him an ideal of equivalence). And he consciously set the juridical

notion of the "just
price"

against the economic notion of the price determined

by supply and demand.

In sum, then, one can say the following.

Droit is the application of a certain idea of Justice to given social interac

tions. Now economic exchanges, i.e., commercial actions, are particularly fit

for serving as points of application for the Justice of equivalence. There is,

then, an affinity between this form of Justice and commercial activity. This is

why, on the one hand, that the Droit based upon this Justice has above all a

commercial content (in a broad sense), being directed at the cases of exchange

of economic value; and this is why, on the other hand, (commercial) economic

activity stimulates juridical life and causes everything related to the idea of the

Justice of equivalence to flourish. Generally speaking, to the extent that Droit

is determined by the interactions to which the idea of Justice that is at its base

is being applied, it will be widely determined by the economic, notably com

mercial, state of the Society where it is in force. Therefore, it is not at all futile

to speak of a "class
justice"

along with the Marxists. But one must not forget

that Droit is also something different than the economic interactions governed

by Droit. Droit is an application to these interactions of a certain idea of Jus

tice. And this idea, while generally being in harmony with the economic condi

tions, is autonomous in respect to them. Droit adds something different to

them, and this is because it adds something that it creates alongside economic

situations from juridical situations, which can be set against them in certain

cases. Anyway, it is still possible (cf. Second Section) that one could speak

here of a "class
justice."

But the
"class"

which elaborates a given form of the

idea of Justice is something different than an economic
"class."

It is possible

for this
"class"

to confuse the just with the
"useful"

but then it is a question

of a
"utility"

other than economic utility.

29

Legal Utilitarianism, by identifying the
"just"

or the juridically
"legal"

with

the useful, does not always have in mind purely economic utility. One often

speaks of "social
utility"

and "reason of
State"

when maintaining that the Soci

ety and State have specific interests other than economic or commercial inter

ests. Droit would thus be a function of these specific
"social"

or
"political"

interests.

One must say, however, that the nature of these interests is generally left

unclear. Therefore, it is a matter of clarifying the nature of these interests and

of seeing whether Droit and consequently the idea of Justice can actually be

deduced from social (in the strict sense of the word) and political (in the proper

sense of the word) phenomena.
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For classical Utilitarianism social utility is equivalent to the greatest amount

of happiness for the greatest number of persons. But it is not true that man

pursues happiness above all, that this pursuit for happiness determines social

life. Hegel has shown that man longs for the satisfaction (Befriedigung) given

by universal recognition (Anerkennen) of his personal worth [see note 7]. One

can say that every man, in the final analysis, would like to be "unique in the

world and universally
worthy."

One wants to be distinguished from others as

much as possible; one wants to be "original"; one is "individualistic"; and one

seeks to highlight one's
"personality,"

which is supposed to be one of a kind.

What everyone else does, what everyone else has, what everyone else is all

this is without genuine worth. Man pursues novelty and would like to be

"novel"; this is what the Individualism of modern Times (starting from the

Renaissance) has brought out very well. But the
"individualists"

forget to add

that
"novelty"

only has worth to the extent that it is
"recognized"

by society

and at the limit by all. No one would like to be worse than everyone else,

whether the ugliest, the laziest, or the most stupid person in the world. There

fore, man certainly longs for universal recognition of his distinctive personality

in the final analysis. It is this recognition that gives man satisfaction, and he is

ready to sacrifice his happiness for this satisfaction if he cannot do otherwise. It

is not only for being beautiful that one must suffer.

We will see (in the Second Section) that the desire of satisfaction by recogni

tion is intimately connected to the idea of Justice. But we do not have to speak

about this here, for all of this has nothing to do with Utilitarianism. To seek

"Hegelian"

satisfaction is quite different than pursuing the
"useful"

in the com

mon sense of the word that is, all that is necessary for
"happiness"

or "mate

rial
well-being."

If Society is born from the desire of recognition, its supreme

goal is the satisfaction of its members and not their happiness. This is certainly

not to say that satisfaction is incompatible with happiness. On the contrary, at

the limit, in the ideal State, the socially satisfied man is also (in principle)

individually happy. But when it is necessary to choose, it is satisfaction which

wins out, and it is the desire of satisfaction, not the need for happiness, which

determines social life as a whole. If this were not true, one could not succeed in

explaining, nor indeed
"justifying,"

the phenomenon of war. Now experience

shows that a healthy Society never turns away from war when it is forced upon

it by circumstances. And these
"circumstances"

imply the need for recogni

tion that is, the feeling of honour, as it is called. It is for the sake of this need
that Society makes war, and war is certainly a sacrifice of happiness, even if it
is not a sacrifice of life.*

Be that as it may, it is futile to want to deduce Justice and Droit from the

sole need of happiness (which coincides, moreover, to an enormous extent with

economic interest, according to the Utilitarians themselves). It is enough to

show this by appealing to the common notion of "unjust
happiness."

Even the

happy person himself can realize that he is
"unjustly"

happy. And all things
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being equal, a
"just"

happiness, i.e., a happiness universally recognized, is

worth more than an
"unjust"

happiness, i.e, a happiness that is purely subjec

tive or personal. Furthermore, when an "impartial and disinterested
third"

inter

venes as a Judge in a social interaction, he is certainly not thinking about the

happiness of the agents in interaction, and it is not the idea of happiness which

determines the nature of his judgement. And he is not even pursuing his own

happiness when he intervenes.

Can one say that the
"third"

intervenes for a "reason of State"? In other

words, can one reduce the idea of Justice and the Droit which realizes it to the

political phenomenon?

To the extent that the political existence of man is determined by his desire

of recognition, it is intimately connected to his juridical life, as we will see (in

the Second Section). But it would be just as wrong to want to reduce the

juridical to the political as it would be to deduce the political (in the proper

sense of the term) from the juridical. The idea of Justice, which is at the base

of Droit as such, is a specifically juridical category, or in any case a category

irreducible to specifically political categories.

These fundamental political categories are those of
Friend-Enemy8

and Gov

ernor-Governed.

It is obvious that the political category of Enemy has nothing to do with

Droit nor with Justice. Neither the ideal of Justice nor the occurrence ofDroit

implies the existence of political enemies of the Society where Droit is valid.

Therefore, it is impossible to deduce the political from the juridical. Con

versely, political relations with the enemy have nothing to do with Droit, being

rather the negation of juridical relations. In fact, there is not a "disinterested

third"

nor a Judge or Arbiter when it is a question of an interaction between an

autonomous State and its enemies.

As for the political category of Friend, we have seen that it is connected to

juridical categories. But from the moment that the political category of Friend

is determined (negatively) by the political category of Enemy, it has a specific

character, irreducible to juridical categories. As
"non-Enemy,"

the Friend has

nothing to do with Justice nor with Droit. Political friends, however, are tied

together by bonds which are also juridical. As friends are equal or
"equivalent"

as friends, their interactions lend themselves to the intervention of an "impartial

and
disinterested"

third (friend): in this way, friends are capable of creating

juridical situations. But it is not as political friends that they are in this juridical

situation. First of all, in principle, friends are not supposed to have lawsuits.

Besides, for the third, who makes the situation juridical, the fact that they are

friends is not important since both of them are the same to him juridically. For

there to be the possibility of Droit, it is enough that the litigants (or one of

them) are not enemies. Politically, this means that they
are friends (since there

are no neutrals politically). But juridically, all this means is that they are not

enemies. For the Judge, they are politically neutral that is, he does not treat
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them politically and does not see them as political men. Far from being born

from the political, Droit can only be developed in political neutrality, in a

sphere shielded from the political. In fact, this
"neutrality"

is purely fictitious

and this fiction can only be preserved among political friends. But for Droit,

this is only a contingency and in principle Droit can do without the political

opposition of Friend-Enemy. This is why, far from overcoming Droit, the sup

pression of Enemies in and by the universal State actually realizes Droit in its

fullness.

Of course, the State, as a Society of Friends opposed to Enemies, cannot do

without Droit (at least within the Society). But Droit can very well do without

a State which is opposed to Enemies. It can flourish where there are not or no

longer (external) enemies at all. Therefore, the idea of Justice is autonomous in

respect to the fundamental political category Friend-Enemy. And this is why it

can oppose this category in certain cases by creating (at least potentially) inter

national Droit, aDroit which precisely denies the politically irreducible opposi

tion between friends and enemies by seeing everywhere only the litigants, equal

or equivalent by definition "before the Law
[Loi]."

Thus, humanity knows in

its juridical aspect the notion of an "unjust
war,"

something which makes no

sense politically speaking.

The other fundamental political category, i.e., of Governor-Governed, re

mains to be discussed.

Of course, in practice and in Societies organized into a State, the Judges and

Legislators are always (more or less) the Governors and the litigants the Gov

erned. And since the intervention of the Judge must be irresistible in order that

Droit exists in actuality, the actual reality of Droit and so of Justice presup

poses the existence of a relation of Governor to the Governed. But Droit can

exist potentially even where this relationship is not found. For arbitration is an

authentically juridical phenomenon based on the idea of Justice, and yet the

Arbiter is not necessarily a Governor in relation to the litigants. Indeed, the

specifically juridical Authority of a Judge has nothing to do with the politically

specific Authority of a Master or of a Leader, appropriate to the Governors as

such.

In its tendency to actuality, Droit thus stimulates the creation of a political

relation of Governor to the Governed, and it is completely natural that the

Governors execute the office of Judge in respect to the Governed. For the

Governors as such, the Governed are supposed to be equal or equivalent in

their capacity as Governed: the Governors are thus capable of playing the role

of an impartial third in the interactions of the Governed amongst themselves.

And they are supposed to be
"impartial"

in respect to these interactions pre

cisely because they are the Governors and are not dependent on the Governed.

Conversely, the Governors have an interest in making Droit and Justice reign

among the Governed, for it is only in this way that they can support them as a

society of political friends of which they are the Governors. To support Droit is
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both to support the governed Society and to be supported as Governors. But

this affinity between juridical life and domestic political life does not at all

imply the identity of the two spheres. One cannot govern a Society or a State

without making reign some sort of Droit which realizes a certain idea of Jus

tice, and one cannot realize in actuality the idea of Justice by a Droit in a

Society which was ungovernable. But the idea of Justice can create a Droit in

potentiality independent of every Government properly so called, and this Droit

can be opposed to a given political Government. It is in this way that the

juridical notion of an "unjust or (juridically) illegal
Government"

appears, a

notion that makes no sense politically, the political as such not knowing the

opposition between "de
facto"

and "de
jure."

When one calls to mind "social
utility"

or "reason of
State"

in speaking

about Droit, one has in mind the fact that, on the one hand, Droit is
"useful"

to

Society and to the State, and that, on the other hand, Society and the State are
"useful"

to Droit. Thus, the State would elaborate Droit while pursing its own

ends in such a way that Droit in fact defends above all these social and political

interests as such.

I have already said (in chapter II) what one must think about this.

It is altogether correct that the State as a State pursues specifically political

ends and only upholds Droit to the extent that this is indispensable for the

realization of its ends. It is also true that Droit cannot exist without Society and

that it cannot be actualized in a State without being a state Droit. Therefore,

Droit must make its own the interests of the Society and the State. It cannot be

that the very existence of the Society and the State is impossible from this fact.

One cannot say, therefore, that the Society and the State impose their own ends

on Droit. Droit itself, by tending towards actual existence, is constituted in

such a way that Society and the State are able to exist.

But this harmony,
"pre-established"

as it were between Droit and the State,

does not prove their fundamental identity. For this harmony can be transformed

into an acute conflict, as historical experience shows. This is because if Society
and the State need Droit in order to exist, they do not put up with any Droit.

Likewise, if Droit needs a Society or a State, it does not put up with any

Society or State. In certain cases the Society can consider a given Droit as

being
"anti-social,"

and the State can find a Droit politically harmful. Con

versely, a given Droit can describe as
"unjust"

a certain Society or State. And

in these cases, the tendency to actualize Droit will enter into conflict with the

tendency to support the Society and the State in existence: at the limit, Droit

can adopt the principle Fiat justicia, pereat mundus. Thus, if the State only

upholds the politically or
"socially"

useful Droit, Droit only upholds a jurid

ically
"just"

or
"legal"

State, just as it will only embrace the ends of a Society

which is in conformity with it. Now, all this clearly shows that the juridical and

political spheres are autonomous in respect to one another. The fact that in

"normal"

cases Droit is statist and the State legal does not prove that Droit and
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the State are one and the same thing. For if they were, they would never be

able to enter into conflict with one
another.*'

30

Legal Utilitarianism often takes a religious, or more precisely, a theological

form. It is said that Droit and Justice are divine institutions, and that one must

obey juridical laws [his] and conform to the ideal of Justice because this is
"useful"

for the salvation of the soul. Of course, in this case, one does not

speak about
"Utilitarianism."

But this religious
"Utilitarianism"

can be assimi

lated to Utilitarianism properly so called, for in both cases Droit is related to

values other than specifically juridical values whose ultimate ground is the idea

of Justice. One institutes Droit here not so much to realize Justice but in order

to obtain the salvation of one's soul. Similarly, in Utilitarianism properly so

called, Droit is supposed to assure "public
salvation,"

the prosperity of the

State, of Society and its members, understood now not as
"souls"

but as con

crete human beings.

But is it really true that the juridical phenomenon can be reduced to the

religious phenomenon?

In order to answer this question one must first of all distinguish between the

authentic religious phenomenon, properly so called, and pseudo-religious phe

nomena. In this respect, one must not conflate Religion with Theology. lust as

an authentic Religion (for example, primitive Buddhism) can be entirely atheis

tic, a Theology (such as that of Aristotle, for example) may be perfectly irre

ligious. To speak about God when speaking about Droit, therefore, is not

necessarily to transform a juridical phenomenon into a religious phenomenon.

The idea of God can be introduced into a juridical conception without it thereby

ceasing to be authentically juridical.

Let us suppose that a situation corresponds to our general definition of the

juridical situation, except that the role of the "impartial and disinterested
third"

is played by a divine being. In this case, God will be considered, first of all, as

a juridical Legislator. One will then say that the content ofDroit is decreed by
God, that it is constituted by the ensemble of divine commandments. Second,
God can be regarded as performing the function of Judge. One will then say
that legal disputes between men are definitively resolved by divine judgments,
declared either directly (trial by ordeal, judicial duels, and so on) or through the
intermediation of the representatives of God on earth (the Church, the State,
and so on). Finally, third, the divinity can be supposed to perform the function

of the judicial Police. One will then say that the judgments are in the final

instance executed by God himself, either on earth [ici-bas] or in heaven [au-

deld], such that the intervention of the
"third"

is always effective, indeed fire-
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sistible. And of course, one can believe that the divinity performs all these

various juridical functions.

In this theological conception, Droit is supposed to be realized even if the

litigants are opposed to it. Droit is realized through the omnipotence of God,

even contrary to the will of men. But this also goes for the atheistic conception,

which is our own. Here also, the
"third"

is endowed (in principle) with an

irresistible power, and he is able to use constraint in order to realize Droit

without the situation ceasing to be authentically juridical. The authenticity of

the phenomenon does not depend on the nature of constraint that is used.

Now let us suppose that the litigants voluntarily conform to Droit. The theo

logian will generally say that this is necessary for reasons of "religious
utility."

The litigants remain law-abiding [en accord avec le Droit] because they "fear
God,"

because they know this is a necessary (if not always sufficient) condition

for the "salvation of their
souls."

But theologians also sometimes say that the

religious person subject to law [le justiciable croyant] remains law-abiding for
"disinterested"

motives, e.g., through respect for the divinity or the love of

God. Now this same dualism is to be found in the atheistic interpretation. On

the one hand, it is said that men act in conformity with Droit for purely util

itarian reasons, either from fear of sanctions or because "honesty is the best

policy,"

or finally, because they want to keep in existence the Society or State

to which they belong. On the other hand, it is asserted that Droit can enjoy a

sui generis Authority, that it is possible to conform to Droit quite simply out of

"respect for the
Droit"

(cf. Kant's "Achtung fiirs
Gesetz"

[Groundwork of the

Metaphysics of Morals, chap. 1, third proposition]), because one wants the

Justice that Droit realizes. Thus, the authenticity of the juridical situation does

not at all depend on the recorded motives of the litigants. It matters little

whether they are for or against the Droit. And it matters little, if they are for it,

whether it is for some
"utilitarian"

motives, religious or secular, or in a "disin

terested"

way. And it matters little, in the latter case, whether they act out of

respect for the Droit as such and for its principle, i.e, for Justice, or out of

respect for the character [la personne] of the one or of those who promulgate

the Droit, this character being able to be, moreover, either human or abstract

(such as the State, for example) or, lastly, divine.

When we assert the autonomy of Droit, we are not thinking of the motives

of the litigants, but rather of those "disinterested
thirds,"

the Legislator, the

Judge, or the Police. And we assert that this
"third"

acts juridically according

to an irreducible sui generis idea, which is that of Justice. Now when the

theologians assign the role of this
"third"

to God, they also say that God acts

in his capacity as Judge or as juridical Legislator, as well as executer of his

judgments, according to the idea of Justice. And this idea corresponds to a

specific and autonomous aspect of the divine character, according to the theo

logians themselves. For not only do they distinguish Justice from other divine

attributes, but they sometimes oppose it to them, by admitting a kind of
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conflict between the Justice of God and his goodness or his power, for ex

ample."

While admitting the existence of
God and in attributing to him the phenome

non of Droit, the theologians thus recognize the specificity and autonomy of

this phenomenon, since they base it on a sui generis idea of Justice, irreducible

to other divine ideas. The sole difference with our atheistic interpretation re

sides in the fact that the source of the autonomous idea of Justice is placed in

God that is, beyond the world, and not in man himself.

For the atheist, this transposition of the idea of Justice onto God (who con

sequently becomes the source and guarantor of Droit) is nothing other than a

projection into the beyond of a juridically human phenomenon. Thus, this is

why for Hegel, and after and according to him for Feuerbach as well as later

still for Durkheim and the modern sociologists, all theology is constituted by
such projections of the immanent onto the

transcendent.9

For reasons that are

possible to discover, theological man describes in an inadequate way authentic

human phenomena by introducing elements of transcendence into relations that

are in reality (and for us) purely immanent in man. Thus, in respect to the

juridical phenomenon, transcendence is introduced in order to give an account

of certain authentic aspects ofDroit. One says that Droit is a divine command

ment in order to account, however obscurely, for the fact that Droit and Justice

cannot be derived from biological phenomena and are radically opposed to

them, being their negation (with no substitution possible). One speaks of judg
ments of God because one senses that the Judge should be absolutely impartial

and disinterested. And one imagines a divine execution of judgments based on

the idea of Justice because one understands that this execution should in princi

ple be irresistible. Finally, one appeals to God because one has the correct

feeling that ideally Droit should be realized according to his authority, and not

solely through the use of
constraint.*

When one makes God intervene in interactions between human beings by

attributing to him the role of an "impartial and disinterested
third,"

judging the

interaction in question starting from a certain idea of Justice, the juridical

nature of the situation is not distorted and its specificity and autonomy are

implicitly recognized. But if God only intervenes in order to settle human con

troversies and to make Justice and Droit reign on earth, there is nothing specif

ically religious about the situation: it is authentically juridical but it is not

authentically religious. In order for a situation to be specifically religious, man

must be in a relation with the beyond and not only with the world or his fellow

man. A man is truly religious only if he pursues a transcendent end in relation

to the world in which he lives, only if he seeks
"salvation,"

as is said. Two

litigants may willingly be judged by God or submit to divine Droit, but their
situation will be juridical, and not religious, as long as they do not understand

themselves, beyond their relationship with one another, in direct relation with

God (taken in his role as Judge, or otherwise). For such a direct relationship to
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be possible, each of them would have to know that the action that relates him to

the other litigant also links him to God himself, and only to the extent that he

knows this would he also (subjectively) be in a situation that we can call reli

Now the relations of man with God have nothing at all to do with Droit, and

to the extent that a situation becomes authentically religious, it ceases to be

juridical (and conversely). In the first place, in a religious situation, man is

isolated and remains alone with his God. Of course, he continues to interact

with the world and his fellow man. But all these
"worldly"

interactions taken

together are but one of the terms of his relation with God, and God is related

exclusively to these
"worldly"

interactions of man taken together. It is true that

God judges man according to these worldly interactions; for example, he will

condemn the assassin or the thief. But in this religious
"judgement"

the person

killed or robbed does not intervene as such. It is not to avenge the murder

victim nor to protect and to compensate the victim of the theft that God will

punish the guilty person. He only does it with a view to the guilty party him

self, to whom he connects, so to speak, the threads of his acts, cutting away the

connection of these acts to others: thus, it is the guilty person isolated from the

rest of the world who will be
"judged"

religiously. This is why, from the

religious point of view, intention alone is equivalent to the completed act. If, in

the case of murder, one is concerned only with the murderer and not with the

murder victim, it matters little in effect whether the murder is reduced to the

criminal intention or the actually accomplished act. And this is why the divine

commandments can have an asocial or even anti-social character, prescribing

celibacy for example. This is because man can find himself in a religious situa

tion even on a desert island, and when he is in a religious situation he is always

as if in a desert, even where he lives amongst men. For the religious person as

such is essentially and radically
"egoistic."

His religious end is the salvation of

the soul. Now he can save only his own soul, and he is the only one who can

do so. He thus isolates himself from the world in relating himself to God, and it

is to this isolated man that God relates. Thus, in the religious situation, unlike

the juridical situation, there are not two human beings in interaction, but a

single being withdrawn into himself. This being acts, and is thus in interaction

with, the external world. But what counts religiously is only the action itself

and the effects it produces on the agent, while its effects on the external world

are not taken into account.
+t
In the authentic religious situation, God is there

fore not as in the juridical situation an "impartial and disinterested
third,"

for the simple reason that aside from God, only one person is implicated: the

religious man who is isolated from the world and in a direct and exclusive

relation with God.

Now where there are only two beings in relation, these beings are
"parties"

and there is no "disinterested
third"

that is, no Arbiter or Judge in the juridi

cal sense of the word. And this is also how the Religious person himself views
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the situation. For him, to commit an
"injustice"

is not so much "to do a
wrong"

against men but rather to wrong God. Conversely, the Religious person is

"just"

above all because he "loves
God"

and wants to "please
him,"

and not in

order to be
"just"

towards his neighbour. For even if he loves his neighbour and

acts toward him accordingly, he only loves him with a derivative love: he loves

him through, in, and by his love for God and as a function of that love. (Cf.

"The three-fold
way"

of St. Bonaventure, for
example.)10

God is thus in no

respect a "disinterested
third"

for the Religious person: he is a
"party,"

and the

Religious person believes himself to be in interaction with God and not with his

fellow man. But it is obvious that a
"party"

cannot be Judge or Arbiter in the

juridical sense of these terms. And this is why one must say that an authen

tically religious situation has nothing to do with a juridical situation.

It is also possible to express this observation by saying that Droit has as its

goal the realization of justice on earth, within and by a purely human society,

while Religion has an essentially transcendent goal. Legal rules govern [La

regie de Droit regie] an interaction between two human beings on the very

plane on which it occurs. The divine commandment, on the other hand, has in

view the fate of man in the beyond. Thus, when a Religious person acts in

conformity with what for him constitutes Justice (prescribed by God), he does

not do so for the sake of his neighbours, nor even for his own sake as one

living in the world among his neighbours, but only for his soul, isolated from

the rest of the universe and considered as part of a
"world"

situated in the

beyond and exclusively in relationship to this beyond, whether personified or

not.

In these conditions, it makes no sense to apply juridical categories to specifi

cally religious situations. In particular, one should avoid the use of juridical

terms in speaking of the relationship between man and his God.

Nevertheless, confusions between the religious and the juridical spheres oc

cur very frequently and are, so to speak, inevitable, for reasons that have been

explained above.

On the one hand, we have seen that Droit has the tendency to theologize

itself by divinizing the character of the
"third."

Now, to the extent that Religion

is theistic, there is necessarily a confusion between God taken as a religious

entity and this same God performing the function of Judge, Legislator, or Po

lice in the juridical life of men.

On the other hand, Religion itself has a tendency to cloak itself in juridical

forms. For in realizing itself, Religion socializes itself in the form of a Church

(in the broad sense). Now every society requires Droit for its existence, and

this Droit is connected to the relation between Governor and Governed. Now

within the Church, the ultimate Governor is God himself. It is thus entirely
natural that he be considered to hold the position of Judge in the proper sense

of the term (whence the idea of "Canon Law [Droit]") . But it is easy to see

that in this case the situation ceases to be authentically religious. Religion does
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not take an interest in Droit properly so called except to the extent that it

socializes itself in becoming the Church that is, except to the extent that it

realizes itself in the world. But a worldly reality is no longer a religious entity.

It is a social or political entity like any other. Hence, it is not surprising that

one encounters in such an entity authentically juridical phenomena. The fact

that these phenomena are theologized proves only that, for entirely comprehen

sible reasons, the authentic phenomenon is here not adequate in the sense that it

is wrongly interpreted by those who experience it.

Thus, one can definitively say that not only can the juridical phenomenon

not be reduced to the religious phenomenon, but that these two phenomena are

mutually exclusive as soon as they are authentic and adequate. For us, i.e., in

truth, Droit has nothing to do with Religion because Droit is a relation between

three members, while Religion is a relation between only two of them.

31

There is no Religion without transcendence, and man is not truly religious

except to the extent that he subordinates all this-worldly values to values situ

ated in the beyond, where all life on earth is but a means for him to obtain

satisfaction (or happiness) after his death in any case, in a world other than

the material spatio-temporal world. And this is why the religious life in the

world and in Society is completely lacking in juridical character. The religious

relation is only a relation between two terms, one of which is necessarily tran

scendent in relation to the other, regardless moreover of whether the tran

scendent term is personified, indeed anthropomorphized (theistic Religions), or

impersonal (atheistic Religions, such as primitive Buddhism) an "other
world,"

a
"beyond"

in general.

But it is not enough to suppress the element of transcendence in order that

the man who was living in a religious situation finds himself straightaway in a

juridical situation. In the religious situation, the man was becoming in a certain

sense disinterested in his relations with others (and he was even able in the

extreme case to suppress these relations completely, e.g., the case with her

metic Religion). These relations were only of interest to the religious person to

the extent that they were determining his own being, the (religious) value of his

own personality, in thus forming the nature of his relations with God, who

takes account of these relations when he (religiously)
"judges"

him that is,
"saves"

him or
"damns"

him. The Religious person behaves in a certain way in

the world and in society in order to realize a positive (religious) value in his

own being, this value being understood to be recognized and rewarded (reli

giously) by God or in general in the beyond. Now this isolation, this religious
"egoism"

(egotism), individualism, or solipsism can be maintained even after

the transcendent term (whether personified or not) of the religious relation has
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been suppressed, with the effect that the man remains alone with himself.

Thus, in ceasing to be religious, the situation becomes moral or ethical in the

proper sense of the
term.**

Just like the Religious person, the Moralist (as Moralist) only enters into

interaction with the natural world and the Society of his fellow man in order to

"perfect"

his personality. Another person is never an end in himself for him,

but only a means to attaining or maintaining his own "perfection.
"**

The Reli

gious person, however, seeks this (religious)
"perfection"

in order to please

God, whereas the moralist seeks (moral)
"perfection"

in order to please him

self. Furthermore, the Religious person expects his perfection (sanctioned by

God) only in the beyond, or in any case in radical opposition to the empirical

world, while the Moralist enjoys it down here, in continuing to live within the

natural and social world. Through his religious perfection, the Religious person

differs fundamentally from his
"profane"

fellow man, while the perfect Moral

ist is only
"morally"

superior to others, without being radically different from

them. (As well, it is only religious conversion that constitutes a "second
birth,"

the ascension of a "new
man"

replacing the "old
Adam."

A moral "conver
sion,"

on the other hand, is only an improvement: in perfecting oneself mor

ally, one remains the man that one always was and everyone else is. Thus,

Morality is completely lacking in ritual or cultish symbols.)

The Moralist thus differs from the Religious person and is similar to the

juridical man by the fact that he lives entirely in this world, without connecting
his being and his acts to some transcendent entity that is in a relation with him.

It is not in order to remove oneself from the world or from society that one is
"moral"

or
"just"

(law-abiding [juridiquement legal]), and it is in this world

that one
"benefits."

But whereas the
"just"

person wants to realize a value in

the world, outside of himself, the
"moral"

person only has in view a purely

internal realization: the
"just"

person wants to realize Justice (through Droit) so

that the world (the Society) becomes (juridically) perfect, while the moralist

realizes Morality only so as to become (morally) perfect himself. And it is this

fundamental difference between Droit and Morality that controls and explains

all the others.

We have seen that the juridical situation necessarily implies three terms: the

two
"litigants"

in an interaction and the
"third"

who judges them. Of course, if

the
"litigants"

are spontaneously
"just"

they can dispense with the Judge. But in

this case the Judge remains virtually present because each of the
"litigants"

is

then not only a
"party"

but also an "impartial and disinterested
third."

He takes

account of his co-agent, places himself on the same plane as the other, and

applies to the interaction the idea of Justice (whether in the sense of equality or

equivalence). For this idea implies and presupposes an interaction between (at

least) two human beings, and it loses all sense if one eliminates one of the two.

To realize Justice is to apply a legal rule [regie de droit], and this rule is
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directed not at a single isolated person, but always to (at least) two persons in

interaction.

The religious situation, by contrast, implicates only two terms which count:

the
"litigant"

(religiously speaking) and the (divine)
"Judge,"

or in any case the
"beyond"

to which the
"litigant"

is related. As for the other person who is in

interaction with the
"litigant,"

he is outside the religious situation, and the

"Judge"

does not take him into account in his (religious)
"judgement."

Thus,

when the
"litigant"

himself performs the function of Judge, he thinks only of

his own relation with the beyond by abstracting from his co-agent. And this is

why he can
"judge"

himself (religiously) and can be
"judged"

by God even if

he is no longer in interaction with another person, even if he is alone on earth.

Finally, in the moral situation, there is but a single term: the
"litigant"

(mor

ally speaking) himself. Just like in the religious situation, he abstracts from the

other term of the interaction. But because for him there is no longer God nor a

beyond, there is no Judge but himself. He gives the (moral) Law [Loi] to

himself, it is he that applies it (through his moral "conscience"), and it is also

he who
"executes"

his (moral)
"judgement,"

either by forcing himself to carry

out the Law or by punishing himself for having transgressed it ("bad con

science,""repentance,"

and so on). He measures himself against his ideal of

moral perfection. But this ideal is not outside of him: it is in him as an ideal, it

is still in him as a (moral) duty, and it is also in him because it is supposed to

exist once it is realized.

When, in a moral situation, man judges himself morally, this has nothing to

do with the attitude of a Judge in the proper or juridical sense of the word. For

the person judging himself morally is in no respect "impartial and
disinterested"

with respect to himself, and he does not put himself on the same plane as the

other with whom he interacts. He is only (morally) interested in himself, and he

is (morally) disinterested with respect to the other. He judges himself in his

interaction with the other: he judges neither the other nor the interaction with

the other as such. And this is why the Moralist has no need of a (human) Judge

properly so called, with an "impartial and
disinterested"

third, with a man truly

other than himself. The juridical man is able to do without an actual Judge. But

he himself then plays the role of this Judge, and every juridical situation ac

cepts the presence of an actual Judge, of a "disinterested
third'

: when a man

judges himself in the legal manner [juridiquement], he does it just as another

would have done it in his place, and the other can always judge him as he

judges himself. But this is no longer the case when it is a question of a moral

"judgement."

The third, i.e., the Judge in the legal sense [juridique], addresses

the litigant in his interaction with another that is, considers only that which is

externalized or externalizable in him, that which is objective or objectifiable.

The moral
"Judge,"

by contrast, isolates the
"litigant"

and considers in his

interaction with the other only what is internalized or internalizable in himself,
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only what is subjective or subjectivizable; he is only concerned with the inten

tion. Now intention as such is not accessible to a (human) Judge who is other

than the agent. Man thus cannot be
"judged"

morally by another. Generally

speaking, the other will
"judge"

him differently than he
"judges"

himself, be

cause the other does not have the same data at his disposal. Of course, the

Moralist may take into account moral
"judgements"

that others make on his

account. But he can only accept them after verification, because they can al

ways be false. But if he affirms that they are true, he has in fact
"judged"

himself, and the
"judgements"

of others will no longer be of any interest to

him. At most, they serve to bring to his attention certain aspects of his actions:

they have a value only as stimulants of his own
"judgement,"

and not as defini

tive
"judgements"

themselves.

Unlike the juridical man, the Moralist will never appeal to an "impartial and

disinterested third'; he has no need of a Judge or Arbiter in the juridical sense

of these words. Conversely, as a Moralist, he will never perform the function

of Judge himself in relation to others. And this is not only because he knows

that he cannot do it, since he lacks the essential data, i.e., the intentions of the

"litigant"; he will not act as a Judge because he has no reason to do it. As a

Moralist, he is only interested in his own moral perfection, and that of others

leaves him indifferent. Thus, he does not
"judge"

it. And this is why Morality

generally prohibits its disciples from judging their
neighbours.1111

By contrast, the

idea of Justice invites man to judge his fellow man, and "justice
denied"

is

always viewed as the most serious judicial error. For to realize Justice is to

actualize Droit that is, to apply as Judge (Legislator or Police) the principle

of Justice to given interactions. Now to be a Judge is to be a "disinterested

third": it is thus to "have an
interest"

in something else besides oneself, to

"have an
interest"

in others.

The juridical man is thus characterized by the fact that he is able to appeal to

a Judge other than himself and that he should not refuse to intervene in his

capacity as Judge or Arbiter as soon as others appeal to him. The moral man,

by contrast, is not able to submit himself to the (moral)
"judgement"

of another

and must refrain from
"judging"

others (morally).
**

But the moral man may
"judge"

himself morally where the juridical man is not able to judge himself

(juridically). On the one hand, he is able to
"judge"

pure intentions which do

not lead to any interaction with others and which thus exist only for himself.

On the other hand, he can
"judge"

acts and behaviours (even purely theoretical)

that do not imply the existence of other men. For since it is only a matter of his

own perfection, he can in principle realize Morality even if he is alone in the

world. It is thus possible to imagine moral duties towards Nature: animals,

plants, even inanimate beings (which means that one can attain moral perfec

tion only to the extent that one behaves in a certain manner towards these

natural beings). And one can even prescribe moral duties towards oneself: even

in complete isolation, one must behave in a certain way if one wishes to be
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morally perfect. But all these duties have no juridical significance, and this is why

they are absent from authentic systems of
Droit.*** For Droit only exists where

there is the application of an idea of Justice. Now, this idea (whether as the Justice

of equality or of equivalence) implies the notion of an interaction between (at

least) two human beings, who are supposed to be equal or equivalent. It is impos

sible to be
"just"

or
"unjust"

towards Nature or towards oneself, if one takes the

words
"just"

and
"unjust"

in their proper sense that is, in their juridical sense.

To realize Justice is to apply its principles to interactions between human

beings. Droit, which realizes Justice, can therefore never want to suppress

these interactions, can never (consciously) become anti-social. By contrast,

Morality can be realized in and by isolated human beings. One can imagine that

some Moralities entail the more or less absolute isolation of the individual for

(moral) perfection. And this is why there are Moralities that are more or less

anti-social, just as there are anti-social Religions. Duties toward oneself may

absorb all moral duties so that there will no longer be moral duties towards

others, unless there exists a moral duty to deny those others (actively or only in

theory). It is in this way that Morality may lead to a rigorous solipsism, even

more rigorous than religious solipsism, which always implies a dualism be

tween life in this world, and thus the empirical I, and the world beyond (Cf.

Max Stirner's
morality)."

All this clearly shows us that Morality is quite different from Droit. Droit is

dominated by a social interest, by the will to realize a value (Justice) in Soci

ety, and its application presupposes (on the part of the Judge) an essentially
"impersonal"

attitude. By contrast, Morality isolates the individual from Soci

ety, being the will to realize a value (moral perfection) in each individual con

sidered separately (the moral perfection of the Society being only the sum of

the perfection of its members), and its application is (by the moral "Judge")

rigorously
"personal."

Therefore, it is obviously impossible to reduce Droit to

Morality, and conversely: the moral situation excludes the
"third"

without

whom there cannot be a juridical situation, and the juridical situation does not

take into account the isolated personality, removed from their
"deep"

or "inti

mate"

interactions, in which all moral values are supposed to be realized.

Why have we, therefore, so often conflated those two spheres and why is

their concrete delimitation so difficult?

Generally speaking, this is because there is no means of distinguishing by its

content a rule of behaviour that is a legal rule [regie de droit] from one that

constitutes a purely moral rule. Of course, there are moral prescriptions which

have nothing juridical about them (those concerning animals, for example), and

there are legal rules that have truly nothing to do with morality. But the vast

majority of legal rules lend themselves to a moral interpretation, just as the

majority of moral
prescriptions can be transformed into authentic legal rules.

Thus, a Morality can state, for example, that achieving (moral) perfection is

impossible if one does not conform to a given Droit. At that point, as it were,
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this Droit will be a moral duty. But even in this case, Morality and Droit will

remain essentially distinct, while having one and the same content. For the

"disinterested
third,"

i.e., the juridical Judge, will continue to be able to judge

only interactions, while the moral

"Judge"

will be content to assess the intra-

subjective projections of these objective relations, and thus could only be the

interested party himself. And if the juridical man develops and applies this

Droit to realize Justice in Society, the Moralist will obey his moral rules identi

cal to this Droit only in order to realize a value deep within himself.

Conversely, almost any moral rule can be transformed into a legal rule [re

gie de droit]. To this end, it is enough to suppose an appropriate interaction

giving rise to a (juridical) judgment by a "disinterested
third."

Thus, the Soci

ety or the State can decree that the application of a certain Morality is necessary

for its existence. At that point, this Morality becomes a Droit. But here again,

Droit and Morality will remain distinct while having one and the same content.

For the Moralist will continue thinking only about his own perfection and will

have no need for an external Judge, while the juridical man will have in mind

Society or the State and will only take into account objective interactions, con

trary to or in conformity with the principles of Morality established as legal

rules: he will remain indifferent to all of Morality's content which is not trans

lated or cannot be translated into an interaction.

Of course, for Droit to be authentic, it must be a realization of the idea of

Justice in one form or another. A moral situation which does not imply any

interaction to which one may apply the principle of Justice cannot therefore be

transformed into an authentic juridical situation. Now certain Droits, above all

archaic or primitive Droits, sometimes imply under a false juridical guise rules

which are specifically moral, which the Phenomenologist does not have to take

into account and which the juridical Legislator should have eliminated. More

over, these pseudo-legal rules [regies de pseudo-droit] tend to disappear from

modern juridical legislation more and more. But the majority of moral rules can

receive an authentic juridical interpretation and thus be transformed into Legal

rules [regies de Droit]. To this end, it is enough that the moral rule which has

in view the behaviour of a single human being is transformed into a rule aiming

at the interaction between two individuals [etres] to which the idea of Justice

may be applied. It is in this way, for example, that many moral duties toward

oneself can be interpreted. Morality may forbid suicide and this interdiction has

nothing juridical in itself. But suicide can be interpreted as a interaction be

tween the suicidal person and Society, and this interaction can become the

object of a legal rule forbidding suicide, for one can say that it is
"unjust"

that a

member of Society should voluntarily escape from obligations incumbent upon

the other members. But the moral interdiction of the simple desire to commit

suicide cannot become a legal rule since an unrealized desire, i.e., a desire that
is not externalized in any manner, is not an interaction and therefore does not

give rise to the principle of Justice.
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Conversely, Morality can appropriate a Droit by transforming its juridical

rules into moral rules only by accepting as a moral principle the idea of Justice

which is at the base of the Droit in question. Thus, a purely egoistic or solipsistic

morality, for example, will never assimilate any Droit whatsoever; in this case,

the opposition between Droit and Morality will be explicit and apparent. But as

current modern Moralities always have a more or less
"social"

character and

recognize the moral value of the principle of Justice, stating that one can only

be morally perfect provided that one is also just, they can incorporate the major

part of the valid Droit in the Society where they exist. And this is why it

becomes difficult to determine the respective spheres ofDroit and Morality. To

do so, it is necessary to refer not to the content of juridical and moral rules,

which may be identical, but to the attitude man adopts towards these rules, to

the motive which makes him act in conformity with them. Where the attitude

renders impossible the intervention of a "disinterested
third,"

and where only

the
"perfection"

of an isolated agent is concerned, detached from the results of

his acts, there will be Morality but not Droit. By contrast, where there will be

an intervention of a
"third,"

or where it is a matter of the fate of at least two

distinct persons who are bound by an interaction, there will be Droit, but no

Morality properly speaking.

The idea of Justice is generally considered a moral category. And we have

just seen that one can say this provided that one specifies that Justice is for

Morality one of the means of becoming morally perfect, whereas for Droit

the realization of Justice is a goal in itself and its only goal: by prescribing

Justice, Morality wants to realize certain (moral) values in each man individu

ally, whereas the Droit which realizes Justice wants to organize in a certain

way the relations between men, irrespective of who these men are. It is there

fore more useful to distinguish terminologically Justice as the sole principle of

Droit from
"Justice"

as one of the means of Morality, and to say that the idea

of Justice properly so called is a juridical and not a moral category. Of course,

one can say that the idea of Justice can have an interpretation and a realization

both moral and juridical. But if there are no Droits which are not based upon

the idea of Justice in some way or other, there are Moralities, or at the very

least moral rules, which have nothing to do with this idea and which are even

contrary to
it.+tt

Moreover, Droit realizes Justice in a direct and necessary man

ner: it exists solely to realize Justice and realizes it as soon as it exists. Moral

ity, by contrast, only realizes Justice indirectly and in a sort of optional

manner: it is there to make men morally perfect, and it realizes Justice only

because men become perfect, and to the extent that they become perfect. If a

Legal rule [regie de Droit] has been applied to a given interaction, such an

interaction has become
"just"

by this application or there has been no juridi

cal application at all. By contrast, Morality is already realized if only one of the

interacting agents is morally perfect. But
if the other is not, the interaction may

remain
"unjust."

Morality can therefore (partially) realize itself in a Society
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which remains unjust, while Droit necessarily makes Society just where this

Droit is realized. And, once again, it is entirely possible that an authentic

Morality would simply deny any idea of Justice.

Let us say, then, that the idea of Justice may be used for moral ends, but

that its authentic realization brings about not a Morality but a Droit. And this

Droit as such no longer has anything to do with Morality properly so called, for

it can realize Justice even among profoundly amoral, indeed immoral, men,

which is, of course, of no interest to Morality. For Morality has no need of a

Justice even perfectly realized by a Droit, if this realization does not imply the

"internal"

perfection of the men who act in conformity with this Droit. Now,

since Justice tends to realize itself in and by the phenomenon which is called

Droit and which has nothing to do with Morality, one can say that it is a sui

generis juridical idea, essentially distinct from specifically moral ideas.

One could even say that if by some remote chance one could separate

the moral man from the juridical man, the first would never have introduced in

his Morality rules based on the idea of Justice, an idea which he would not

even have. Conversely, the exclusively juridical man would never have thought

that Justice also creates a strictly personal value that one can realize deep down

within oneself and independently of the value that one realizes in and by, or

better still, as an interaction with others: he would not know that he has to be
"just"

himself in order to realize Justice and that in realizing Justice one real

izes it not only in Society, but also in each individual taken separately. And

truth to tell, this moral, personal
"Justice"

has nothing to do with the juridical

ideal of Justice, which is the idea or ideal of a relation, an interaction that is,

an externalization. It would be better, then, to designate this virtue or moral

perfection by another word: by love, charity, or goodness, for example, or

simply altruism.

But in fact, the concrete man is always a moral and juridical man at the

same time (and many other things as well). And this is why his Morality gener

ally implies rules inspired by the idea of Justice, while his Droit presents itself

to him also in the form of moral
"duties."

But the Phenomenologist must be

able to distinguish these two different phenomena, while expecting that the man

who experiences them will learn to do it himself.

It is necessary to say, moreover, that Droit and Morality have always been

felt to constitute two distinct phenomena, even if one has not always succeeded

in formulating their difference correctly.

One generally says that Droit differs from Morality in that it does not take

account of the intentions and accepts the application of constraint. As it stands,

this assertion is not correct. For on the one hand, Droit is well and truly con

cerned with
"intentions,"

seeing that it can distinguish a voluntary from an

involuntary crime and can punish a straightforward attempted murder, for ex

ample. Likewise, according to modern Droit, the judge who reaches a decision

concerning a contract should take account of the intentions of the contracting
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parties, and so forth. On the other hand, Morality does not at all exclude con

straint. One can very well use violence for morally pedagogical reasons. And a

Society which wants to be morally perfect can very well constrain its members

to conform to the moral ideal adopted by the Society. Of course, constraint

alone does not realize Morality, but it can very well contribute to its realization:

another person can help me to conform to a moral ideal by doing violence to

me.

But the commonly accepted definition, well interpreted, can be kept by the

Phenomenologist. For if Droit can be interested in the
"intention,"

it does so

only to the extent that this intention externalizes or objectifies itself in some

manner that is, manifests itself outwardly, being in this way in interaction

with the outside. Droit always relates the intention not to the one who has it but

to another, to his external object. For Droit is related to the interaction and not

to the agents taken individually. Thus, it is not the intention to murder as such

that is punished by Droit, but only the intention to kill another. By contrast,

Morality can forbid the simple desire to kill another without the will to kill

him. As for constraint, its function in Droit is also different from the role it

plays in Morality. Constraint may by itself fully and perfectly realize Droit

(i.e., Justice). For Droit, it matters little that its rules are voluntarily applied or

under the pressure of constraint (physical or moral), for Droit is interested in

interaction as such and not in the characters [aux personnes] of the agents.

Morality, by contrast, can only use constraint as a preliminary measure, purely

pedagogical moreover. Action that is forcefully imposed on a man does not

realize moral perfection in him. It can only help him to realize it. For man is

only morally perfect to the extent that he does violence to himself, or in any

case, develops solidarity with the violence done to
him.***

32

Actions which relate man to his neighbour are generally divided into egoistic

actions and altruistic actions. At first glance, these two categories are easy to

define. An action is said to be
"egoistic"

when it is determined exclusively by

the interest of the agent, by his desire for happiness or satisfaction, whatever it

may be: such action is not necessarily harmful to others, but it may be so, for it

does not take any account of the interests and desires of others. By contrast, the
"altruistic"

action is determined, at least in part, by the interests and desires of

others: thus, in certain cases, it can even be harmful to the agent himself and be

in opposition to his own desire for happiness or satisfaction. But upon closer

examination one sees that the application of these definitions to concrete human

actions is far from easy.

There are, for sure, clear cases of egoistic actions. The sadist who kills for

the pleasure of killing and with no intention of revealing his crime to anyone
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certainly acts as an egoist. But can one say this of someone who harms another

solely in order to please him? Now the vast majority of human actions belong

to this category, and one always
experiences difficulties when it is a question of

qualifying
"morally"

the classic case of the mother stealing in order to feed her

children. Furthermore, can an action performed in pursuit of recognition (An-

erkennen) be truly characterized as egoistic? Of course, one can say that in this

case, the agent is pursuing his own interest without taking into account that of

others. But his
"interest"

consists in nothing other than the desire to provoke a

certain state of mind in others than himself, this state of mind being, it is true,

the recognition of his own value. And the difficulties further increase when one

tackles the problem from the other angle by trying to define altruistic actions.

Moralists have long observed that any action, even those that appear most altru

istic, can be brought back to the egoistic type of action by applying the follow

ing reasoning: if I please another, it is because pleasing others pleases me

personally.

To reason in this manner, i.e., asserting that all human actions are "egois

tic,"

is simply to deny the opposition
"egoistic-altruistic,"

to suppress these two

categories. Now this is clearly impossible. For if it is difficult to grasp in a

rational definition egoism and altruism, one cannot deny the existence of these

two phenomena nor their immediate intuitive distinction. It is obvious that the

supposed
"egoist,"

who draws his pleasure from the pleasure (real or imagi

nary) of others, differs essentially from the
"egoist"

properly speaking, who has

no interest in the pleasure or displeasure of others .

Concrete actions may generally be of mixed character. Thus, the stealing

mother is certainly egoistic in relation to the one she robs, but she is also no

doubt altruistic in relation to her children. We must, therefore, distinguish in

principle in any human action an egoistic aspect and an altruistic aspect, leav

ing aside provisionally the question of knowing if there are concrete actions

which present only one of these aspects. In the altruistic aspect of concrete

action, the agent will act according to what he believes (rightly or wrongly) the

interest of the one other than himself to be, the word
"interest"

being taken in

its broadest sense. By contrast, in the egoistic aspect of the action, the agent

will act for the sake of his own interest only, without taking account of what

could be according to him the interest of the other in the case in question.

This being established, one can ask how the opposition
"egoism-altruism"

relates to juridical action as such.

One should notice first of all that a concrete action is never purely and

exclusively juridical, Droit and Justice never being in fact the only motivations

of the real agent. But just as one can artificially form the
"abstract"

notion of

homo juridicus (akin to those of the homo economicus, religiosus, politicus,

and so on), one can isolate artificially the specifically juridical element from

the concrete action. And it is concerning this
"abstract"

element that one will

ask if it should be categorized as egoistic or altruistic.
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Now we have seen that a juridical situation necessarily implies three ele

ments: the two interacting agents, i.e., the litigants, and the Judge (or Legisla

tor or Police). And we have seen that the interaction of the agents could be

anything, as well as the motives which make them act and react. Thus, al

though the existence of both agents is essential for there to be Droit, it is in the
"third"

that the essence of the juridical phenomenon is situated. It is in the

action of this
"third,"

acting as juridical Legislator, Judge, or judicial Police,

that one finds the specifically and exclusively juridical element which is of

interest to
us.M*

The opposition
"egoism-altruism"

must therefore be related to

the action of the
"third"

acting as a
"third."

Now, in his three roles as Legislator, the Judge or Arbiter, and Police, this
"third"

is characterized as a
"third"

by the fact of being "impartial and disin
terested."

One can thus say that
"impartiality"

and
"disinterestedness"

charac

terize all specifically juridical action, that an action could not be said to be
"juridical"

if it does not present these two qualities.

Now, by definition, a
"disinterested"

action cannot be said to be
"egotistic."

And in fact, it is enough to observe that the action of the Legislator, of the

Judge, or of the Police presents an egoistic aspect where it is performed for the

sake of his own interest, such that the juridical value of this action becomes

suspect. Generally speaking, no one will want to say that the desire to pass law

juridically, to judge, or to execute judgments, testifies to an egoistic attitude.

Of course, man may have an egoistic interest in being Judge, and so on: he

may want to be one in order to earn a living or to occupy a certain social rank,

and so on. But when he is a Legislator, Judge, or Police, and when he acts

juridically as such, it is certainly not for egoistic motives that he does so. When

he formulates, applies, or executes a legal rule [regie de droit], he is not sup

posed to draw any benefit from his act. In any case, he is supposed to abstract

from his own interest in the matter.

Thus, the juridical action as such is certainly not egoistic. Let us now see if

it can be called altruistic.

One can say that any altruistic action takes place in an attitude of
"love"

(in

the broadest sense of the word): to act for the sake of another's interests, to

draw pleasure or satisfaction from his pleasure or from the advantages that he

draws from the situation, this is to
"love"

this other in some manner. And to

love is to give a positive value to the very being of the one we love, to the

simple fact that he exists, independently of his acts, and in particular indepen

dently of his acts toward the one who loves him, independently of his behav

iour toward him. (Cf. Goethe: "We love someone for who he is, and not for

what he does.") Now the
"third"

who interests us must not only be "disin

terested"

but also
"impartial."

He must not act out of love for one of the two

litigants, and if he loves one of them, he must abstract from his love in his

juridical action. This means that if he loved both, he would have to abstract

from this double love if he wanted to intervene juridically. And indeed, the
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interests of the litigants being by definition contrary, the love of the Judge for

one would neutralize his love for the other, and he could judge them as if he

did not love them at all. Juridical action, therefore, has nothing to do with

individualized love. But it does not have anything to do either with generalized

love for man as such, with the so-called
"christian"

love of the altruist properly

speaking. For the Judge is interested in acts, and not in the being of his liti

gants. Detached from their interaction they are nothing for him. On the con

trary, he detaches from them their interaction and he judges it without taking

into account the agents individually. The legal rule [regie de droit] that the

"third"

formulates, applies, or executes in his juridical action relates to abstract

interactions, so to speak, and not to concrete persons. If he pursues an "inter
est,"

it is not his own, nor that of others; he acts solely in the interest of

Justice, as one says. Thus, he can forbid murder and punish the murderer with

out worrying about whether the victim was willing or not, without asking

whether the murder was in the victim's interest (as in the case of the murder of

someone terminally ill who is suffering). Thus, the idea of a judgement going

against the desire and interest of two litigants is not at all absurd. And the

saying Fiat justicia, pereat mundus shows well that the juridical action can

only be said to be
"altruistic"

if one calls
"altruistic"

any action which is not

egoistic.

Now, in reality, the juridical action is neither egoistic nor altruistic: it is

absolutely neutral in relation to this opposition. It arises neither from the inter

est of the one who acts nor from his love for others: this action is impartial and

disinterested in the strongest sense of these terms. And this absolute neutrality

of the juridical action as such is an important argument in favour of the thesis

of the specificity and autonomy of Droit.

If the juridical action arises neither from the agent's own interest nor from

the idea he has of the interests of others, it is because it results from a sui

generis
"interest,"

and this
"interest"

is nothing other than man's desire to

realize his idea of Justice. It is in the diaphanous and glacial atmosphere of

absolute neutrality, of perfect
"impartiality"

and of total
"disinterestedness,"

that the realization of the idea of Justice occurs in and by Droit, or better still
as Droit. And it is in this same atmosphere that this idea as such is born and

develops, the sui generis idea which is the base and the foundation of any Droit

whatsoever.

We must now see what is the origin and the autonomous development of the

idea or the specifically juridical ideal of Justice.

NOTES

1 . The authors wish to thank Professor Thomas L. Pangle, who kindly read parts of the transla
tion, and who has encouraged our effort to translate the entire Esquisse. A few remarks are in order
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concerning the translation. First, the word droit has for the most part been left untranslated

throughout. Since droit can mean both right and law, and since Kojeve uses the word in both

senses depending on the context, we decided to allow readers the chance to judge for themselves

the meaning that Kojeve attributes to this key concept. We have translated all other important

words and phrases, although we have sometimes put the original French word or phrase in brackets

when we believed it was appropriate. Second, we have retained all of Kojeve's stylistic oddities,

such as his frequent use of capitals, italics, and quotation marks. Third, we have not used gender-

neutral language, as Kojeve did not; therefore, we have translated I'homme as man (or the man) in

order to distinguish it from etre humain, human being. We must stress, however, that Kojeve

hardly believed that women were any less human than men or inferior vis-a-vis rights and duties,

and all of Kojeve's arguments and observations apply with equal vigour to women. Indeed, it is

clear throughout the Esquisse that the lack of equal rights and duties for women and men at the

time Kojeve was writing was an indication that the concept of right was not adequate to its essence,

that the absolute right at the end of history had not been manifested in the here and now (cf. pp.

41-43, 50-52, 80 n.l, 87-90). Fourth, all of Kojeve's footnotes are identified by symbols while

our explanatory notes are numbered; all will be found at the end of the translation. Over all, we

have striven for a literal translation, and we have tried whenever possible to render all words and

phrases consistently by a single English word or phrase.

2. For Kojeve's understanding of negation, in particular, and dialectic, in general, see "The

Dialectic of the Real and the Phenomenological Method in
Hegel,"

in Introduction to the Reading

ofHegel, translated by James H. Nichols, Jr. (New York: Basic Books, 1969), pp. 169-259.

3. The preceding chapter is entitled "The Reality of Right: Right, Society, and the
State."

Here, Kojeve discusses the social and political conditions that must prevail for right to be fully
realized or actualized.

4. In general, we have translated justiciables as litigants. It must be pointed out, however, that

this word also has the much broader meaning of "those who are subject to
law."

* Cf. Davie, La Guerre dans les societes primitives, p. 363. [Probably a reference to Maurice

Rea Davie, The Evolution ofWar: A Study ofIts Role in Early Societies (New Haven: Yale Univer

sity Press, 1929), pp. 241-42.]

5. Cf. Esquisse, pp. 175-77, 498-500. Where this
"note"

is actually located remains a mys

tery.

Cf. also Stammler, Wirtschaft und Recht nach der materialistischen Geschichtsaujfassung,

1896.

6. The location of this
"note"

also remains a mystery.

7. On Kojeve's understanding of the fight for pure prestige and the desire for recognition, see

"In Place of an
Introduction,'

in Introduction to the Reading ofHegel, pp. 3-30.
* The consistent Utilitarians are radical pacifists. And they are right from their point of view,

for to pursue happiness is actually to repudiate war in every case. But since real (and healthy)

Societies do not reject war, it is because they are living according to other principles than those of

the Utilitarians, because they are not pursuing happiness at any price. I am speaking about "healthy
Societies."

For in current conditions, a Society which turns away from war is sooner or later

absorbed by those which do not do so. This Society thus dies, and this is why one can say that it is
"sick"

when it rejects war in all cases.

8. Cf. Carl Schmitt, The Concept of the Political, translated by George Schwab (New Bruns

wick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1976).
5 One could object that a political (or juridical, and so on) idea which enters into conflict with

another political idea is nevertheless an idea just as political (or juridical, and so on) as the other.

Conflict would then seem to be compatible with fundamental identity. This is correct, and this is

the very principle of dialectic. Even in this case, however, there is an "independence": the conflict,

being the expression of a negation, cannot be
"deduced"

a priori. The new idea does not
"result"

from the previously negated idea: it negates it spontaneously in and by an act of freedom, and it is

thus independent or autonomous in relation to it. But being determined in its content by the content

of the negated idea, it remains fundamentally
"identical"

to it: the negation of the previous idea

creates a new idea as a synthesis of the negated idea and the negating idea. But in the case of a
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conflict between two different entities, there is not a negation properly so called of one by the

other, and consequently there is not a synthesis, where the difference of the two entities would be

overcome. The conflict actualizes the incompatibility, i.e., precisely the difference or autonomy of

the two entities, and this incompatibility gives rise to an immanent transformation of these entities.

But, while changing, each remains what it is that is, each remains different from the other. And

this is what takes place at the time of a conflict between Droit and the State. Droit does not negate

the State, and it does not want to be put in its place, just as the State does not want to overcome

Droit as such. Droit only wants to overcome a certain form of the State and the State wants to

overcome a certain form of Droit. The conflict thus ends up at a transformation of the State or of

Droit, or the two simultaneously. But even after the conflict, the State remains a State and Droit

remains Droit. On the contrary, when two political (or juridical, and so on) ideas enter into con

flict, the one wants to replace the other. It thus wants to negate the other as such and to be asserted

in its place. And this is possible only because it is a question of one and the same entity. Thus, the

conflict is resolved without the entities in conflict transcending the sphere which is proper to them.

But when Droit enters into conflict with the State, for example, the conflict cannot be resolved if

Droit remains Droit, if one does not go beyond the juridical sphere. Droit can juridically condemn

a State which is
"unjust"

or
"illegal"

from its point of view. But in order to carry out this judge

ment it must act politically, by making a political revolution, for example. Therefore, the alteration

of the State remains a specifically political event, even if this alteration has been provoked by a

transformation of Droit. Likewise, if the State alters a Droit, it is not acting politically but jurid

ically. (In this case, however, the difference is less apparent.) Even by changing the offices of one

for the other, Droit and the State still remain autonomous in respect to one another. And it is

precisely the fact that they cannot be mutually overcome even when they are in conflict which

proves that they are autonomous respectively. For if they were one and the same thing and if they

were not able to be mutually overcome, there would never be a conflict between them, just as a

conflict is not possible between political (or juridical, and so on) ideas that have no tendency to put

themselves in the place of another. In this case there is simply different but compatible, indeed

complimentary, aspects of one and the same thing. On the other hand, when Droit and the State are

compatible and complimentary, they are nevertheless different. For they can enter into conflict

while being unable mutually to overcome each other.

11 Thus, before the destruction of Sodom, Abraham will reproach God (in very forceful terms)

for the injustice of the planned action, given that the innocent could also be harmed. And it is to

God's justice, and not his goodness, to which he appeals against the almighty [cf. Genesis 18:16

33],

9. Cf. Hegel, Phenomenology ofSpirit,
"Religion"

(chap. 7); Ludwig Feuerbach, The Essence

ofChristianity, chap. 1. and Lectures on the Essence ofReligion, Third Lecture; Emile Durkheim,

Elementary Forms of the Religious Life: A Study in Religious Sociology, Introduction and Conclu

sion.

*
I abstract from the aspect of the question which was so predominant in the time of Voltaire.

But it is an undeniable fact that, above all in the past, juridical laws, which the litigants would not

obey otherwise, were often presented as of divine origin.
** For a theist, man can find himself (objectively) in a religious situation, i.e., in relation to

God, even without knowing it. But if God does not exist, there is a religious situation only when

man believes himself in relation to the beyond or God.

For many theologians, the external effect of an imputed act is not even the work of the agent

himself, but rather of God. And the state of the world and of society depends not on the acts of the
men who live there, but on divine providence.

10. Cf . The Works of Bonaventure, translated by Jose de Vinck (Paterson, NJ: St. Anthony
Guild Press, 1960), vol. 1, chap. 2, C, 8 ("The Triple Way, or Love

Enkindled,"

pp. 76-77).
**

Morality is thus by definition irreligious, indeed atheistic. Of course, the moral man may be,
in other respects, religious, just as he can be a citizen, an aesthete, a juridical man, and so on. But
to the extent that man finds himself in an authentic moral situation, he is in complete isolation: he
is alone in the world and relates only to himself. Thus, he is not in a religious situation: he

separates herself from the beyond to the same extent that he separates himself from the empirical
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world. He is an atheist in the sense that the existence of God plays no role in his attitude: if he is
"moral,"

it is from love of morality itself, but not from love of God. And this is precisely what

distinguishes him from the religious man, who conforms to divine commandments, which may,

moreover, have the same content as the
"commandments"

of Morality.

ss This seems to contradict what Kant says: "Man must never treat another man simply as a

But the contradiction is merely apparent. According to Kant, one must not treat a man as a

means because if one does so one does not realize one's own moral perfection. To treat another as

an "end in himself is thus a means of being moral oneself. It is not for the sake of the moral

perfection of my neighbour that I should treat him as an "end in himself but in order to perfect

myself. This is why it is intention alone that matters.

1111 The religious sense of this evangelical formula is as follows: judge not your neighbour,

because it is for God not for you to judge him
("morally"

in the
"religious"

sense). But the moral

sense is: mind your own business. The theoretical interpretation of this would be: do not judge

others because you are unable to do so.

** It is understood that the man who is a "moral
man"

can very well juridically judge others in

his capacity as a "juridical
man."

Thus, the Gospel forbids religious (or moral)
"judgements"

of

others but not Droit as such.
*"

In fact, one finds this in written or customary codes. But if it is not a matter of simple

errors, these juridical duties towards Nature and oneself are always in the final analysis duties

towards other human beings, individual or collective. I have already spoken of this, and I will

speak about this again a little later.

11. Cf. Max Stirner, The Ego and His Own, translated by Steven T. Byington (New York:

Boni and Liveright, 1918).
ttf

Therefore, to give alms for moral motives, for example, has nothing to do with Justice, for

the act morally benefits only the one who gives and not at all the one who receives. And almost all

specifically moral acts are
"unjust"

from the juridical point of view, for these are
"duties"

to which

no
"droits"

correspond.

'* In a religious situation, violence is equally admissible and it can realize by itself a religious

value in the assaulted man: the religious rite can be efficacious even if it works against the will of

the interested person. But this constraint has, nevertheless, nothing juridical about it because it does

not work to realize the idea of Justice in an interaction of the interested person with others. It is

only done in the interest of the one to whom it is applied and perhaps in the interest of the

divinity, while juridical constraint has in view the interest of an other than the one who is con

strained, this other being situated on the same existential plane as he: it has, then, a social end,

namely that of wanting to realize Justice in an interaction between human beings.

m Of course, if the agents conform voluntarily to Droit, their action will imply a juridical

element. But then each of them will act and think also as an "impartial and disinterested
third,"

and

it is as this third that he will act juridically.
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Recent interpretations of Plato's Symposium have placed increasingly greater

significance upon the speech of Alcibiades. His encomium of Socrates, and the

encounter with him that borders the speech on both sides, is now considered by

many commentators essential to a thorough understanding of the dialogue. Yet,

too often, an incomplete explanation is given for its importance. While we do

not aim here to provide a comprehensive interpretation of
Alcibiades'

role in

the dialogue, we do hope to offer evidence for the long-overlooked motive

driving
Alcibiades'

speech in praise of Socrates and, thereby, to contribute to a

better understanding of the dialogue as a whole. We will do this by focusing
attention upon two aspects of

Alcibiades'

speech that have been widely ne

glected: first, what the speech communicates about
Alcibiades'

motive; and

second, what
Socrates'

behavior, in declining the sexual proposition, reveals

about the role of freedom in this encounter.

There are as many interpretations of the scene with Alcibiades as there are

of the Symposium as a whole. Some scholars hold that his entrance represents

the necessary counterweight to the lofty discourse of Diotima, showing that the

philosopher cannot escape the everyday
world;1

others have argued that Al
cibiades'

speech reveals in practice what Socrates constructs in theory, having
Socrates enact the teachings of Diotima by refusing

Alcibiades'

invitation. Our

specific objection is directed, on the one hand, toward those who interpret

Socrates as an ascetic or sage, and, on the other, toward two leading scholars

who find evidence in
Alcibiades'

speech of
Socrates'

inability to sustain inter

personal relationships: Martha Nussbaum, who argues that Socrates is incapa

ble of love for particular persons, and Gregory Vlastos, who suspects the

presence of an ultimate zone of frigidity in
Socrates'

soul.2

Against these interpretations, we argue that the encounter with Alcibiades

displays not an inadequacy in Socratic Eros but the threat to human relations

posed by the kind of Eros Alcibiades exhibits. We claim further that Plato uses

Alcibiades'

sexual proposition to expose the contrast between these two forms

of Eros, embodied in Socrates and Alcibiades, respectively. The conflict be-

interpretation, Fall 1996, Vol. 24, No. 1
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tween them is not meant simply to show that Socrates lives by the teaching of

Diotima, but neither does it merely denigrate physical Eros for dwelling at the

Ladder of Love's lowest rung, since love for particular persons is nowhere

denied its importance. Rather,
Socrates'

relationship to Alcibiades, and his re

sponse to his erotic proposition in Symposium, is necessitated by the younger

man's character. The seduction incident, as recounted in
Alcibiades'

speech,

adds a further perspective to the dialogue's discussion of Eros, a perspective

that neither faults Socratic Eros nor presents his particular act of abstention as

the consequence of a general rule of life to be
emulated.3

Instead,
Socrates'

rebuff underscores how the antiphilosophical Alcibiades misconstrues Eros and,

in the process, threatens the Socratic exercise of freedom. After exploring key
passages to confirm that it is

Socrates'

freedom which Alcibiades seeks to un

dermine through his seduction attempt, we will then show how
Socrates'

Eros

is compatible with Plato's conception of freedom, while
Alcibiades'

Eros is

not. Our conclusion defends the example of freedom as Socrates practices it,

and suggests that, rather than having to renounce his erotic nature in order to

perfect his freedom,
Socrates'

Eros is what impels him toward his novel under

standing of freedom.

Socrates unveils both
Alcibiades'

motive and his modus operandi in his re

joinder at 218e-219a. There, Socrates accuses Alcibiades of attempting to offer

his body to the philosopher in trade for wisdom, but it is unclear what such an

exchange could
mean.4

In particular, the impulse behind this attempt remains

unexplored in many interpretations of Symposium. In what follows, we will

show that
Alcibiades'

speech reveals his desire to dominate Socrates as the

underlying aim of his seduction attempt, a motive that clarifies the significance

of the proposed
"exchange."

Socrates knows, and states explicitly, that Alcibiades is trying to gain an

advantage over him. That he sees right through the ploy is evinced by what he

says at 218e3-5: "If you then try to make a deal with me that involves trading
our respective beauties, then you're planning to gain an advantage [pleonektein]
over

me."5

Alcibiades would gain an advantage, presumably, because the ex

change would be an exchange of bronze for gold, that is, what Alcibiades

offers is worth less than what Socrates has to give. But as Alcibiades cannot

really come to possess
Socrates'

wisdom in this way, it is unclear how this act

of seduction would constitute an advantage for Alcibiades, unless the advantage

would lie solely in
Socrates'

mere acceptance of the
offer.6

It may be that

Alcibiades is trying to gain an advantage, not by possessing
Socrates'

gold, but

by bringing Socrates to want to make an exchange in the first place. Trading
gold for bronze would prove that Socrates, too, has a price. Exposing

Socrates'

character as corruptible would reduce the philosopher's indomitable air of supe

riority and permit the frustrated young man to feel less ashamed of himself.

That his decision to attempt to seduce Socrates follows immediately upon

his acknowledgment, "I felt I should obey him in
everything,"

at 217a, con-
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firms that the seduction plan was prompted by the impotence Alcibiades felt in

the philosopher's presence. His revealing speech makes clear that his strategy is

driven by a desire for possession; sexual seduction is simply a means to this

end.7

Why does Alcibiades desire to possess Socrates? Not because he truly

seeks to gain in wisdom through the exchange. Rather, the desire is propelled

directly by his sense of inferiority in the face of
Socrates'

character. Al

cibiades, perhaps more than any other interlocutor, understands this character,

and he is able to appreciate that, in some way, Socrates is his superior. Yet, he

himself is torn between the desire to follow Socrates and his preoccupation with

the things of the city. His desire to possess Socrates issues, at least in part,

from the shame he admits to feeling in the presence of this superior man.

Alcibiades confesses at 215e-216a:

I heard Pericles and other good orators and I believe they spoke well, but I was not

affected at all like this, nor was my soul disturbed and angered at my being in the

position of a slave; but due to this Marsyas here I've often been put in that

position, so that it seemed to me that it was not worth living to be as I am. And

this, Socrates, you will not deny to be true. And still even now, I am conscious

that if I were willing to give ear I could not hold out against him; I would suffer

the same things. For he compels me to agree that though I am myself in much

need, I neglect myself and attend to the affairs of Athens. So I stop my ears by

force as if against the Sirens and run away, in order that I may not grow old sitting

here beside him. Before him alone among men I suffer what one might not have

supposed is in me shame before anyone. Before him alone I feel ashamed. For I

am conscious that I cannot contradict him and say it isn't necessary to do what he

bids, but when I leave him, I am worsted by the honors of the multitude. So I

desert him and flee, and when I see him I am shamed by my own
agreements.8

Alcibiades'

sense of shame in the face of the Socratic example is portrayed

as being quite intense; and his shame confirms that the great military and politi

cal leader is inflamed by
Socrates'

unconventional superiority. In order to have

a sense of
Socrates'

superiority, Alcibiades must somehow be capable of seeing

things in the light of quite different standards than those prized in Periclean

Athens. His employment of the Silenus image attests that Alcibiades has had

the privilege of such a shift of perspective; he has been afforded the opportunity

for a glimpse
"inside"

the satyr-like Socrates. His deepened appreciation of

Socrates shows the nascent possibility in Alcibiades that cannot come to birth;

it conflicts with, even while becoming mingled with, a more conventional view

of things. Under the spell of the philosopher's discourse, Alcibiades has

glimpsed the world from a Socratic point of view, a perspective from which his

accustomed way of life appears despicable; but he is unable to live with this

image of himself, and he cannot bring himself to
change.9
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What is more,
Alcibiades'

pride prevents him from tolerating for long the

humbling contrast between Socrates and himself. He can see no better way to

escape shame being unable, or unwilling, to live as Socrates lives than to

remove Socrates from his pedestal. So he sets out to demonstrate the unreality

of
Socrates'

philosophical perspective by proving that, after all, Socrates obeys

the same laws, lives in the same world, and is subject to the same forces that

move other men. Alcibiades cannot square the perspective induced by Socrates

with his previous view of life. This nephew of Pericles is used to being wor

shipped and respected; but Socrates, rather than being awestruck, chastens the

younger, putatively more erotic man. From
Alcibiades'

perspective, Socrates

should have become subject to him by succumbing to the same qualities his

good looks, irresistible charm, and military brilliance that have captivated

others. In order to return things to their natural order, therefore, Alcibiades sets

out to bring Socrates under his spell.

Socrates appears freed from absorption in ordinary desires and fears, making

the philosopher seem self-sufficient and self-assured. This drives Alcibiades,

and other frustrated interlocutors, to complain about the air of superiority given

off by
Socrates'

practice of freedom. Alcibiades dimly recognizes that the love

of wisdom making Socrates uniquely erotic has direct implications for the exer

cise of his own freedom, a freedom, presumably, that Alcibiades
cherishes.10

It

is just
Socrates'

example that makes Alcibiades feel ashamed. The only way to

escape his shame would be to get rid of Socrates (the one who inspires it in

him), but, obviously,
Socrates'

physical death would not suffice. The problem

is not
Socrates'

mere existence, but his extraordinary character. As a ghost,
Socrates'

greatness would haunt him, but if it were possible to slay
Socrates'

character, Alcibiades would be free and even become his superior. Thus, Al

cibiades must eliminate the threatening feature of
Socrates'

character he must

seduce him to sully his character. In that way, Socrates would become ordi

nary, a calculating man subject to human desire and willing to sell himself at

some price. At the same time, Alcibiades would elevate himself as an object of

desire in
Socrates'

estimation of him. If Alcibiades could make the one who

shames him desire him, he could destroy his painful awareness of
Socrates'

superiority, gain the upper hand in their relationship, and, in this sense, domi

nate Socrates. Alcibiades probably does not realize consciously why he so des

perately wants Socrates to desire him, but it is no doubt as a way of subverting
Socrates'

seemingly insuperable character, and thus redeeming his own self-

esteem.

Through
Alcibiades'

encomium of him, Plato allows the reader to see

clearly the acquisitive tendencies that suffuse both
Alcibiades'

attraction to

Socrates and his understanding of Eros. Because he is
"possessed"

by
Socrates'

divine madness, Alcibiades wants, at bottom, to possess Socrates, believing
that he can relieve his dissatisfaction with himself through such a conquest. It is

in order to accomplish this objective that the proudly handsome Alcibiades
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deploys his beauty to captivate Socrates, plotting to gain an advantage eroti-

cally that he has been unable to gain in any other
way."

But Socrates exposes

his sexual offer as an outgrowth of the impulse to pleonektein over him.

For Plato, pleonexia denotes a natural human desire for "the
more"

(to

pleion). In a political context, he frequently uses pleonexia to describe the

insatiable appetites that undergird Athenian imperialism. These appetites feed

the lust for power, inciting deceitfulness in political leaders. Such boundless

desire to get disproportionately more is epitomized in Glaucon's speech in Re

public II, and it forms the locus of
Callicles'

argument from nature at Gorgias

483c and following. In Symposium's penultimate scene, Plato shows how
Alcibiades'

individualism, as the natural outgrowth of his appetitiveness,

threatens to usurp
Socrates'

freedom.
Alcibiades'

desire to gain the advantage

over Socrates, as we shall show below, issues from the same corrosive impulse

that, in Plato's portrayal, is symptomatic of the Eros that desires to possess or

assimilate its
object.12

This same desire to get more than one's fair share at the expense of others

emerges in
Thucydides'

History as the chief emblem of
Alcibiades'

character.

Thucydides regularly describes Alcibiades with words such as pleonektein and

the noun pleonexia in connection with the love of honor (phihtimia). Al
cibiades'"daring"

(tolma) is something that, in
Thucydides'

view, goes far

beyond ordinary courage or manliness (andreios). For Thucydides, this "impe

rialistic
quality,"

this ambition for power, becomes the tragic flaw of the Athe

nian spirit, and Alcibiades, as the city's boldest leader, embodies that spirit

completely. Socrates seems precisely to be describing
Alcibiades'

character in

his discussion of the "democratic
man"

in Republic; no other Athenian repre

sents so appropriately the degeneration of its ideals of honor and glory into a

mixture of sophistry, deadly charm, and overreaching political avarice. In
Thucydides'

view, his daring ambition contains the seeds of its own destruc

tion.13

Alcibiades'

desire to gain the advantage over Socrates issues from the same

spirited impulse; pleonexia can be thought of as a form of Eros, an Eros in

which the desire to possess the good, ignorant of the true good and its principle

of limit, takes the form of an unlimited, insatiable desire to possess. Al

cibiades'

Eros is the Eros that seizes upon its object as something to be assimi

lated. He not only confuses the object of desire with the aim of that desire,

which Socrates takes pains to distinguish through his recollection of Diotima's

teaching, but his fixation upon the object leads to the appetite to possess
it.14

At

bottom, Alcibiades desires to appropriate the object of his Eros, which, in this

case, is Socrates.

The specific character of this acquisitive Eros requires further analysis, how

ever. First, the plot to gain an advantage over Socrates reveals how easily
Alcibiades'

Eros, bound up as it is with pride and pleonexia, becomes exagger

ated spiritedness (thumos). If we recall that thumos is closely associated with
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the love of honor (philotimia), it becomes clear that Diotima's speech already

warns about the kind of Eros tending toward thumos or intertwining with

thumos.15

Diotima says: "If you consider human ambitions, you will marvel at

its irrationality, unless you reflect on what I have said, and observe how

strangely men are moved by the passion for winning a name, and laying up

undying glory for all
time."16 Such an Eros confuses the real aim of its striving

for immortality, which Diotima says is happiness, with the desire to possess its

object forever, an unsatisfying substitute for immortality. Plato's likening of

this Eros to the other appetites, hunger and thirst, draws attention to the way

this "misguided
Eros"

to borrow lohn Brentlinger's phrase fastens upon its

object.'7

The proclivity toward exaggeration in this form of desire issues from

the sense of dissatisfaction it suffers once it gains hold of its object. This dissat

isfaction is caused by the fact that, in possessing any object, this Eros clutches

only what is intermediate to its elusive, inarticulate aim. In
Alcibiades'

case, he

is unable to understand that the Eros that initially impelled him to seek out

Socrates'

guidance has been transformed into an unbridled desire to possess

Socrates.

By contrast, Socratic Eros is modulated by the realization that what it seeks

is not an object that can be possessed. Socrates professes that he does not

possess wisdom, but that he is the wisest man in Athens on account of his

positive ignorance. His kind of Eros consists solely in neither lack nor posses

sion, maintaining itself in a middle ground between lack (simple ignorance), on

the one hand, and full possession or attainment of the desired good (knowl

edge) ,
on the other. Aware of its lack and guided by the good toward which it

strives, Socratic Eros is not the acquisitive Eros; rather, it realizes that the

incompleteness of human being is remediable only through death. The seeming

paradox of Socratic ignorance derives from the paradox of being human: as

long as one lives, one remains incomplete, and completion comes only when

one's life is over. Alcibiades does not grasp that the dialectic of subjugation

and domination in human interaction, like the cycle of acquisition and disposal

in the material world, is an endless cycle. (Or if he does grasp that, once

embarked upon, the striving for honor and material gain will never end, he fails

to appreciate it as a problem.)

When viewed through the lens of his frank expressions of hostility and re

crimination,
Alcibiades'

desire to seduce Socrates can be seen for what it really
is a transparent attempt to dominate

him.18 Socrates'

resistance to being over

powered in this way is part of an over-all askesis of freedom practiced by the

philosopher.
Alcibiades'

criticism of Socrates, put forward as an encomium in

praise of him, allows Plato to exemplify the exercise of freedom concretely

without engaging in an elaborate theoretical discussion of it. Three critical

components of this practice of freedom are articulated in
Alcibiades'

en

comium: (1) self-knowledgeSocrates is said to harmonize logos and ergon,
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and this shows self-knowledge to be the basis for his sophrosune; (2) self-

mastery (enkrateia) Socrates is praised for his self-mastery, for controlling

himself even under extreme conditions; and (3) self-sufficiency (autarkeia)
Socrates is portrayed as impenetrable and aloof, freed from the needs driving

ordinary men and never the beneficiary in exchange relations.

The numerous examples Alcibiades gives of
Socrates'

sophrosune illustrate

the first prominent feature of Socratic freedom. But scholars often focus on the

sense of
"temperance"

suggested by the term and, therefore, tend to read the

speech as a portrayal of an ascetic saint or Stoic sage. Socrates is described by
Alcibiades as exercising self-control in every situation, exhibiting power over

necessity, displaying unshakable independence and self-sufficiency. Indepen

dence, or self-sufficiency, is expressed by another characteristic mark of So

cratic freedom:
Socrates'

unwillingness to accept gifts or payments (a practice

central to his testimony in Plato's Apology of Socrates) This policy keeps the

philosopher free to converse with whomever he wishes, he is never required to

converse with someone because he is being paid to do so. Unlike the sophists,

who were obliged by their fee-based services to satisfy their customers, Socra

tes, as Henry Teloh rightly notices, did not have to pander to his interlocutors.

He is free to speak the truth to them, if he chooses to speak with them at all.

The Socratic refusal to accept gifts or fees is connected to his own prized role

as a benefactor to others.

Fifth-century Athens was a highly stratified society; one person could place

another in debt by conferring a gift or a
benefit.20

The recipient of such a

benefit remains in the debt of the benefactor until a greater benefit is given in

return. If the benefit cannot be repaid, the beneficiary must acknowledge and

honor the beneficence. Honoring the benefactor displays the debtor's abiding

gratitude when no form of repayment is possible or adequate. In the face of

such an exchange economy, Socrates is able to maintain his resolute indepen

dence. Instead of trying to gain the upper hand in gift relations simply by

conferring rather than receiving material benefits, Socrates claims to be confer

ring an incommensurable gift upon others, while appealing to his poverty as an

emblem of his own noble motives. He may be poor, but he is never in anyone's

debt. In regarding himself as the greatest gift to Athens, Socrates positions

himself as a benefactor to his city rather than a beneficiary; he occupies a

superior position within a general economy of gift exchange. Since, in the face

of this exchange economy,
Socrates'

self-sufficiency becomes paramount for

the exercise of his freedom, it is no wonder that Alcibiades attempts to lure him

into some form of
exchange.21

Through the course of his speech it becomes

evident that Alcibiades knew full well the futility of his attempt to broker an

exchange with the incorruptible Socrates. In one of the most revealing passages

in his speech, after his covert motive has been exposed by Socrates, Alcibiades

declares, "I was well aware that you'd be more likely to get a weapon through
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Ajax's guard than you would money
through

Socrates"

(219e). Even as a chap

eroned youth, Alcibiades knew that Socrates was incorruptible, but he could

not resist one last attempt at bribing him.

To understand fully the uniqueness of Socratic freedom, it is necessary to

contrast it to the external, political freedom
prized by fifth-century Athenians.

External freedom, the freedom from bondage or slavery signified by the Greek

word eleutheria, is freedom negatively defined. In its most extreme form, it

amounts to the mere license of doing whatever one wishes; it presupposes hav

ing and holding some political power, whether at the
level of the individual or

the city, and it implies occupying the superior position within a hierarchy of

domination.22

By contrast, Socratic freedom not only inverts the logic of the

gift economy, it also contravenes the dialectic of subjugation-dominance that

characterized social and political relations
in Athenian life. In Plato's portrayal,

Socratic freedom is exercised not at the expense of the freedom of others, but

rather through an effort that is potentially liberating for his interlocutors. The

philosopher maintains his freedom through practices designed to open doors for

others as well.

Whereas Socrates makes it a practice to avoid exchange relations, Al

cibiades seems to conceive all human relations as a form of exchange. In prais

ing
Socrates'

military record, Alcibiades says, "Then there's his behavior in

combat; I owe him an account of this, to cover my
debt"

(220d). He explains

how Socrates saved his life in battle, but he places greatest stress upon the fact

that his benefactor allowed him (the honor-lover, Alcibiades) to claim the

glory. It is most ironic, then, that he should accuse Socrates of one-upmanship

in the tug-of-war for Agathon's attention following the speech. The celebrated

military hero complains, "He thinks he always has to go one better than
me"

(222e). Yet, it is Socrates who "eschews the cycle of one-upmanship throughout

Alcibiades'

story of their encounter by refusing to be drawn into the exchange

framework into which Alcibiades seeks to lure him. The legendary cross-exam

iner even allows to go unchallenged six different claims by Alcibiades when he

is explicitly offered the chance to dispute them (at 215b[twice], 216a, 217b,

219b-c, and220e).

A close reading of the phrasing of
Alcibiades'

sexual proposition and the

language Socrates uses to rebuke him yields clear evidence that Socrates is not

resisting his aggressive solicitation as an act of renunciation; rather, he is un

willing to compromise the quintessential dimension of his character, namely
his

resolute practice of freedom. To be sure, the Socratic exercise of freedom en

tails an entire askesis, but it is not ascetic in the monastic sense of self-denial.

Through his distinctive exercise of freedom, Socrates aims to invert not only

the subjugation-domination model of human interaction and its connection to

the benefactor-beneficiary relation (both of which are entailed within Al

cibiades'

exchange framework); he also undercuts the traditional roles of

erastes and eramenon, lover and beloved.
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While it is impossible to explore Greek homoerotic practices in detail within

the scope of this essay, it is necessary to highlight one important aspect of them

that illuminates how such relations were predominantly understood in fifth-

century Athens. The striking feature of social relations, and one most relevant

for our discussion, is that even among citizen-men of relatively equal age,

wealth, education, and social standing, there seems to have been a constant

assessment of relative advantage, of power, and of freedom; even where one

expects to find optimal equality, there persists a tendency to conceive of human

relations as being asymmetrical. Conventional Greek morality stratified social

relations by means of stark dichotomies: active-passive, manly men-soft men,

freeman-slave, and, as we have seen above, benefactor-beneficiary. The dialec

tic of lover and beloved is constructed within, and according to, this conven

tional hierarchy.

It is against this background that
Alcibiades'

behavior toward Socrates must be

interpreted and judged. After completing the story of his foiled seduction, Al

cibiades supplies still further evidence of his true motives. He says that Socrates

"escaped the only trap I thought stood a chance of ensnaring
him"

(219e). Yet, for

all his scheming devices, Alcibiades confesses that "no slave has been utterly more

in the power of any master than I was in
his"

(219e). The extent to which Al

cibiades conceives his freedom in terms of a subjugation-domination model is

revealed by these comments. Supposing that one either rules another or is ruled by

him, and that all relations between human beings must involve a ruler and a ruled,

a master and a slave, Alcibiades maneuvers to get the better of
Socrates.23

Socrates'

behavior must also be interpreted within the context of conven

tional Athenian practices. His resistance to
Alcibiades'

overtures follows from

his customary struggle to invert (or contravene) conventional hierarchies in

practice. As in Symposium, Socrates can be seen in several other dialogues

redefining the prevalent relationships between an active, older lover and a pas

sive, younger beloved. The old erotic cuts a curious figure as a lover, subvert

ing customary roles in an elaborate game of seduction, first reversing, and then

completely discarding, the pederastic model. Such a reversal of roles is espe

cially familiar from dialogues such as Charmides, Lysis, and Alcibiades I. In

these conversations, Socrates employs his distinctive Eros to arouse the pas

sions of his interlocutor, a strategy he carries out with the aim of empowering

the unsuspecting youth and pointing his way to freedom. By the end of the

conversation, the ugly, old philosopher himself ironically supplants the beauti

ful boys as the prized object of adoration and
pursuit.24

Alcibiades describes

this same sort of reversal in his Symposium speech. He shamelessly notes the

irony at 217c, exclaiming, "as if I were the lover and he were the
boy."

What

is unique about the reversal in the present context is that a more or less passive

role is ascribed to Socrates.

The philosopher's usual tool for setting this reversal in motion is a calcu

lated arousal of the youth's deep-seated desires. The young boy typically
as-
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sumes that, due to his beauty, intelligence, and noble birth, the world will

effortlessly be his. Once he detects such conceits, the wily philosopher in

flames the youth's desire and then shames him in order to inspire him to take

greater care of himself. In the Lysis and Alcibiades I, the erotic arousal is

followed almost immediately by a powerful chastening; the two components of

his erotic strategy are displayed together. In the Symposium, Alcibiades refers

to past agreements between himself and Socrates; and it is necessary to refer

back to their first conversation (Alcibiades I) both to understand these past

agreements and to confirm that a prior arousal has, indeed, taken
place.25

The erotic reversal practiced by Socrates is not a countermove in a game of

subjugation and domination; rather, the Socratic reversal both expresses Socra
tes'

freedom and attempts to liberate others. To understand this, it is necessary

to see first how the chief features of Socratic freedom, highlighted in Al
cibiades'

encomium sophrosune, self-mastery (enkrateia) and self-sufficiency

(autarkeia) form the basis of
Socrates'

chastening of Alcibiades.

Rather than simply accepting the status conditions for political liberty as the

model for his understanding and practice of freedom, Socrates insists upon a

different kind of relation between the freedom of the city and the freedom of

the individual. Socratic freedom would not only involve the absence of external

constraints, rights of citizenship, freedom of movement, and access to legisla

tive and juridical institutions constituting freedom within Periclean democracy;

throughout the dialogues, Socrates both criticizes the prevalent assumptions

about how a freeman should behave and replaces mere citizenship with the

well-ordered soul as the key constituent of freedom. In fact, the condition for

the possibility of Socratic freedom becomes the ability to rule oneself. The

isomorphism between the well-ordered city and the well-ordered individual

leads Socrates to insist that proper self-rule tends to prevent abuses of rulership

and, therefore, should be developed as a prerequisite for ruling. It is just this

freedom that Socrates made the focus of his approach to the young Alcibiades

in their inaugural conversation, and it is precisely this freedom exhibited by
Socrates that shames Alcibiades into feeling like a slave. (Ironically, the one

point in the speech where the obdurate Alcibiades seems to understand full well

what he is doing is the point at which he resolves to stay away from Socrates.)

Whereas
Alcibiades'

spirited, acquisitive Eros jeopardizes the freedom of

others,
Socrates'

Eros contributes to the freedom of others. He is shown in

various Platonic dialogues trying to liberate his interlocutors from their present

constraints. These constraints may arise from trust in traditions, conventional

practices, unexamined beliefs, or a conflicted structure of desires. In particular,
Socrates endeavors to disabuse his young interlocutors of the presumption that

all forms of limitation entail constraints upon their freedom; to the extent that

he is successful, he leads his young pupils to increased self-sufficiency through

his own example.
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From the example of the historical Alcibiades, we learn that the Eros min

gled with thumos, pleonexia, and philotimia is a highly volatile political force.

Left unregulated, it may produce disastrous effects in social and political rela

tions. In his personal and political dealings, Alcibiades manifests his belief that

only by expansion and aggression can greatness be achieved. His speech to the

Athenian Assembly (as depicted by Thucydides) argues for such aggrandize

ment veiled beneath his
"dominate-or-be-dominated"

logic. A recent article de

scribes him as one who "collected lovers as part of a power game. Their

flattery and importunity confirmed the irresistibility of his attraction and the

finality of his hold over their
minds"

(Finlay,
"Night,"

p. 60). The problem

with
Alcibiades'

Eros is that it understands only the dialectic of subjugation and

domination; it is too closely tied to spiritedness to be compatible with Socratic

freedom. By having Alcibiades follow the speech of Socrates, using extraordin

ary frankness (parresia) and professing that "truth comes from wine
"

(217e),

Plato invites the reader to consider the profound and disparate consequences of

the acquisitive Eros in full
career.26
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he was not afraid of anything; and, above all, he was utterly indifferent to applause or what people

thought about
him"

(p. 531).

The closing lines of the Alcibiades I confirm both that Alcibiades realizes the consequences for

his own freedom and that he cherishes that freedom.

Soc. And are you now conscious of your own state? And do you know whether you are a

freeman or not?

Al. I think that I am very conscious indeed of my own state.

Soc. And do you know how to escape out of your present state, which I do not even like to

name when imputing it to beauty?

Al. Yes, I do.

Soc. How?

Al. By your help, Socrates.

Soc. That is not well said, Alcibiades.

Al. What ought I to have said?

Soc. By the help of God.

AL I agree; and I further say, that our relations are likely to be reversed. From this day

forward, I must and will follow you as you have followed me; I will be the attendant, and

you shall be my master.

Soc. O that is rare! My love breeds another love: and so like the stork I shall be cherished by

the winged creature whom I have hatched.

Al. Strange, but true; and henceforward I shall begin to think about justice.

Soc. And I hope that you will persist; although I have fears, not because I doubt you, but

because I see the power of the state, which may be too much for both of us (Ale. I 135d-e,

Jowett [1953], 1:674-75).
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11. Daniel Anderson makes a similar point in his commentary on Symposium. Sec Anderson,

The Masks ofDionvsos: A Commentary on Plato's Symposium (Albany: SUNY Press, 1993), pp.

122-24.

12. Steven Forde speaks in almost the same terms about
Alcibiades'

attempt to dominate the

city as we use to describe his attempt to dominate Socrates. He writes that Alcibiades "refuses to be

anything less than honest about his ambitions in the city. Alcibiades wishes to dominate the city,

but frankly and openly, as it
were."

See Forde, The Ambition to Rule: Alcibiades and the Politics of

Imperialism in Thucydides (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1989), p. 84.

John Finlay writes, "We see the same versatility in
Alcibiades'

political and his sexual lives.

He successively fitted into the democracy of Athens, the aristocracy of Sparta, and the despo

tism of Persia. He became a participant in whatever political philosophy he could use for his own
machinations."

Finlay, "The Night of
Alcibiades,"

The Hudson Review 47, no. 1 (1994): 60.

13. Forde points out that Pericles uses the word courage only once in his speeches, employing

daring at every other opportunity. His analysis of the role of daring in
Thucydides'

History is one

of the highlights of Forde's book. He shows how inseparable this rash daring was from the Athe

nian character and its imperialistic ambition. For Thucydides, according to Forde, daring supplants

courage as the specifically Athenian virtue. See Forde, Ambition, pp. 13-15. "Imperialistic qual

ity"

is Forde's phrase (Ambition, p. 19). He notes that the majority of references to Eros in
Thucydides'

History occur in connection with the Sicilian expedition and
Alcibiades'

encourage

ment of this extraordinary daring. Nicias, in his speech opposing the risky venture, criticizes what

he sees as an "erotic
passion"

for faraway places, an erotic passion inspired chiefly in the Athenians

by Alcibiades. We argue below that this "misguided
Eros"

is really a thinly veiled thumos because

it is indistinguishable from the desire to dominate and outdo others.

Of course, Alcibiades is much more ambitious than the democrat Socrates caricatures in Repub

lic VIII. There, Socrates illuminates the correspondence between the decline of individual types

and the degeneration of the states that produce them. The chaos and disorder he describes come

close to capturing the wavering spirit Alcibiades personifies in Symposium: "Yes, I said, he lives

from day to day indulging the appetite of the hour; and sometimes he is lapped in drink and strains

of the flute; then he becomes a water-drinker, and tries to get thin; then he takes a turn at gymnas

tics; sometimes idling and neglecting everything, then once more living the life of a philosopher;

often he is busy with politics, and starts to his feet and says and does whatever comes into his head;

and, if he is emulous of anyone who is a warrior, off he goes in that direction, or if of men of

business, once more in that. His life has neither law nor order; and this distracted existence, which

he terms joy and bliss and freedom, continues throughout his
life"

(Republic 561c-d [Jowett,

2:430]).

In a richly descriptive, but philosophically flawed, essay, John Finlay defends the view that

Plato has Alcibiades in mind in this passage. Finlay argues that no other prominent Athenian

politician possessed both the brilliance and the diversity Plato describes. Alcibiades was so versatile

and yet so unabashedly hedonistic that to drink the black broth and eat the stale bread of the

Spartans, while adorning himself in the coarse cloak of a Spartan aristocrat, must have seemed to

him, according to Finlay, "the last
novelty"

(Finlay,
"Night,"

p. 59). Finlay's treatment of the

relation between Socrates and Alcibiades seems, in the last analysis, to rely too heavily upon

psychologism and tends to invoke Plato in an attempt to clarify historical fact rather than the other

way round.

The best example of ambition containing the seeds of its own destruction is found in Thucy
dides'

account of the so-called Melian dialogue. In their cruel arrogance, the Athenians killed all

adult males and forced the women and children of the tiny island of Meios into slavery for attempt

ing to maintain their neutrality in the war. According to Thucydides, Alcibiades was a leading
proponent of this course of action (Thucydides, History, 5:84-116).

14. David Halperin has developed this distinction in his article, "Plato and the Metaphysics of
Desire,"

Proceedings of the Boston Colloquium in Ancient Philosophy 5 (1989): 27-52. From

Diotima's speech, we learn that the beautiful is not the ultimate object of Eros. Eros, at bottom,
aims at happiness, the final good, to which the many instances of beauty are intermediate. For

Halpenn, Eros always longs for something beyond its immediate object, something transcendent to
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the particular object. The longing for immortality is shown, in Diotima's teachings, to give expres

sion to this desire to attain (or dwell in) the beautiful forever. See also Nussbaum's critical com

mentary following Halperin's article for a wide-ranging discussion of Nussbaum's disagreement

with Halperin's reading.

15. At Republic 581a-b, Plato has Socrates say:

"And, again, of the high-spirited element, do we not say that it is wholly set on

predominance and victory and good repute?

Yes, indeed.

And might we not appropriately designate it as the ambitious part and that which is covetous

of honor?

Most
appropriately."

(Shorey translation in Collected Dialogues, ed. Edith Hamilton and Huntington Cairns

[Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1961], p. 808.)

16. Symposium 208c. Translation by F. M. Comford. Cited in "The Doctrine of Eros in Plato's
Symposium,"

in The Unwritten Philosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1950), pp.

68-80. The passage quoted appears on page 74.

17. John A. Brentlinger, "Introduction: The Cycle of Becoming in the
Symposium,"

in The

Symposium of Plato, trans. Suzy Q. Groden and John A. Brentlinger (Amherst: University of

Massachusetts Press, 1970), p. 6. Brentlinger calls
Alcibiades'

fatal flaw "excessive love of
self,"

which seems essentially correct. How this "love of self is understood must be able to account for

the extreme ambiguity in
Alcibiades'

character. In his first speech before the Athenian assembly, in

which he persuades the demos to undertake the ill-fated Sicilian expedition, Alcibiades unabashedly

presents a conception of honor that no longer depends upon doing service to the public good.

Alcibiades introduces a view of honor as coextensive with the individual interests of great leaders

(such as himself), and the people endorse it. Thus, what begins as self-love is intensified and

complicated by the adulation Alcibiades relied upon for validation. See also Forde, Ambition, pp.

79-99.

18. Anderson points out two important aspects of this encounter that bear noting here: (1)

Socrates does not, strictly speaking, reject Alcibiades. He neither leaves the bed nor forces Al

cibiades to leave. This indicates to Anderson that Socrates is not struggling with his own passions;

the reader does not see him renouncing his desires and resisting
Alcibiades'

attack in the same

impulse. (2) Alcibiades is patently duplicitous, and this forces Socrates to act as he does. See

Anderson, Masks, pp. 122-24.

19. While we shall argue that
Socrates'

practice of philosophy constitutes an askesis, it is by no

means an askesis organized around renunciation or self-denial. Bloom explains as follows:

"Whether or not Socrates ever had sexual relations with young men, sex would never have been so

important to him as to get in the way of a good lesson. One cannot believe that there was no

element of the body in his interest in Alcibiades, but what the body demanded was different from

what the soul demanded. It would be simply false to say that the soul's satisfaction provided also

for that of the
body"

(pp. 535-36).

Surprisingly, the over-all impact of
Socrates'

avoidance of forms of exchange has received little

attention in the interpretive literature. Xenophon, even more than Plato, takes pains to show Socra

tes motivated by his desire to invert or circumvent the prevailing exchange economy. In his version

ofApology, line 16, Socrates is made to say, "Do you know anyone less a slave to the appetites of

the body than I? What man is freer than I, since I accept no gifts or pay from
anyone."

The passage

continues with Socrates asking, "Would you be reasonable if you believed that anyone is more just

than a man so in harmony with the present circumstances that he does not ask for anyone else's

possessions?"

Leo Strauss sees Socrates as dependent upon his friends who, on two important

occasions, are prepared to rescue Socrates from becoming a debtor. While it is true that his friends

come to his aid with the explicit willingness to stand surety for
Socrates'

impending indebtedness,

on both occasions Socrates is saved by dramatic circumstances, obviating the necessity for his

friends to pay his way. At Apology 38d, it is the jury's vote to carry out
Meletus'

proposal of death

that eliminates the need for
Socrates'

friends (including Plato himself) to cover his debt; and at
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Republic 337c-d, it is the fact that Thrasymachus does not teach the philosopher anything that

renders unnecessary the payment of a fine by Glaucon and the others.

20. We are indebted to David K. O'Connor of Notre Dame for his incisive remarks in a

lecture, "Socrates and the
Gift,"

presented at the 12th Annual Conference of the Society for An

cient Greek Philosophy, October 30, 1993, at Binghamton University, in Binghamton, New York.

Many of Professor O'Connor's insights have influenced our thinking about Socrates, and we have

followed up several auspicious clues given in his talk.

21. The benefit cannot be repaid in the examples Aristotle gives in Nicomachean Ethics 9 of a

child to the parent, mortals to the gods, or pupils to their teachers of philosophy. Of this latter

relation, Aristotle says, "And so too, it seems, should one make a return to those with whom one

has studied philosophy; for their worth cannot be measured against money, and they can get no

honor which will balance their services, but still it is perhaps enough, as it is with the god's and

with one's parents, to give them what one
can"

(1164a34-1164b5).

See Apology of Socrates 19d-20a, and also 30a5-7 and 30d5-31a. Plato has Socrates invoke

his poverty as proof that he does not take a fee. This disclaimer is connected to his contention that

he does not teach anybody anything, which his refusal to accept money purports to confirm. In his

book-length study of
Socrates'

position on obeying the law, Richard Kraut wonders how Socrates

has benefited the city. Taking seriously
Socrates'

claim that he is a gift sent by the god to exhort

people to care more for their souls than for money, honor, and pleasure, Kraut concludes: "Just as

ordinary moral education, with all its limitations, is a great gift we receive from our parents and the

city, so moral perplexity, with all its painfullness, is the gift Socrates thinks he is giving
Athens."

Kraut says that Socrates does not present himself as someone who tried to improve the people of

Athens but failed. Rather, he offers himself as the city's greatest gift and his benefaction is attested

by his disinclination to profit from this vocation in any other way. See Kraut, Socrates and the

State (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984), p. 225.

After
Socrates'

death, his poverty was increasingly mythologized. In fact, the historical Socra

tes came from a moderately well-to-do family. He did not display any of the outward trappings of

wealth, although he had plenty of leisure. Since Socrates served as a hoplite soldier, and this

station was assigned on the basis of property, Socrates had to have come from what would now be

called an "upper
middle-class"

family. See Waterfield's note, Symposium, p. 94.

Thrasymachus finds
Socrates'

tactics for escaping exchange relations especially annoying. In

Republic I, he implores the philosopher to give a meaningful, substantive definition of justice, and

Socrates employs his habitual self-deprecation to evade proffering his own answer. At 337a, Socra

tes imputes expertise about justice to Thrasymachus, claiming that forbidding him to use any of the

synonyms for justice in definition is analogous to his being proscribed from answering "twice
six"

or "three times
four"

to the question about what twelve is. Thrasymachus asks, "What if I could

show you another answer about justice besides all these and better than they
are?"

He insists that

Socrates should be fined if he can do this. Socrates says that he will pay such a fine "when I get
some"

(money), and Glaucon assures Thrasymachus that the others will contribute for Socrates,

exclaiming, "Now, for money's sake, speak,
Thrasymachus."

When Thrasymachus finally relents

and speaks, he says, "Here is the wisdom of Socrates; unwilling himself to teach, he goes around

learning from others, and does not even give thanks to
them."

Socrates responds, "When you say I

learn from others, you speak the truth, Thrasymachus; but when you say I do not make full

payment in thanks, you lie. For I pay as much as I can. I am only able to praise. I have no
money"

(Rep. 337a-338c; The Republic ofPlato, trans. Allan Bloom [New York: Basic Books, 1968], pp.
14-15).

22. A. W. H. Adkins frames the contrast between philosophical and political values in Plato as

a contrast between
"cooperative"

and
"competitive"

aretai (excellencies or virtues). This begins to

clarify the difference between
Alcibiades'

spirited Eros and
Socrates'

desire to have his interlocu

tors become synerastes in a conversational agon. See Adkins, From the Many to the One (London:

Constable, 1970), pp. 145-48.

23. Seth Schein has argued that the entrance of Alcibiades is replete with evidence of Al
cibiades'

autocracy. His arrival immediately alters the direction of the proceedings. Already intoxi

cated, he insists that the consensus to imbibe temperately be abandoned for serious drinking. Filling
the large amphora with undiluted wine, he drains it once himself, has the slave refill it, and orders
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everyone to drink, beginning with Socrates. His behavior announces that this is a man who is

accustomed to dictating the terms of every situation he graces. Alcibiades takes over the proceed

ings in the single act of appointing himself
"symposiarch,"

or "leader of the
drinking"

(213e).

Schein notes the homology in Greek between "of the
drinking"

and "of the
city,"

as well as the fact

that the Greek word for the leader of the symposium, archouta, is the same word commonly used

to signify the holder of a political office (archori) in Athens. Seth L. Schein, "Alcibiades and the

Politics of Misguided Love in Plato's
Symposium,"

Theta Pi 3, no. 2 (1974): 158-67. Schein's

short article implies much more than it develops, and we have tried to extend some of its possible

implications here. He does explicate the pervasive political language of
Alcibiades'

speech, how

ever, and that first suggested the idea for this essay.

24. Misunderstanding both the nature of Eros and what David Halperin calls "erotic reciproc

ity,"

Alcibiades knows only the dynamic of rivalry (antierastes) and not mutual eroticism (syn

erastes). See David M. Halperin, "Plato and Erotic
Reciprocity,"

ClassicalAntiquity 5 (1986): 60-

80. Halperin seems to see this reciprocity both in
Socrates'

terms antierastes and synerastes in the

Phaedrus. But Plato's dialogue, rendered as
"Lovers"

(erastes) by most manuscripts, appears in

some variant manuscript as antierastes, and is sometimes translated as
"Rivals."

When Socrates and the targeted interlocutors become joint lovers of wisdom, they become

synerastes, companions in the striving after wisdom. Unfortunately, very few of the boys are

capable of playing this role. Socrates seems to be quite successful with Lysis, and the two of them

even engage in a little conspiracy to apply the same antidote to Lysis's friend, Menexenus. Lysis

surely seems to become actively engaged for the rest of the dialogue, but our knowledge of him

ends with that dialogue, Alcibiades belongs to this select group of young, noble, beautiful, and

promising interlocutors with whom Socrates effects this reversal of Eros. Socrates seems to enjoy a

measure of success with him within the scope of their first conversation, despite the dialogue's less

than sanguine conclusion. Through the course of the Alcibiades I, he is transformed radically, but

the speech in Symposium confirms that this metamorphosis was short lived.

Socrates utilizes some of his most questionable tactics to effect these reversals. He is not above

using outrageous examples, appealing to the fantastical desires of the youths, or engaging in false

pretensions that make his assistance key to the attainment of his interlocutor's desires. He con

structs faulty, even eristic, arguments that rely more heavily on seductive logic than either induc

tion or deduction, and he often relies on irony to avoid lying to his interlocutor, in preparation for

the pedagogy to follow the initial turnaround.

25. In their first conversation, Socrates does his part to arouse
Alcibiades'

passions, saying:

"And I will tell you the hope in which you are at present living: Before many days have elapsed,

you think that you will come before the Athenian Assembly, and will prove to them that you are

more worthy of honour than Pericles, or any other man that ever lived, and having proved this, you

will have the greatest power in the state. When you have gained the greatest power among us, you

will go on to other Hellenic states, and not only to Hellenes, but to all the barbarians who inhabit

the same continent with us. And if this same god were then to say to you again: Here in Europe is

to be your seat of empire, and you must not cross over into Asia or meddle with Asiatic affairs, I

do not believe that you would choose to live upon these terms; but the whole world, as I may say,

must be filled with your power and name I believe you think that in all history Cyrus and Xerxes

are the only men of any account. Such I know to be your hopes I am not guessing only and

very likely you, who know that I am speaking the truth, will reply, Well, Socrates, but what have

my hopes to do with the explanation which you promised? And that is what I am now going to tell

you, sweet son of Cleinias and Deinomache. The explanation is, that all these designs of yours

cannot be accomplished by you without my help; so great is the power which I believe myself to

have over you and your concerns; and this I conceive to be the reason why the god has hitherto

forbidden me to converse with you, and I have been long expecting his permission. For, as you

hope to prove your own surpassing value to the state, and having proved it, to attain at once to

absolute power, so do I indulge a hope that I shall have the supreme power over you,
if I am able

to prove my own surpassing value to you,
and to show you that neither guardian, nor kinsman, nor

anyone is able to deliver into your hands the power which you desire, but I only, God being my

helper"

(Alcibiades I 105a-106a [Jowett, 1:630]).
.

At Symposium 216b, Alcibiades speaks of the promises
he made Socrates. Another such prior
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agreement is mentioned at 219b. In the Alcibiades I, Alcibiades agrees to attend to the matter of his

self-improvement and to follow
Socrates'

advice. But, of course, he fails to do this.

Plato provides several clues, besides the references to past agreements, that indicate important

connections to the two Alcibiades dialogues. Paul Friedlander astutely emphasizes this connection

in the following passage, "To understand fully the speech of Alkibiades in the Symposium, we must

look to the dialogue Alcibiades as its background and we must be aware constantly, in each dia

logue, both of the extraordinary greatness and of the catastrophe of the historical
Alkibiades"

(pp.

242-43). That Plato had the Alcibiades I in mind, he says, is proven by the fact that
Alcibiades'

initial response to Socrates upon discovering him on the couch next to Agathon is parallel to his

opening remark in Alcibiades I. His first words to Socrates at Symposium 213b9 are "you always lie

in wait for
me"

and in the Alcibiades I (104d3) "you annoy me
always."

Friedlander cites further
Alcibiades'

emphasis in both texts on
Socrates'

strange nature (Symposium 215a; Alcibiades I 106a)
and the fact that Alcibiades confesses in both dialogues to feeling shame in the presence of Socra

tes. Surprisingly, Friedlander does not mention Symposium's, references to past agreements and,

therefore, does not explicate how these past agreements and oaths from the Alcibiades I illuminate

both the speech in Symposium and the dilemma to which Alcibiades confesses therein. See

Friedlander, Plato, trans. Hans Meyerhoff (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1973), 2:243.

26. At 222c2, Apollodorus tells us that Alcibiades is using parresia to speak to the sympo

sium, noting that the others in attendance found such
"frankness"

amusing. For a thorough discus

sion of the significance of Plato's use of this term in Symposium and his role in the transformation

from political to ethical truth-telling, see Gary Alan Scott, "Games of Truth: Foucault's Analysis of

the Transformation from Political to Ethical
Parrhesia,"

The Southern Journal of Philosophy 34,
no. 1 (Spring 1996): 97-114.
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Of the many great scholarly controversies regarding Plato's Republic, two

deserve especially to be noted for their interconnection. The first controversy,

started by Sachs (1963) several decades ago and kept alive by numerous re

sponses since then, concerns this problem: although Glaucon and Adeimantus

at the beginning of Book Two ask for a defense of justice as ordinarily under

stood, Socrates responds in Book Four by defending justice on the basis of a

definition of the justice of the individual that appears to have little link with

justice as ordinarily understood. The other controversy which is much older

(see, e.g., Foster 1936) but is still a source of sharp debate today deals with
Socrates'

argument in Book Seven that it would be just for the philosophers to

rule in the best regime even if this entails their having to lead worse lives. How

can Socrates hope to defend justice in thus pointing to a crucial instance where

justice seems to be at odds with happiness? It is obvious that the issues that

gave rise to these heretofore separate controversies are linked in that they both

bear on the question of the adequacy of
Socrates'

defense of justice in the

Republic, but the connection between these issues, in this and other important

respects, has not been sufficiently explored and emphasized by those who have

participated in the
controversies.1

I here seek to remedy this situation in the

course of considering the overarching theme of the problematic character of

Socrates'

defense of justice in the Republic.

In trying to understand
Socrates'

view of justice in the Republic, it is impor

tant for us to take account of the fact that he presents, throughout most of the

work, a defense of justice. In Book One, for example, having heard Thrasy
machus'

assertion that justice is not good at all for the one who practices it

(338c-339a, 343b-344c), Socrates defends justice by getting him to agree to

the following: that justice is both virtue and wisdom; that it is stronger than

injustice; and that it brings happiness (348a-354a). But it is not too hard to see

that Socrates, in his discussion with Thrasymachus, is not above defending

justice by hook or by crook. Thus Glaucon and Adeimantus are justified, at the

beginning of Book Two, in forcing Socrates to provide a truly adequate defense

of justice (357a-367e). That Socrates engages in a rhetorical defense of justice

in Book One, however, serves as a clear warning to us. There is no guarantee

that the defense of justice that Socrates provides in the rest of the Republic is

I INTERPRETATION, Fall 1996, Vol. 24, No. 1
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not itself rhetorical. Just as Thrasymachus may be too easily charmed by Socra
tes'

arguments, as Glaucon suggests (358b), we must beware of suffering the

same fate. I argue that
Socrates'

defense of justice in the rest of the Republic,

designed to prove that justice is intrinsically good and that it is better than

injustice, is in fact problematic. This paper delineates the key difficulties of this

defense, to which one must pay the utmost attention in attempting to grasp
Socrates'

view of justice in the Republic.

JUSTICE IN THE SOCRATIC SENSE

Responding to the request of Glaucon and Adeimantus for a true defense of

the justice of the individual, Socrates first endeavors to bring to light the justice

of the city, for, he says, since the justice of the city is bigger and easier to see

than the justice of the individual, it is better for those who cannot see sharply to

turn to the justice of the individual after examining the justice of the city

(368c-369b). To facilitate the discovery of the justice of the city, Socrates

outlines (through Book Four) a succession of cities: first, the city based on

needs; next, the luxurious city; and, finally, the city purged of luxuries a city

that is characterized by the existence of a warrior class, the recipients of an

extensive civic or moral education (369a-427c). After looking for justice in

this last city, the good or virtuous city (in which justice is most likely to be

found [420b-c, 434d-e]), Socrates declares that the justice of the city can be

defined as each of the three classes of the city whether the ruling, guarding,

or wage-earning class minding its own business (432d-434c). Then, on the

premise that the justice of the city is parallel to the justice of the individual,

Socrates defines the justice of the individual as each of the three parts of the

soul the rational, the spirited, and the appetitive minding its own business

(442d-e,
443c-e).2

He also makes clear that the just individual is concerned

not with affairs that are external to him but with the harmony of his own soul;

and that such an individual calls
"just"

any action, whether political or other

wise, that helps produce this condition in the soul (443c-e). By arguing that

the justice of the individual as defined in this way is analogous to the health of

the body, moreover, Socrates ultimately leads us to draw the conclusion that

justice is intrinsically good because it is a kind of health of the soul (444d-

445b).

Unfortunately, however, there are difficulties with
Socrates'

definition of

the justice of the individual, on which his argument in favor of the intrinsic

goodness of justice relies. In the first place, while according to this definition

the just man is concerned with the harmony of his own soul or with his own

good, the just man is ordinarily thought of as being eminently devoted to others
or to the common

good.3

Furthermore, according to this definition, the just man
calls

"just"

any action that conduces to the harmony of his own soul. Hence
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this definition has the troubling implication that, at least in principle, an action

that is ordinarily considered unjust could be just (and vice versa). It also has the

surprising result that an action that is not even in the realm of justice and

injustice for instance, the act of engaging in mathematical studies could, in

principle, be just or unjust. These difficulties cast doubt on
Socrates'

assurance

that the justice of the individual as embodied in his definition would be per

fectly in keeping with the ordinary standards of justice, that is, his assurance

that the just man who allows each of the parts of his soul to mind its own

business would not steal, cheat, dishonor his parents, and so on (442e-443b. Cf.

Sachs 1963, p. 154; Weingartner 1964-65, p. 250; Mabbot 1971, p. 58; and

Waterlow 1972-73, p. 24).
Socrates'

definition of the justice of the individual, for

all these reasons, is paradoxical and has little relation to justice as ordinarily under

stood. It contrasts with the more commonsensical definitions of justice offered in

Book One, for example, justice as giving back what one takes and telling the truth

(331b-c; cf. Demos 1964, p. 395). We have to wonder then whether
Socrates'

definition of the justice of the individual in Book Four is not arbitrary, a mere

invention of his mind. If it is arbitrary,
Socrates'

defense of justice, to the extent

that it relies on such an arbitrary definition, would not be
adequate.4

As noted, this definition is based on the existence of a strict parallelism

between the justice of the city and the justice of the individual (368e-369a,

434d-435a, 441d-e, 442d-443c). But the questionable character of this prem

ise is ultimately acknowledged by Socrates himself: while he tries to support

the existence of such a parallelism through making the lengthy argument that

the soul, like the city, has three parts, Socrates reveals precisely in the con

text of elaborating on the justice of the individual that there may be more

than three parts of the soul (435b-441c, 443d-e; cf. Cross and Woozley 1964,

p. 113). In opposition to the above premise, moreover, we can point out that

justice sometimes demands much more from individuals than from cities. Dur

ing times of war, for instance, individuals are often asked to sacrifice their lives

on behalf of justice; but cities are seldom, if ever, asked to sacrifice their

existence on behalf of justice. It is also worth observing that Socrates is not

completely successful at giving definitions of justice that would lead one to

believe firmly in the existence of a strict parallelism between the justice of the

city and the justice of the individual. First, his definition of the justice of the

city as each of the three classes of the city's minding its own
business is consis

tent with rule by merit and absolute dedication to the city, which are ordinarily

believed to be just (420b-421c). Hence it is not as paradoxical as his definition

of the justice of the individual as each of the three parts of the soul's minding

its own business (cf. Vlastos 1981, pp. 115-17, 119). Second, his
definition of

the justice of the city does not necessarily rule out the potential lack of happi

ness in any one of the three classes of the city (419a-421c; cf. 465e-466c,

519e-520a), but, by contrast, his definition of the justice of the individual is

not indicated to entail the potential unhappiness of any one part of the soul.
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Despite the questionable character of the argument that results in
Socrates'

definition of the justice of the individual, it is possible that this definition,

taken by itself, could be correct. Yet, as noted, there are difficulties connected

with this definition considered by itself, such as that according to this definition

the just man is exclusively concerned with his own good. This particular aspect

of the definition, though, appears to receive some justification from
Socrates'

analysis of the justice of the city (as discovered in a good or virtuous city).

While
Socrates'

definition of the justice of the city does not take account of

foreign affairs, it is in keeping with the good or virtuous city's looking exclu

sively to its own advantage. Indeed, Socrates indicates that such a city takes

care of its own good in a less than scrupulous way: in order to preserve itself, it

promotes something like civil war in other cities (422a-423c). If even the good

or virtuous city is guided only by its own good, the question arises whether

there is not some justification for describing the just individual as one who is

concerned solely with his own good. It can be retorted, however, that the fact

that the good city is concerned merely with its own good is problematic from

the point of view of justice. That is, one could excuse the good city for pursu

ing its own good even to the detriment of other cities insofar as it must

preserve itself, but one could not, at the same time, call such a city positively

just, at least with respect to other cities. (Of course, it would be difficult to

excuse the good city if it had an expansionist foreign policy that is geared

toward neither security nor inner harmony.) This means that the way in which

the good or virtuous city behaves toward other cities can hardly be used to

justify similar actions on the part of the individual, at least if he is to be re

garded as positively just in regard to other individuals.

The paradoxical character of the justice of the individual in the Socratic

sense is underscored by the fact that the most important members of the good

and just city, as described from Book Two through Book Four, do not neces

sarily possess such justice. Socrates does give the impression at one point that

both the guardians and the rulers of this city would be able, through the sort of

education they receive, to acquire the justice of the individual as harmony of

the soul (441e-442a). Yet he delineates the following two ingredients of such

justice, which neither the guardians nor the rulers would possess: the wisdom

of the individual that consists in the knowledge of what is beneficial for each of

the three parts of the soul as well as for the soul as a whole (442c, 443e-444a);

and, the rule in the soul of the reasoning part that provides
"speeches"

that is,
reasoned arguments as to what is truly to be feared and is capable of making
one wise as an individual (442c). Instead of being guided by the

"speeches"

about what is to be feared, the guardians rely on the "lawful
opinion"

as to

what is terrible and what is not (429a-430c). The rulers, moreover, are wise in

the sense of knowing how the city as a whole woi'^ best deal with itself and

the other cities (428c-d), but, while they are thus the source of the city's being
wise, they do not necessarily possess the wisdom of the individual as embodied
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in the knowledge of what is good for the individual soul. Indeed, they are

chosen to be rulers only if they have love for the city as well as the accompany

ing conviction that one must do what is best for the city (412c-d). Yet Socrates

reveals that this conviction is not simply true, at least insofar as it is meant to

be in keeping with the assumption that a man would "love something most

when he believed that the same things are advantageous to it and to himself,

and when he supposed that if it did well, he too himself would do well along

with it, and if it didn't, neither would
he"

(412d), for, in response to Adei
mantus'

objection that he is making those who govern the city unhappy, Socra

tes argues that what is best for the city need not be consistent in every case with

the individual good (420b-c; cf. 465e-466c, 519e-520a).

While they are not just in the Socratic sense, however, the guardians and

rulers would be regarded as just in the ordinary
sense.5

They certainly contrib

ute to the justice of the city understood as each of the classes doing its own job

and are devoted otherwise to the good of the city. For they would send even

their own children to a lower class to ensure rule by merit, and, in having no

privacy and no more property than what is needed, they would remain guard

ians and rulers instead of becoming money-makers and hence would preserve

the city (414d-417b). In being dedicated in these ways to the city and its

justice, moreover, they would, from the perspective of ordinary, justice, be

considered to be just as individuals. But Socrates indicates that they are far

from being just on purely rational grounds: their justice is dependent on the

noble lie as well as on the institutional arrangements concerning privacy and

property that are forced upon them (414d-417b). (So too, while defending the

city would not only be an act of courage but also to some extent an act of

justice [see 332e], the guardians would defend the city on the basis only of

lawful opinion [429a-430c] . And the rulers would do what is best for the city

and hence be just in the ordinary sense as a result of a mere conviction, whose

truth is not beyond dispute [412c-d].) Socrates, of course, never speaks the-

matically about justice in outlining the official discussion of the education for

the rulers and guardians, for he does not want to speak about their education to

justice before discovering what the truth about justice is, even if this means

refraining from criticizing certain traditional views on justice that cast doubt on

its goodness (392a-b). Thus, contrary to the expectation that he raises at the

outset, his discussion of their education does not contribute, in any obvious

fashion, to an understanding of justice (376c-d). After his discussion of their

official education, however, he indicates, in various ways, that the sort of jus

tice that they would acquire would be less than fully rational. The question that

Socrates appears to pose therefore is this: Can ordinary justice rest on a strictly

rational foundation, just as justice in the Socratic sense surely does?

The definition of the justice of the individual in Book Four, as analyzed in

the foregoing, must also be considered in the light of what occurs in the rest of

the Republic. Having examined the virtues of both the city and the individual,
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Socrates attempts, at the end of Book Four, to turn to a discussion of the forms

of vice (445c-e). Yet, at the beginning of Book Five, he is asked by Adei

mantus to delve into the proposal for the community of women and children, a

proposal that he had mentioned without any discussion in founding his good

city (449c. 423e-424a). Hence he is induced, in the first place, to outline the

arrangement concerning the equality of the sexes (which is in keeping with the

community of women and men in education) and to show its possibility and

goodness (451d-457c). He then is led to indicate the character of the commu

nity of women and children as well as its goodness (457c-466d). Asked to

show the possibility of the community of women and children, however, Socra

tes introduces the proposal for the philosopher-kings, the greatest of the three

waves (471c-473e). This has the result, as Glaucon points out, that from Book

Five through Book Seven Socrates brings to light a finer city and individual

than he had earlier done (543c-544a). Now, Socrates and Glaucon agree, at the

end of Book Seven, that it is plain who this finer individual is (541b). It is safe

to say that they have in mind the philosopher: the philosopher, after all, is the

individual who is parallel to the city ruled by philosophers. Socrates confirms

this when he turns to an analysis of the defective regimes and individuals in

Book Eight. He there identifies the "good and just
man"

with the father of the

timocratic man; and this man is almost a caricature of Socrates himself (544e,

549c-550b; cf. Nettleship 1925, p. 305; Bloom 1968, p. 420). By calling the

philosopher good and just, then, Socrates puts forward the equation of the just

man and the philosopher. He makes this equation quite explicit in trying to

prove that justice is better than injustice in Book Nine, for he employs the

argument that tyranny, that is, injustice par excellence, is inferior to justice

because the pleasures of the philosopher are better and more real than the plea

sures of the tyrant (580d-587e). This is a crucial development in
Socrates'

argument, especially since the equation of the just man and the philosopher is

from the ordinary perspective rather suspect (see 473e-474a and 487b-d).

In the light of this development, we must ask, What is the status of the

definition of the justice of the individual as provided in Book Four? The ac

count of the soul on which this definition is based certainly goes through some

revision by the end of Book Nine: while still maintaining the existence of the

three parts of the soul, Socrates reveals that the rational and spirited parts of the

soul have desires and pleasures of their own (580d-583a; cf.
435e-441c).6

But

the definition of the justice of the individual given in Book Four also undergoes

some modification. Socrates, at the end of Book Nine, modifies that definition

by making clear that the philosopher is just in the sense outlined in Book Four.

Speaking of the just man who would rule in the best regime that is, the

philosopher Socrates says, in terms that hark back to his statements regarding
the just man in Book Four, that such a man is concerned with the harmony of

his own soul and does everything with a view to bringing about such harmony
(591c-592b; cf. 549c-550b,

496d).7
This turn in the argument may not be
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wholly surprising, for the just man in Book Four is described as being ruled by
reason and able to act on the basis of wisdom regarding what is best for his soul

as a whole (443c-444a). Thus he is a harbinger of the philosopher, who seeks,

if not possesses, the knowledge of the good (504a-521b; cf. Strauss 1964, p.

109; Kraut 1973b, p. 214). But, insofar as the philosopher is just in the sense

outlined in Book Four, the equation of the just man and the philosopher is

problematic for the same reasons that the definition of justice in Book Four is

problematic. To begin with, the philosopher does not act wholly in accordance

with ordinary standards of justice; his activity of thinking, for instance, requires

that he question the authority of law (consider in this regard
Socrates'

discus

sion of dialectics [537e-539a]). Furthermore, he spends a substantial amount

of his time in activities that appear to have very little connection with justice

(such as investigating what nature is) . But the main difficulty is that the philos

opher would be concerned exclusively with his own good, for, in being just in

the sense described in Book Four, he does everything for the sake of the har

mony or health of his own soul.

From the point of view of ordinary justice, contributing to the good of others

if and only if it is conducive to one's own good would be questionable. But the

possible coincidence between what one does in pursuing one's own good and

what is good for others is critical in terms of establishing at least some link

between justice in the Socratic sense and justice as ordinarily understood. Soc

rates points to the existence of such a coincidence precisely in the context of

making clear, at the end of Book Nine, that the philosopher is just in the

Socratic sense. In response to Glaucon's statement that the man who is just in

the sense of pursuing a healthy soul would not mind the political things, Soc

rates declares that such a man that is, the philosopher would mind the po

litical things at least in the best regime
(592a-b).8

Unfortunately, that the

philosopher would rule in no other city suggests the remoteness, at least on the

political level, of the possibility of a coincidence between the good of the

individual who is just in the Socratic sense and the good of others, for, accord

ing to Socrates, it is very difficult, though not impossible, for the best regime

to come into being (499b-d, 502c, 540d). It should be noted, moreover, that

Socrates says that ultimately it does not matter whether the regime in which the

philosophers rule is or will be somewhere, for the best regime that exists in

speeches can serve as a vehicle for individual reform by being a pattern "for the

man who wants to see and found a city within himself on the basis of what he
sees"

(592b). At any rate, Socrates provides an extended argument in favor of

the possibility of philosophic rule in his discussion from Book Five through

Book Seven. Hence an examination of this discussion will help us to see

whether there can really be any coincidence on the political level between the

good of the individual who is just in the Socratic sense and the good of others.

In another respect, too, this discussion will shed light on the precise relation

between justice in the Socratic sense (as practiced by the philosopher) and
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justice as ordinarily understood: while being silent about the philosopher's be

ing just in sense described in Book Four, Socrates there speaks explicitly of the

way in which the philosophers can be said to be just in the ordinary sense.

THE PHILOSOPHER-KINGS AND JUSTICE IN THE SOCRATIC SENSE

In Book Five, Socrates puts forward the proposal for the philosopher-kings

as the single necessary and sufficient condition for the transformation of an

ordinary city into the best regime (473b-e; cf. Strauss 1964, pp. 118, 122,

126). In defending this proposal against Glaucon's vehement objection, Socra

tes tries to show, among other things, that "it is by nature fitting for [philoso

phers] both to engage in philosophy and to lead a city, and for the rest not to

engage in philosophy and to follow the
leader"

(473e-474a, 474b-c). Accord

ing to Socrates, the philosophers are fit to rule for the following reasons: they

would be best able to guard, as well as to give, the laws of the city because

they are superior intellectually (due to their being able alone to comprehend the

ideas); and they are neither lacking in experience nor inferior in the rest of

virtue (484b-c, 484d). After listing a number of the philosopher's virtues,

moreover, Socrates makes clear that there is no way in which "the orderly man,

who isn't a lover of money, or illiberal, or a boaster, or a coward, could

become a hard-bargainer or
unjust,"

and hence that, starting from youth, a

philosophic soul would be both just and gentle (486b). Thus, while he is more

or less silent about the philosopher's being just in the sense described in Book

Four, Socrates here argues that the philosopher is qualified to rule in part be

cause he is just in the ordinary sense. It is worth noting, however, that Socrates

hints at the fact that the philosopher would be just in this sense simply because

he lacks interest in those things that ordinarily lead to injustice. As Socrates

suggests, the philosopher is concerned not with the pleasures of the body but

with those of the soul. And, "when someone's desires incline strongly to some

one thing, they are therefore weaker with respect to the rest, like a stream that

has been channeled off in that other
direction"

(485d; cf. Kraut 1973b, pp.

214-15; Mara 1983, p. 601). At any rate, if the philosophers are fit to rule for

the reasons that Socrates mentions, they would have the capacity to be just in

the broad sense of being able to provide for the common good.

Expressing a strong doubt as to the justice of the philosophers, however,

Adeimantus objects to the proposal for the philosopher-kings on the grounds

that the most decent of the philosophers are useless while the rest are all but

vicious (487b-d). In response, Socrates first indicates through an image that

the philosopher who possesses the true political skill is useless to the city be

cause ordinary political life is so defective that it allows only those who are

skillful merely at gaining political power to rule (488a-489b). He makes clear,

moreover, that in this situation the blame for the uselessness of the philoso-
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phers must be placed on those who do not make use of them: "For it's not

natural that a pilot beg sailors to be ruled by him nor that the wise go to the

doors of the
rich"

(489b). As for
Adeimantus'

charge that the philosophers are

vicious, Socrates offers the countercharge that potential philosophers are cor

rupted by the city itself, which is the true sophist (489d-495c). Having done

so, he points out that the
philosophers'

reputation for viciousness is due merely

to the pretenders to philosophy (495c-496a). Returning to the theme of the

uselessness of the philosophers, he then makes the following argument: the

philosopher cannot safely come to the aid of justice in ordinary cities and be

useful in this way given the savageness present within those cities; hence he

is forced to mind his own business instead of participating in politics in a

substantial way (496a-e). To this, Glaucon replies that the philosopher would

still leave his life here "having accomplished not the least of
things"

(497a).

But Socrates remarks in turn that he would not accomplish "the greatest either

if he didn't chance upon a suitable regime. For in a suitable one he himself will

grow more and save the common things along with the
private"

(497a). To the

extent that saving the common things along with the private is tantamount to

justice, Socrates here asserts that justice is the greatest of things something

which, under the right circumstances, the philosophers would be able to come

to the aid of. Furthermore, Socrates indicates that justice is beneficial for the

philosophers themselves in implying that they would "grow
more"

in saving the

common things along with the private.

Socrates'

overall argument in defense of the proposal for the philosopher-

kings, as outlined in the foregoing, is open to a number of questions. The first

question has to do with
Socrates'

view as to the right conditions under which

the philosophers would rule. In the passage where he speaks about the greatest

of things, Socrates describes the
philosophers'

simply coming upon a suitable

regime in which they would rule (497a; cf. 497b-c). But he first indicated that

the rule of philosophers is the single necessary and sufficient condition for the

transformation of an ordinary city into the best regime (473b-473e). Hence it is

not clear that the right conditions under which the philosophers would rule will

be present without any action on the part of the philosophers themselves.
In this

connection, it is worth calling attention to the fact that, while he initially points

to the need for a coincidence of philosophy and political power (473c-d; cf.

592a), Socrates also asserts that some sort of necessity (together with chance) is

required: "neither city nor regime will ever become perfect, nor yet will a man

become perfect in the same way either, before some necessity chances to con

strain those few philosophers who aren't vicious, those now called useless, to

take charge of a city, whether they want to or not, and the city
to
obey"

(499b-

c, my emphasis; see also
499c-d and 500d). But it remains to be seen whether

such necessity, which would have to overcome
the great obstacles to the philos

ophers'

being useful (and hence being positively just) in ordinary cities, would

ever exist. We observe that, by saying here that there needs to be some sort of
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necessity for the philosophers to lead a city "whether they want to or
not,"

Socrates raises the difficulty that the philosophers may not, for reasons yet to

be made fully clear, willingly undertake the transformation of an ordinary city

into the best regime. But he also leaves the impression that the philosophers

would ultimately welcome such a transformation by pointing to the view that

they will become
"perfect"

only by becoming rulers. Unless the best regime is

possible, though, such perfection (not to mention the growth of the philoso

phers that Socrates mentions at 497a) would be imaginary.

Even if the best regime is possible to this issue I will return a bit later

Socrates reveals that the willingness of the philosophers to rule (and hence also

their willingness to come to the aid of justice in the ordinary sense) in an

already existing best regime is not as certain as he first suggests. In Book

Seven, Socrates says that the philosophers ought not to be allowed to pursue

philosophy uninterruptedly to the end but that they must take turns in ruling the

city
(519b521b). To this, Glaucon asks whether they are not doing an injus

tice to them in making them live a worse life when a better is possible for them

(519b-d). While not contradicting Glaucon's assertion that the philosophers

would lead worse lives (White 1986, p. 27), Socrates first reminds him of the

fact that the concern of law is not to bring about the well-being of any one class

in the city but the well-being of the city as a whole (519e-520a). Socrates then

states that they will not in fact be doing injustice to the philosophers and that

they will say just things to them while compelling them in addition to rule and

share in the labors of the city (520a). They will say that when philosophers

come into being in ordinary cities it would be fitting for them not to share in

the labors of those cities: "For they grow up spontaneously against the will of

the regime in each; and a nature that grows by itself and doesn't owe its rearing
to anyone has justice on its side when it is not eager to pay off the price of

rearing to
anyone"

(520a-b). But Socrates asserts that they would owe some

thing to the best regime, which is responsible for their receiving a superior

education and rearing, and hence that it would be a matter of justice that they
rule. Socrates still maintains, however, that they must be compelled to rule

(520b-521b).9
Therefore he points out that the simple appeal to justice is not

enough to get the philosophers to act in accordance with justice. The philoso

phers, in
Socrates'

account, would indeed be unwillingly just. It is true that,

when Socrates asks whether the philosophers would disobey the command to

rule, Glaucon replies that this is impossible since they would be "laying just

injunctions on just
men"

(520e), but, having noticed
Socrates'

stress on the

need for compulsion in this case, Glaucon quickly adds that they would still

regard ruling as a necessary thing (520e).

Now, Socrates says that the potential philosophers must also be compelled

to pursue the study of the Idea of the Good (515c-516c, 519c-d), and, since
the compulsion used in this case is something that is ultimately desirable as it

would lead to the greatest good for a human being (519c, 496c) one might be
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tempted to believe that the compulsion for the philosophers to rule could also

be desirable in the end (cf. Kraut 1973a, p. 342; Hall 1977, p. 302). But the

compulsion to rule is not declared to lead to a positive good at all. Indeed
Socrates'

paradoxical argument is that the philosophers are fit to rule precisely

because due to their belief that ruling is not some great good, they are least

eager to rule and have the most contempt for the political life (520d, 520e-

521b, 500b-c; cf. 540d-e; cf. Aronson 1972, p. 393). Thus, according to this

argument, if the philosophers ever come to regard ruling as a positive good, as

do all others who engage in politics, they would no longer be considered as fit

to rule. It is significant that Socrates suggests that compulsion would be needed

precisely by those who are guided by the study of the good which he calls the

greatest study (503e-506a) rather than by those who are guided by some sort

of conviction or by lawful opinions. The
philosophers'

keen sense of their own

good as separate from the good of the city is responsible for their needing to be

compelled to rule. (For the philosophers, ruling would be different from engag

ing in the greatest studies in that the latter, unlike the former, would ultimately
lose its compulsory character, for once one becomes aware that something is

good, one would automatically pursue it.)
Socrates'

reference, at the end of

Book Seven, to the
philosophers'

acting on the basis of the view that justice is

the "greatest and the most
necessary"

thing, then, has to be understood in a

certain way (540e; cf. 497a). They would regard justice in this way only in

connection with their ruling (540d-e). They would not consider it as the great

est and most necessary
simply.10

As noted, if the philosophers must be compelled to rule because they do not

regard ruling as a positive good, then they would be unwillingly just. They
would surely be unwillingly just in regard to justice understood as giving what

is owed. But they would be unwillingly just in a more fundamental way be

cause ruling, at least when it is geared toward the common good, could encom

pass greater acts of justice than merely giving what is owed. This is all the

more distressing because
Socrates'

argument is that the philosophers have the

greatest capacity to be just (in the ordinary sense) through ruling. Indeed, they

would be especially fit for rule because they possess the knowledge of what is

good for human beings (503e-506a; cf. 520c). Still more disquieting is the fact

that, for Socrates, the philosophers have the greatest latitude to be just in the

best regime. There they no longer have the excuse of the obstacles of ordinary

political life that prevent them from ruling and coming to the aid of justice.

This suggests that it is politics as such (rather than merely unhealthy politics)

that is questionable for them. Even the sort of politics as practiced by the best

regime which aims to be as rational as possible is questionable for the phi

losophers. The philosophers thus can hardly be understood to be paragons of

justice, at least understood in the ordinary sense. But there is no reason why

they would not be just
in the Socratic sense (cf. Foster 1936, pp. 303-4; White

1986, pp. 27-31). In fact, it is precisely their concern with justice in the So-
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cratic sense that would lead them to be less than fully just in the ordinary sense.

This, I believe, points powerfully to the problematic character of justice in the

Socratic sense as practiced by the philosophers. The tension between ruling and

philosophy, we note, undercuts the following suggestions made by Socrates in

the course of defending the proposal for the philosopher-kings: that it is natural

for philosophers both to philosophize and to lead a city (474b-c); that the

philosophers would "grow
more"

in the best regime (497a); and that they would

become
"perfect"

in becoming rulers (499b-c).

At this point, we can return to the question of the possibility of the best

regime. An answer to this question would decide, among other things, whether

the philosophers would even have the opportunity to reveal that they would be

unwillingly just when they have the greatest latitude to be just. According to

Socrates, philosophic rule is the single necessary and sufficient condition for

transformation of an ordinary city into the best regime (473b-e), but, evading

the issue of what is really involved in such a transformation, Socrates at various

times speaks as if the best regime already exists, without explaining how this

regime comes into being (497a, 502c-d, 519b-521b). He in fact implicitly

indicates that the kind of transformation required for the best regime to come

into being is impossible. To begin with, having heard
Adeimantus'

statement

that perhaps the many will become less angry after hearing truthful arguments

in favor of philosophic rule, Socrates rests satisfied with the mere assertion that

they would indeed be completely persuaded (502a). Furthermore, he reveals

that, in order for the best regime to come into being, the philosophers will have

to exile all those over the age of ten from an ordinary city that they want to

transform (540e-541a). It would be difficult to find greater evidence of the

impossibility of the best regime than this: there is obviously no possibility of

persuading the many to leave the city, and no army loyal to the philosophers is

available to carry out a forcible expulsion of them (cf. Strauss 1964, p. 126).

An equally massive obstacle, however, is that the philosophers would, in the

final analysis, refrain from undertaking the transformation of an ordinary city

into the best regime due to their lack of desire for ruling (519b-521b). Besides,

if the philosophers do not owe anything to ordinary cities (520a-b), then they

would even have justice (though in a narrow sense) on their side in not endeav

oring to achieve such a transformation. There is, in short, no
"necessity"

that,

according to Socrates, would lead to the transformation of an ordinary city into

the best regime (499b-c, 499c-d, 500d). If the best regime is, for the above

reasons, impossible, one could doubt the truth of
Socrates'

assertion that philo

sophic rule is natural (474b-c), for how can anything impossible be natural?

Moreover, one can say that the philosophers are not required by justice (in a

broader sense than merely repaying what one owes) to try to transform an

ordinary city, for, just as nothing impossible can be natural, so nothing impos

sible can be just.
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Now, Socrates speaks about the philosopher's desire to release some from

the confines of the cave (515c-516a), and this raises the question whether the

philosophers'

interest in providing a philosophic education does not furnish

them with an incentive to rule in the best regime (cf. Kraut 1973b, p. 223;

Cooper 1977, p. 156). For Socrates, of course, there is no possibility of provid

ing the city as a whole with a philosophic education, as the truly philosophic

natures to which such an education is properly directed are few (503b-d). In

keeping with this, Socrates makes clear that political society as such is a kind

of a cave, and hence that even the best regime as ruled by philosophers, in

contrast to the best individual, cannot be fully rational (514a-521b). (It is

worth noting here that, in his account of the virtues in Book Four, Socrates

indicates that the education to civic virtue as opposed to education to virtue

simply, which is geared toward individuals as individuals is not entirely ratio

nal [427e-434c, 441c-444a].) But there is a philosophic education provided

for the rulers of the best regime.
Socrates'

proposal for the philosopher-kings,

which is aimed partly at ameliorating the tension that ordinarily exists between

philosophy and the city as a whole (490e-493d, 496a-e), dictates that the city

itself should supply its potential rulers with an education to philosophy whose

core is dialectics (502e-540e). The question, then, is whether this aspect of the

best regime does not offer a sufficient incentive for the philosophers to rule

willingly. By indicating that the philosophers must be compelled to rule in spite

of this aspect of the best regime, Socrates gives a negative answer to this

question. For the philosophers, the unwelcome burden of ruling which, even

in the best regime, is aimed at many things other than fostering a philosophic

education (and hence for this reason, among others, has the character of a

drudgery) far outweighs whatever attraction the possibility of providing a

philosophic education in the best regime has.

Socrates also indicates that the sort of education provided for the rulers in

the best regime is problematic from the perspective of what is required for a

strictly philosophic education. He initially says that the kind of study that is

suitable for the potential philosopher-kings must be good equally for turning the

soul to being, that is, for philosophy, as for war (521d), but, when, in
regard to

astronomy, Glaucon says that a better knowledge of seasons, months and years

is appropriate not only for farming and navigation but also for generalship,

Socrates rebukes him by saying that he seems like a man who is fearful of the

many in not wishing to appear to demand useless studies. He then points out

the great benefit of astronomy in the pursuit
of the truth, of which the many are

wholly unaware
(527d-528a)."

By thus revealing the existence of a great gulf

between the sort of education required for philosophy and the sort required for

ruling, Socrates points to the view
that any attempt at

an assimilation of the two

ways of life is doomed to fail. In the light of all this, it may be reasonable to

conclude that the philosophers would
prefer to provide a philosophic education
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privately in ordinary cities, where they do not have to rule. This concern of the

philosophers to provide a philosophic education, moreover, must be taken into

account in determining whether justice in the Socratic sense, as practiced by the

philosophers, has any connection with justice as ordinarily understood. If the

best regime is impossible, then a coincidence between the good of the one who

is just in the Socratic sense and the good of others cannot exist on the political

level. But the
philosophers'

interest in providing a philosophic education to

potential philosophers in ordinary cities suggests the possibility of such a coin

cidence's existing at least among a small circle on the private level (cf. 496a-

e). Certainly, there is room for optimism with respect to this possibility

because knowledge is the kind of good that can be shared without the compro

mise of any person's own good. Still, it is far from clear whether this coinci

dence that takes place in private, and for the very few, is sufficient either to

justify
Socrates'

identification of the just man and the philosopher or to provide

a strong link between justice as ordinarily understood and justice in the Socratic

sense.

In this connection, it is worth noting that, from the point of view of the

requirements of a philosophic education, democracy may be more suitable than

one is first led to believe. To be sure, Socrates argues that democracy is op

posed to what he, along with the others, solemnly said in founding the best

regime: "that unless a man has a transcendent nature he would never become

good if from earliest childhood his play isn't noble and all his practices aren't
such"

(558b). But one cannot overlook his suggestion that the individual who

has a "transcendent
nature"

need not be adversely affected by the lack of a

good education in a democracy, and, since his reference to such an individual

brings to mind his description of the philosopher as one who comes into being

spontaneously against the will of bad regimes and who has a nature that grows

by itself and does not owe its nurturing to anyone (520b), it is possible to argue

that for Socrates those who possess truly philosophic natures would not regard

democracy as a great impediment to their education. We observe that Socrates

also implicitly indicates that philosophers may look favorably upon democracy
at least to the extent that, unlike the best regime, it does not compel to rule

even those who are fit to rule (557e; Strauss 1964, p. 131). Of course, Socrates

also says that democracy is a regime that "dispenses a certain equality to equals

and unequals
alike"

(558c, cf. 557a). This means, among other things, that

democratic justice is defective because it does not take account of the differ

ences among human beings that are relevant to the question of who ought to

rule (cf. Foster 1950-51, p. 209), but, insofar as he does not wish to rule, the

philosopher may not be too perturbed by this defect of democracy, at least as far as

his own interest is concerned. This, however, would give us further reason to wonder

about the truth of the equation of the just man and the philosopher.
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THE RHETORICAL ADVANTAGES OF JUSTICE IN THE SOCRATIC SENSE

Given the problems connected with justice in the Socratic sense (as practiced

by the philosophers), we are led to ask why Socrates introduces such justice at

all. In order to answer this question, we must begin by re-examining the key
passage concerning the

philosophers'

return to the cave. There Socrates, while

being silent about justice in the Socratic sense, speaks of justice as ordinarily

understood: first, by mentioning justice as paying back what one owes, which

recalls
Cephalus'

definition of justice in Book One (cf. 520b and 331b-d);

second, by making the argument (for the third time in the Republic) that it is

not the concern of law to bring about the well-being of any one class but the

well-being of the city as a whole, an argument which points to the ordinary

understanding of justice as devotion to the common good (420b-421c, 465e-

466c, 519e-520a). Socrates first introduced this argument in response to Adei
mantus'

question whether he is not making the guardians (who are to have no

privacy and no more property than what is needed if they are to remain a part

of the guardian class) unhappy (419a-421c). And this argument has the crucial

implication that the definition of the justice of the city as each of the three

classes'

minding its own business is not necessarily in keeping with the good of

every individual. Socrates is now suggesting that happiness conceived not in

any childish way (the sort of happiness the guardians run the risk of pursuing

[466b]) but genuine happiness as experienced by the philosophers must be sac

rificed to the demands of such justice (cf. Aronson 1972, p. 393; Foster 1936,

pp. 301-4). The call for some sort of sacrifice, of course, is in keeping with

the ordinary understanding of justice. Yet the problem is that justice is also

ordinarily identified with the good something that puts the stamp of approval

on the enterprise of the Republic as a whole, which is nothing so much as an

attempt to show that justice is indeed good for oneself. There is, it appears, an

inner difficulty with justice, a difficulty that is reflected in the curious fact that

forcing the philosophers to rule is viewed by Socrates, on the one hand, as just

and by Glaucon, on the other, as unjust.

It is true that Socrates attempts in the Republic to found a regime that is in

keeping with a true or complete common good, which would encompass the

individual good without difficulty. In particular, the proposal for the commu

nity of women and children is intended to eliminate the tension between the

individual and the common good. The aim of this proposal, after all, is to

create the greatest unity possible within a city, the sort of unity usually associ

ated with an individual human being, in whom the pleasures and pains that are

experienced by a part are also necessarily experienced by the whole
(462a-

465c). Yet, Socrates implicitly suggests that this sort of unity, which would

secure the greatest good for a city if it is possible (462a-b), would not be
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possible. To be sure, he argues that the rule of philosophers, being the single

necessary and sufficient condition for the transformation of an ordinary city

into the best regime, would bring about such unity (473b-473e). But he tacitly

indicates that the rule of philosophers itself is not possible (see especially
540e-541a).12

And one of the reasons why it is not possible is the tension

between the own good and the good of the city: Why would

philosophers want to transform an ordinary city into the best regime in which

they would be compelled to rule? Ironically, although the best regime ruled by

philosophers is the only regime that is meant to bring about both a private and

public happiness (472c-473e), it does not secure this in the highest case of the

philosophers. Perhaps, then,
Socrates'

awareness of the problem within ordi

nary justice the tension between the individual good and the common good

explains why he takes refuge in the Republic in what we have called justice in

the Socratic sense. Unlike justice in the ordinary understanding, this sort of

justice is meant to be wholly in keeping with the individual good.

Now, we cannot know what justice in the ordinary understanding is unless

we address, more adequately than we have done here, the difficulty regarding

its goodness. It is true that Socrates, at the end of Book One, tries to separate

the question of the goodness of justice and the question of what justice is

(354a-c), but
Socrates'

serious view, expressed in the context of his elabora

tion of the Idea of the Good in Book Six, is that we cannot know what justice is

unless we know the way in which it is good (506a). As for the criticism that the

enterprise of the Republic as a whole that is, trying to defend justice in terms

of its goodness is wrong and that this leads us to raise falsely the issue of an

inner difficulty of justice, we can say the
following."

In the first place, Socra
tes'

rather unambiguous thesis in Book Six is that all human beings strive for

the good (505d-e). Hence, for Socrates, the demand that justice must be good

if it is to be acceptable would not come as a surprise. Moreover, according to

the Republic, the belief in the goodness of justice is part of the ordinary under

standing of justice. This is especially made clear in Book One. There Cephalus

and Polemarchus, who provide definitions of justice that are in keeping with

the ordinary understanding of justice, assume that justice is good: the former

rejects the justice of returning a weapon to a madman because he thinks that

justice is good for all concerned, while the latter believes that justice is human

virtue (331c-d, 335c). These two interlocutors apparently do not even feel the

need to raise the question of the goodness of justice precisely because they

assume that justice is something good. This leads one to wonder, however,

whether those who want to see the goodness of justice defended are not some

how already beyond the ordinary perspective on justice. It is probably no acci

dent, after all, that the first to raise the question of the goodness of justice in

the Republic is Thrasymachus, who is a great critic of justice (338c-339a,

343b-344c), but this question is also raised by individuals like Glaucon and

Adeimantus, who, perplexed by the claims made by Thrasymachus and others,
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want to see justice defended in terms of its goodness (357a-367e). Since it is

not adequate simply to assume that justice is something good, Glaucon and

Adeimantus appear to be in this respect superior to Polemarchus and Cephalus.

Thus
Socrates'

attempt to defend justice in terms of its goodness is, according

to the Republic, fully justified from the point of view of justice itself.

There is a further important reason why Socrates is induced to make the

equation of the just man and the philosopher or to posit justice in the Socratic

sense. At the beginning of Book Two, Glaucon and Adeimantus ask Socrates to

show that justice is intrinsically good and hence to make it clear that men are

capable of being just not merely for the external rewards that come from the

reputation for justice. They are aware that, if justice is good merely for its

external rewards, then there is always the temptation to practice injustice: one

could garner the rewards of justice by merely appearing to be just (357a-

367e). Now, in Book Ten, Socrates says that since they have already shown

that justice is intrinsically good, they should return the external wages and

punishments for justice and injustice by allowing the just man to have the

reputation for justice and the unjust man the reputation for injustice (612a-d).

But Socrates was able to show that justice is intrinsically good only by referring
to the justice of the individual as outlined at the end of Book Four to justice

as harmony of the soul, which is analogous to the health of the body and

ultimately to the philosopher's being just in this sense. Certainly, the pleasures

of the philosophers, which Socrates cites in order to prove not only that justice

is intrinsically good but also that it is superior to injustice in the form of tyr

anny, are intrinsically good and compatible with maximum self-sufficiency.

The difficulty, however, is that Socrates had been asked to show that ordinary

justice is intrinsically good, and, as far as I can tell, he nowhere shows this. If

anything, he points to the obstacles that would prevent one from simply accept

ing such a view.

As for
Socrates'

turn to the external rewards and punishments for justice and

injustice, it is clear that from the point of view of justice in the Socratic sense,

which is intrinsically good, they would be more or less superfluous (see
588e-

591b). (Socrates does allow for punishments that would improve the unjust

[591a-b].14) Hence his desire to turn to them does not make much sense. In fact

Socrates gives back the external rewards and punishments not to justice in the

Socratic sense but to justice in the ordinary sense, which, as I noted, had not

been shown to be intrinsically good. This is confirmed by the fact that the

external rewards and punishments for justice and injustice are linked with the

reputation for justice and injustice among ordinary
human beings (612a-614a).

Here, the question may arise whether the just man in the ordinary sense would

regard the external rewards as mere icing on the cake, as it were,
rather than as

absolutely necessary. Socrates implicitly indicates that the latter is closer to the

truth, for in Book Three he argues that the decent man would not mourn the

loss of loved ones due to his self-sufficiency as well as to his belief that death
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is not something terrible at least for the decent
man (387d-388a). In Book Ten,

however, Socrates consciously takes this argument back by suggesting that,

despite the law forbidding mourning, it is impossible for the decent man not to

mourn the loss of loved ones (603b-606b; cf. Bloom 1968, p. 433; Nichols

1987, pp. 141-42). This points to the view that, for Socrates, the decent man

would likely demand external rewards for justice, from gods and human be

ings, both in this life and the next, precisely because of his lack of self-suffi

ciency. From this, it would appear that Socrates identifies the just man with the

philosopher or introduces justice in the Socratic sense in trying to prove at all

costs that justice is good without reference to external rewards; perhaps only

the philosopher, being the most self-sufficient of human beings, would not

hope for external rewards for his justice (cf. Strauss 1964, p. 137).

It is worth calling attention to the fact that, just as
Socrates'

argument aimed

at showing that justice is intrinsically good appears to be rhetorical in certain

respects, his argument in support of the view that justice is better than injustice

(in the form of tyranny) has rhetorical elements. Socrates first tries to argue on

the basis of the assumption, which he maintains throughout the Republic, that

there is a parallelism between the city and the individual. One implication of

this assumption, which Socrates delineates, is that "as city is to city with re

spect to virtue and happiness, so is man to
man"

(576c-d). Hence, if, as Socra

tes says, with respect to both virtue and happiness, the tyrannic city is the worst

and the kingly city the best, then the tyrant himself must be deemed to be

unhappy (576d-e), but, perhaps due to his awareness of the fact that the tyrant

himself, as opposed to the city ruled by him, could plausibly be happy, Socra

tes does not immediately draw this
conclusion.15

Instead he stops to point out

the importance of judging the tyrant's happiness simply by observing him up

close (576e-577b). Unfortunately, however, Socrates merely pretends that they
are in the presence of someone who can provide a firsthand account of the

tyrant's life (577b), and no sooner does he point to a truly adequate sort of

investigation regarding the happiness of the tyrant than he returns to the less

than adequate one based on the faulty assumption of a parallelism existing

between the city and the individual. He goes on to argue that if a man is like

his city, it is also necessary that the same order that exists in his city will also

be in him (577d; cf. 351d-352a). Thus, among other things, just as a city that

is under a tyranny least does what it wishes, the soul as a whole that is under a

tyranny least does what it wishes; and, just as a city under a tyranny is poor and

full of fear, the tyrannic soul is poor and full of fear (577e-578a). By this

questionable line of reasoning, Socrates is able ultimately to conclude that

while the kingly man, who is the most just man, is happiest, the tyrant, who is

the most unjust man, is most wretched (578b, 580b-c). The inadequacy of
Socrates'

argument becomes even clearer when one reflects on the fact that he

did not establish that the kingly man that is, the philosopher who rules in the

best regimeis as happy as the city that he rules (519e-520a).

While saying that the foregoing provides one proof against tyranny,
more-
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over, Socrates offers two more proofs which, like the first, are based on the

assumption that the just man is the philosopher (580c). According to these

proofs, justice is superior to injustice because the pleasures of the philosopher
are better and more real than the pleasures of the tyrant (580d-587e). Here one

difficulty is that Socrates criticizes tyranny on the basis of the identification of
the tyrant, whom he had earlier described as an erotic man, with the money-

lover (cf. 573c and 580d-583a; Annas 1981, p. 306). A more serious difficulty
is that, for reasons mentioned, it is far from clear that the just man is the

philosopher. Even if one grants
Socrates'

argument that philosophy is superior

to tyranny in regard to pleasure, one could wonder whether this proves that

justice is better than injustice (cf. Kraut 1992, p. 323). Still, Socrates reveals
the supreme importance of his equation of the just man and the philosopher to

his defense of justice by pointing out, at the very end of the Republic, that only
the philosopher is able truly to resist the temptation to tyranny. In his Myth of

Er, Socrates relates how a man who "lived in an orderly regime in his former

life, participating in virtue by habit, without
philosophy"

chose the greatest

tyranny in having the opportunity to select a way of life (619b-d). Through this

story, Socrates indicates that the only thing that separates the just man (in the

ordinary sense) and the unjust man is habit (cf. 518d-e, 500d). He also indi

cates that only the philosopher's justice, being based on knowledge rather than

on habit, would not be subject to corruption. Nor, according to Socrates, would

it require any external supports. Indeed, unlike the man who is just merely due

to living in an orderly regime that produces a certain habit of living, the philos

opher is just even in a regime that is not good (see 549c-550b).

Even if
Socrates'

account of the justice of the individual is not entirely free

from rhetoric or even arbitrariness, it can still educate us. While forcing us to

seek clarity on our own regarding the question of the goodness of justice, it

offers food for thought by pointing to what justice must be like if it is to be

understood as leading to happiness. It certainly allows us to see the character of

what Socrates calls "the best
pursuit,"

namely, philosophy (495b; cf. 407b-c).

In calling attention to the philosophic life, moreover, Socrates sheds some light

on the philosophic approach to justice. He points out that, from a strictly ratio

nal perspective, there is little place for moral indignation: if justice is good, it is

due to ignorance that the unjust are unjust; and, since they are thus not will

ingly unjust, they should not be blamed (589b-591b; cf. 336e, 549c-550b).

Moreover, he indicates that from the point of view of philosophy the unwilling

lie the lie in the soul that is due to ignorance is more to be hated than the

willing lie, which is ordinarily regarded as unjust (535d-e, 382a-383a, 389b-

d, 331b). But as to the fundamental problem with which we are faced in the

Republic the adequacy of
Socrates'

definition of the justice of the individual

in Book Four and his argument that the philosopher is just in this sense a turn

to a fullscale study of Book
One may be of some help. There Socrates takes up

definitions of justice that are linked with certain commonly held views about

justice, definitions that can
serve as a fitting counterpoise to his rather paradox-
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ical presentation of justice in the rest of the Republic. Of course, in keeping

with what is required by dialectics understood as the core of philosophy
(537e-

539a), Socrates questions the adequacy of these definitions. Hence he inevita

bly leads us to ask whether the defects of the ordinary understanding of justice

as presented in Book One fully justify his account of justice in the rest of the

Republic.

NOTES

1 . All quotations from the Republic are from the translation of Bloom (1968). The most notable

responses to Sachs are: Demos (1964), Weingartner (1964-65), Schiller (1968), Hall (1971), Wa-

terlow (1972-73), Kraut (1973b), Sartorius (1974), Irwin (1977, pp. 208-12), Vlastos (1977;

1981, pp. 111-39), Annas (1978; 1981, pp. 153-69), and Reeve (1988, pp. 235-73). In addition

to Foster (1936), see Barker (1918, pp. 234-36), Adkins (1960, pp. 290-93), Strauss (1964, pp.

124-26), Bloom (1968, 407-12; 1977, pp. 316-23), Aronson (1972), Kraut (1973a; 1992 pp.

327-29), White (1979, pp. 44-48, 189-96; 1986), Cooper (1977, pp. 155-57), Hall (1977, pp.

298-311), Irwin (1977, pp. 242-43, 337-38), Annas (1981, pp. 266-71), Mara (1983), Klosko

(1981; 1986, pp. 140-41), Reeve (1988, pp. 95, 197-204), and Mahoney (1992). Klosko merely

notes that the two controversies have come to be associated with one another (1986, p. 113).

2. Just as the definition of the justice of the city is based on the sort of justice found in a good

or virtuous city, the definition of the justice of the individual is based on the kind of justice

possessed by the good or virtuous individual.

3. This difficulty is noted by Demos (1964, p. 396), Waterlow (1972-73, p. 23), Irwin (1977,

pp. 205, 211), Annas (1981, p. 119), and Vlastos (1981, pp. 115-17).

4. Sachs distinguishes between two kinds of justice: the "Platonic conception of
justice,"

which

is tantamount to the sort of justice that Socrates describes at 443c-e; and the "vulgar conception of
justice,"

which is equal to the sort of justice that he outlines at 442d-443b and is in keeping with

"ordinary
morality"

(1963, pp. 142-43, 152, 154). Sachs claims that, in order to satisfy the request

of Glaucon and Adeimantus (who hold the "vulgar conception of
justice"

[p. 143]), Plato must

prove two things: ( 1 ) that Platonic justice would result in the sort of actions required by "vulgar
justice"

and (2) that the man who is just according to the "vulgar conception of
justice"

would also

be Platonically just (pp. 152-53). But, according to Sachs, Plato proves neither of these things and

hence commits "the fallacy of
irrelevance"

that "wrecks the Republic's main
argument"

(pp. 141,

154-56). There have been many responses to Sachs's thesis over the years, and all of them are, in

one way or another, aimed against it. This is despite the fact that some of these responses acknowl

edge the apparently paradoxical character of
Socrates'

definition of the justice of the individual.

(See, for example, Cooper [1977, p. 151]; Annas [1981, p. 121]; and Vlastos [1981, pp. 115-17.])

While there are significant differences between Sachs's formulation of the problematic character of
Socrates'

definition of justice and my own, I am sympathetic with his overall thesis. Consider also

Strauss's discussion of "the two meanings of
justice"

in the Republic (1964, p. 115; cf. pp. 114,

127-28, 132, 137).

5. For the view that the citizens of the good or virtuous city would possess the justice of the

individual, see Foster (1935, p. 63) and Demos (1957, pp. 170-71). Cf. Barker (1918, pp. 205-

6). As to whether there is a tension between the justice of the individual and the justice of the city,

see Hall (1959, p. 158), Aronson (1972, p. 387), and Nichols (1987, pp. 59-78).

6. More precisely, Socrates now indicates that the spirited part contains the love of honor and

that the rational part of the soul contains the love of wisdom (580d-583a; see also 568d-e). It is

also worth calling attention to the fact that, in speaking of the eros of the tyrant, Socrates points out

that the account of the soul in Book Four is defective in that it is simply silent about eros as distinct

from, or as a special part of, desire (572d-575a).
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7. White correctly notes the similarity between the argument at the end of Book Four and the

argument at the end of Book Nine (1984, p. 404). See also Cross and Woozley (1964, p. 268),

Schiller (1968, p. 8), Irwin (1977, pp. 244-45), and Annas (1978, p. 446).

8. Socrates does mention that some sort of "divine
chance"

could result in the philosopher's

ruling in a different regime (592a), but he earlier indicated his unwillingness to engage in discus

sions that are like prayers (499c).

9. The problem of the
philosophers'

having to be compelled to rule is stressed by Strauss

(1964, pp. 123-25) and Bloom (1968, pp. 407-8; 1977). For a critique of their position, see Hall

(1977) and Klosko (1981).

10. There is, according to Socrates, a greater object of study than justice and the other vir

tues namely, the Idea of the Good (504d-505b).

11. In keeping with all this, when Glaucon suggests that as much of geometry as is needed for

war is necessary, Socrates argues that in fact only a small part of geometry as of calculation is

necessary for war, but that it must be determined "whether its greater and more advanced part tends

to make it easier to make out the idea of the
good"

(526d-e). Both astronomy and geometry, of

course, do not really turn the soul to being as dialectics does (531d-534e; cf. Bloom [1968, p.

408]).

12. Because the possibility of the proposal for the women and children depends on the possi

bility of the proposal for the philosopher-kings, Socrates points to the impossibility of the former in

implicitly indicating the impossibility of the latter. Accordingly, Socrates is far from proving the

naturalness of the community of women and children.

13. For a Kantian critique of
Socrates'

attempt to defend justice in terms of its goodness, see

Prichard (1968).

14. Any other kind of punishment for the unjust may not be appropriate strictly speaking: if

justice is better than injustice, then the unjust man must be dealt with gently, for he is not "will

ingly
mistaken"

(589c).

15. Being aware of this difficulty, Socrates tells Glaucon to look to the tyrannic city as a

whole, rather than merely the tyrant and those around him, in determining its happiness (576d-e).
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Will Morrisey

"Sex is a theme hardly mentioned in the thought underlying the American
founding,"

the late Allan Bloom
complained.1

America is
'Lockeland,'

and

John Locke was not a notably sexy man. The education of his young gentleman

includes no hearty recommendation of a jaunt to Paris. Preservation, not pro

creation; fear, not love; a leveling shove to a deadening common denominator

where men and women remain upright with both feet dully on the ground: these

features seem to comprise the Lockean heritage in America. Bloom could not

bring himself to love it. America's gallant defender might point to Thomas

Jefferson's letter to Maria Cosway, or to the gleam in Ben Franklin's eye; the

defender might deny that America is
'Lockeland.'

The larger question remains:

Can modern liberalism, so considerably shaped by Locke, Smith, Bentham,

Mill, challenged and supplemented by a phalanx of dutiful Germans beginning
with Kant, all issuing in the decidedly unerotic consummation that is John

Rawls can this liberalism account for eros in any way superior to Darwinian

population studies or some other low Victorianism?

But then there are the French. They, too, have their bores, the ones who

want to ideologize sexuality in some misguided imitation of German system-

building (Jean-Paul de Beauvoir, the grim Foucault), or mechanize it, in a

misapplication of Newtonian mechanics (Voltaire, the phihsophes generally).

Still, liberalism is also Montaigne, Montesquieu, Tocqueville.

Montesquieu is among the sanest of the moderns, one who never lets one

nation, or one obsession, dominate his thought. The first thing he does, when

he wants to write of France, is to introduce his readers to Persia. Two Persians

have lived in his home, he tells us. This was an opportunity for him to learn,

because persons transplanted from distant lands "no longer have any
secrets"

(The Persian Letters, Preface). They regard their host as so foreign that they

have no need for the usual social caution, the white lies and dark concealments,

that society invites and compels its members to make. Secrets are the obverse

of the public, social bonds; secrets
assert liberty and bespeak vulnerability. The

Enlightenment would make what had been secret public, in the
names of equal

ity and liberty. Montesquieu contributed to a great Enlightenment project, the
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Encyclopedic but with his own pointed correction. He contributed an article on

"taste,"

which he knew the project needed, rather than the articles on despotism

and liberty which the editor had supposed it needed.

That telling anecdote is one of many brought to light by Diana J. Schaub in

Erotic Liberalism. She brings to her task a mind well matched to her subject:

stocked with useful learning; sensitive to details, but with a strength that never

lingers too long on the surface; not unfamiliar with the uses of both secrecy and

display, indirection and flourish. The Persian Letters has found a reader of

esprit.

In Montesquieu she finds "a liberalism responsive to circumstances, history,

and national differences, while avoiding the perils of relativism and histori
cism"

(Erotic Liberalism, p. xii). A genuinely erotic liberalism would never

love humanity but hate people, as some philosophes were wont to do. Sexuality
reminds of the particular even as a universal trait. Montesquieu speaks intel

ligently on subjects much in vogue now: diversity, sexuality and 'sexual poli
tics,'

the multiplicity of cultures. But he never gets lost in mere difference, nor

allows his readers to give themselves over to self-righteous thumotic passions.

Schaub shows herself to be alert to the political atmosphere of her own times,

using the 'Montesquieu our
contemporary'

motif to invite, charm, attract those

readers now marching to the brassy notes of the regnant conformo-anarchism.

Like her man, she wants her readers not only to read but to think. Thinking
imperils orthodoxies; Schaub is a very subversive writer. At the same time, and

just as pertinently, she shows how critics of current orthodoxies might proceed

in a manner less direct, less overtly challenging, less
'masculine'

and gadfly

like than that of Bloom in a more serpentine and indeed Lockean manner. In

this she has recent precursors, Mary P Nichols and Catherine H. Zuckert.

Against intellectual tyrants with powerful foreign regimes behind them, some

combination of Socratism and Churchillian statesmanship makes sense. Against

the high priests and priestesses of egalitarianism, backed not by armies but by a

deus semi-absconditus called modern bureaucracy, a less manly approach may

in the end prove more effective at least in some circumstances and in some

respects, as Montesquieu might not hesitate to add. Strategically, we are all

Gramscians now.

Montesquieu, Schaub writes, carefully distanced himself from "the younger
philosophes"

and their "polemicization of
philosophy"

(EL, p. 158, n.8). Such

polemicization, she invites readers to see, can only defeat the tolerance that
'multiculturalism'

seeks to encourage. "The prosecutorial
method"

shared by
thumotic personalities always and everywhere "may not be the best way to

ascertain Montesquieu's
intention"

(EL, p. 8), or indeed the best way to open

anyone's mind, including one's own.

Politically, the "erotic
foundation"

of Montesquieu's liberalism affords a

place for the building blocks of the polity, family and property, both "rooted in

a particular disposition of sexual
passion"

(EL, p. 9). "Montesquieu's poetry
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may be in the service of the
bourgeoisie,"

the class that gives modern politics

its energy and stability, "in a way that Rousseau's does
not"

(EL, p. 9). This is
nonetheless every bit a modern poetry; the epistolary novel is "a new vehicle

for the new
philosophy,"

one that organizes the drama less around arguments

(and, by implication, reason) than the dialogue form does, and more (though

not exclusively) around the passions of the characters and of the reader. Mon

tesquieu rejects the supposed Platonic notion that ideas are "positive
things"

("Essay on
Taste,"

quoted in EL, p. 161, n.41). He is
anti-'

abstraction,'

more
'bodily,'

concerned with the "feminization of
philosophy"

(EL, p. 11) for the

new, predominantly female audience of novel-readers. The Montesquieuian po

litical philosopher rejects the
'masculine'

approaches to "the philosopher's rela

tionship to the political
community"

(EL, p. 11), whether Platonic (the ideas,
the triumph in speech over the city's destruction of

Socrates'

body) or Machia

vellian (the entirely nonabstract, but regrettably tyrannical ambition to conquer

the woman, Fortuna).

An epistolary novel is as dramatic as a dialogue, as much an imitation of

conflict. Contradiction first requires separation, and the Persian Letters is noth

ing if not a study of separation of the separation of self-exiled Persians from

their country, of the Persian Usbek from his wives, of Usbek's Enlightenment

head from his possessive heart, and even the philosophic part of his head from

the social-emulative-political part of his head. Not only does Usbek's professed

reason for leaving Persia, "a desire for
knowledge"

(PL, no.l), contradict his

more physical and political reason, the need to evade his enemies, but the very

word he uses for
"desire," "I'envie,"

may hint that his desire is not pure eros

for knowledge as such, but mixed with a certain concern for social status. Too,

there is the separation of the creator from the created, in this case, the disap
peared god, Usbek, from the eunuchs he has created (PL, no.2) and from the

women the eunuchs are to guard. Why should a genuine creator-god need to

seek knowledge? This deus absconditus has not merely disappeared; he does

not really exist as a god, at all. As the sixty-fourth letter shows, the priests

secretly rule
'god,'

that is, they rule in place of a god who effectually does not

exist. The Persian Letters deserves its reputation as a masterpiece of atheism,

an attack on "the claim common to the three great revealed religions: Judaism,

Christianity, and
Islam"

(EL, p. 17). "Montesquieu's overarching purpose in

the Persian Letters is to disorient to dis-Orient Christianity, France, and the

patriarchal
family"

(EL, p. 17), to get them away from the
'Oriental'

ethos of

despotism and of an abstracted but still commanding god (whose priests are

ventriloquists), and to reconnect human beings to nature.

To do so, Schaub observes, Montesquieu understands just as acutely as

Hegel that philosophy can no longer begin with nature, or with political con

ventions that are so simple that they still reflect nature. Philosophy must begin

"amidst human history and human (EL, p. 20). Hence Montes

quieu's reputation as the father of sociology. Political liberty at best will still
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be a somewhat looser, more comfortable unfreedom, because men are fish

caught in nets made up of laws that either
chafe irritatingly (despotism) or give

them sufficient room to ignore their capture. Despotism is a certain pattern of

law-nets, not so much a reflection of the tyrannical soul, a natural soul per

verted, as seen by the ancients. Despotism is a net woven from the fabric of

doctrines, not of soul-types. It is woven of such doctrines as Biblical religion

and Hobbesian natural right. These doctrines share an appeal to fear, whether

fear of God as the beginning of wisdom or fear of violent death, threatened by

the
'absolute'

monarch who settles all controversies in order to impose a peace

that precisely and pointedly does not pass all understanding (or even the mean

est understanding).

Why not a renewal and adaptation of that estimable moderate, Aristotle,

then? Montesquieu remains a modern, a man of impassioned individuality.

Moderation and prudence are recoverable (perhaps the better word is "simu

lated") "not on the grounds of classical virtue but on the grounds of security

and liberty for the
individual"

(EL, p. 25). This is moderation 'from
below'

from the passions not 'from
above'

from a reason that rules through

thumos. (Usbek's Enlightenment rationalism is impotent as it attempts to rule

the passionate wives by means of the thumotic eunuchs; Montesquieu also sati

rizes Plato's tripartite regime of philosopher-kings, in this). The fundamental

human passions are capable of such
'moderate'

or tamed expression because

they are not thumotic. Montesquieu's state of nature is peaceful. Men are natu

rally timid and needful. "The prayers of natural man are directed not to God but

to natural (EL, p. 26); it is not clear to whom natural woman prays, or

if she does. Warlike passions arise in Persia or in Paris, in fear-based despotism

or honor-bound monarchy-aristocracy. Warlike men do not pray to women;

they seize and incarcerate them in harems or nunneries of various sorts.

The harem, the regime of castration of guardian-eunuchs and claustration of

women-possessions shows "most starkly the results of an attempt to realize

virtue in the face of natural
opposition"

(EL, p. 38). Schaub pauses to remind

readers that "Montesquieu turns individuals away from such life-denying ethics

as ancient manliness and Christian martyrdom, but not, like Hobbes, by di

rectly advocating cowardice. An at least residual admiration for human high-

heartedness may be quite indispensable to political
life"

(EL, p. 39). The wives

at last rebel openly, after years of discreet rebellion.

In sum: Socrates the manly, the gadfly, yes. But also Socrates the midwife,

who "swears by Hera rather than by
Zeus,"

anthropos rather than aner, human

rather than manly (EL, p. 43). Still, Montesquieu's Socratism goes only so far.

Montesquieu's woman-oracle is Roxane, who speaks of her desires and the

laws of nature, the passions, not Diotima, who "speaks of eros and immor
tality"

(p. 43). The ruling passions of the noblest Montesquieuian minds aim at

bodily pleasures, although not bodily pleasures basely conceived. "[Njature is

body, not the sunlight of
truth"

to be seen outside the cave (EL, p. 47). And
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one hopes the ghost or esprit of Foucault listens such pleasures are ruined by
the introduction of despotic power-politics into the harem by the excessively

manly Usbek. This brings out counter-despotic thumos in the women (they are

not "entirely creatures of the
body,"

Schaub notes [EL, p. 54]) and defeats the
purpose of the family, which is procreation and the rearing of progeny. "Under

the dynamic of despotic jealousy, Usbek gives no thought to either the continu
ance of life or the commodiousness of

life"

(EL, p. 53). In Europe, this critique
of infecundity would result in the liberalization of divorce laws, the end of

primogeniture, and far less recourse to the cloister and the monastery. In this,

English Protestantism is wiser than French Catholicism, producing Jane Austen

heroines instead of Eloise or Emma Bovary. Tyranny (and here Schaub says

tyranny, not despotism) of fathers heavenly and earthly the separation of men

from women, the possession of other property by central state and central

church, insufficiently separated yields population decline, the prevention of

life by celibacy and the destruction of life by unnecessary poverty and wars.

(Whispered to feminists: abortion is no more to be encouraged, for the same

reason [EL, pp. 67-68]).

Formulated another way, Montesquieu is a philosopher of esprit. He com

mits the sin against the Holy Spirit by identifying it with the proselytizing

spirit, thus the imperial spirit, thus the attempt to conquer nature. Nature re

turns to break the priestly pitchfork by revolutionizing the despotic,
'Oriental'

regimes. But note: Satan's pitchfork will also break. Machiavelli's militant,

proselytizing, imperialist atheism, to say nothing of the Hegelian spirit to

come, with its insane, tyrannic derivations
'left'

and
'right,'

will fail for the

reason Charles de Gaulle identified: they are unnatural, unattractive, finally
impossible to maintain. De Gaulle thought of the statesman not as a conqueror

but as a farmer. Montesquieu, Schaub recalls, made his living from vineyards.

Moderated Machiavellianism means, among other things, an atheism that does

not contradict itself by deifying itself. It does not fall victim to the disease

Schaub calls impotence tyrannus. Just as eunuchs are alienated from the gener

ative part of their own nature (and as monks are so alienated by their celibacy,

anticipated in much milder form by the Jewish practice of circumcision [EL, p.

79]), rechanneling their desires to domination, so the despot alienates himself

from his own nature as a man even as he strives thumotically for
'manly'

dominance. The power-man is the man of impotence; the jealousy of the

jealous god or husband is really impotence, ungodliness, unmanliness. With a

perhaps too-cruel pun, Schaub writes, "Usbek cuts rather a sad
figure"

(EL, p.

88). Enlightenment alone will not do.

Fecundity results in wealth and variety. "The importance Montesquieu at

taches to the need for variety cannot be
underestimated"

(EL, p. 95). There is

one bad regime, despotism, but many good regimes, in the many circumstances

in which human beings live. The nonholy esprit ofMontesquieu is "the spirit of

laws and the general spirit of
nations"

(EL, p. 98). (Again, one might note the
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contrast with the Bible, where the chosen nation [and later, the individuals

chosen by the Holy Spirit] is separated from the mere nations, the gentiles.)

Esprit is "a capacious
word"

meaning wit and wisdom, spiritedness and mind;

the human at its best (EL, p. 98). Montesquieu's other Persian, Rica, the one

who readily adopts to things Parisian, tells the story of a philosopher-queen

who refounds the regime of a despotic husband in the esprit of "spiritedness in

defense of political
liberty"

(EL, p. 103), of the regime of variety. Such stories

are satirical, but this is a satire of a non-Juvenalian kind, inviting readers to

smile at themselves. "Ridicule becomes a goad to self-examination, rather than

an instrument of scorn and
separation"

(EL, p. 103), too easily an instrument of

despotic narrowing of the range of human possibility. In another enlightening

story, one of Montesquieu "s writers has recourse to the original religion of

Persia, Zoroastrianism, a natural religion "in which the sacred law affirms the

inclination of
nature"

(EL, p. 105), including marriage of equal partners and,

not incidentally, the fecundity of commerce. Nature brings together, unlike the

'founding
separation'

seen in both Biblical creationism and classical philoso

phy, with its ascent from the cave and its talk of ideas. These myths, Montes

quieu implies, are dangerous, as is entropic Hobbesian physics. Montesquieu's
"dis-Orienting"

is a remixing; nature mixes, blurs, presents distinctions whose

edges are not clear cut. Story-themes of incest and androgyny, cross-cultural

fertilization, and procreative sex, of commerce in the most comprehensive as

well as the usual sense of the word, all convey this claim. Republicanism is

part of it: Rica writes to Usbek that fear, the foundation of despotism, has only

one language, whereas nature is multiform. This conception of nature is a 'fem
inine'

insight. Rica, though a young man, has a woman's name (EL, p. 113);

he is receptive, not dominating, and one wonders if his mother, who misses

him and accuses Usbek of stealing him (PL, no. 8), suspects that her son has

been made Usbek's catamite. At any rate, "Despotism, it seems, exaggerates or

absolutizes sexual differentiation; liberty, by its encouragement of individu

ality, erodes it. The facts of nature doubtless remain, but their social bearing is

far from
ossified"

(EL, p. 119). Eros takes different shapes in different re

gimes. Under despotism, where women are objects of luxurious accumulation,

eros is pleasure, that is, a kind of selfishness that separates while coupling. Not

only fear but eroticism itself divides men so as to make them conquerable under

despotism. In republics, with their reciprocity or commerce, and their taste in

literature for the pastoral romance (seen in Hellenistic Greece, Renaissance

Italy, and England), eros is love. In monarchies, where women rule behind the

scenes as orderers of luxury, eros is gallantry. Montesquieu's France moves

toward republicanism from its current combination of monarchy and despotism;

this may be seen in its taste for badinage, boudoir talk in public, "the opening

up of the private to the
public"

(EL, p. 119). (The use of this practice in

today's commercial republican regimes may be seen on television; many phi

losophers who would understand contemporary America will start their day
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with breakfast with Regis and Kathie Lee and their embourgeoisement of bad

inage.) "Women are consummate
consumers"

(EL, p. 121); to please their con

suming women, aristocrats must learn to work for a living, and thereby step

toward a new regime, leaving warlike pride or machismo (Greek thumos, Ma

chiavellian virtu) for productive pride or vanity. "[P]erhaps France is salvage
able,"

even if Persia is not (EL, p. 135).

"Vanity is a kind of socialized fear not the natural, dissociative, Hobbesian

fear that culminates in despotism, but a man-made, communicative,
opinion-

based fear that renders human beings
interdependent"

(EL, p. 136). Nature

fluctuates as water can; the attempt to restrict it too rigidly, too despotically,

leads to broken dikes and dams. Respect it, and it can become tamer,
re-

channeled into, and by, formal institutions that will not break. Commercial

republicanism and despotism both rely on the passions, but commercial repub

licanism does so intelligently, effectively. Liberty replaces virtue. Virtuous re

publicanism self-destructs because a regime founded upon public opinion

cannot at the same time adhere consistently to virtue conceived as self-renun

ciation (a problem unseen, one might note, by such American progressives as

Woodrow Wilson). Commerce will satisfy human passions and pacify as well

as stimulate them. One of Montesquieu's more attractive characters lives in

Venice, the commercial republic that governs water liberally. "[I]t is commerce

not
religion"

variety, not oneness "that effectively inspires good
faith,"

by

observing contracts among men "rather than the covenant with
God"

(EL, p.

140).

As in his politics, so in his writings: "the disjointed and open-ended quality

of Montesquieu's writing is a call to
self-government,"

to his reader's reason

ing capacities, to the ability to make sense of the writer's complex universe

(EL, p. 145). Montesquieu is not a deus absconditus; he is present in every line

he writes. But, like nature, he wants to intermingle with his readers. "In

Hobbes, reason panders basely to the passions; in Montesquieu, passion is the

divine consort of
reason,"

the most perfect, the noblest, the most exquisite of

the senses (EL, p. 144).

Perhaps any liberalism based upon Enlightenment, the bringing of reason to

the many, requires eros of some sort, not only because it involves liberty con

ceived as the liberation of the passions, but because reason is itself erotic,

desirous. A philosopher who wants only an Enlightened despot may take na

ture, and human nature, as entropic; human beings are atoms, colliding, sep

arating fearfully, made to cohere by the one man who artfully and forcefully

consolidates them, who pulls the net tight. But if nature is erotic, or at least

more erotic than entropic, the net can be looser. Montesquieu evidently differs

from Plato not so much in his eroticism but on the issue of sensuality or mate

rialism. Materialism appears to lend a more egalitarian cast to his thought; the

despotic materialists of this century unwisely tried to mix thumos with their

materialism, spawning
'leaders'

who dreamt of master races and vanguard
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classes. The newer,
post-

'totalitarian'

ideologues commit the same error, inco

herently wanting uniformity of opinion amidst diversity of
'cultures,'

bodies,

and bodily combinations. Can the pharmakon of Montesquieu cure them of

their illusions, enlighten them?

Taken by itself, the Persian Letters cannot. It is not clear how erotic liberal

ism could defend itself, except over the very long run, and then only intermit

tently. Perhaps that is all Montesquieu hopes for. But perhaps not: he went on

to write The Spirit of the Laws. As the writer of letter 86 suggests, law can

settle the very thumotic disputes that disappointed love provokes. True law is

the law of reason, and must be administered by the few who are reasonable.

The few who are reasonable and who administer the law are judges. They are

an anomaly within the commercial republic (unless they are bad judges of the

sort who 'follow the election returns'). Nonetheless, a commercial republic

needs more than good laws and wise judges. It needs, in terms Montesquieu

uses, executive dispatch and resolve. This involves thumos. De Gaulle and

others have seen that commercial republicanism needs more than a moderated

Machiavellianism to defend it. There is a need for thumotic republicanism, too,

in some complex mixture with the erotic kind.

NOTE

1. Allan Bloom, The Closing of the American Mind (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1987), p.

187.
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The best thing in the world is a command and no law.

Carl Schmitt (p. 274)

From the days of the Bible on, there was always the conflict between prophet and

priest, between the inspired and the uninspired, between profound subterraneous

Judaism and official Judaism. Official Judaism was legalistic and hence

rationalistic. Its rationalism had received most powerful support from the

philosophic rationalism of alien origin which had found its perfect expression in the

Platonic conception of God as an artificer who makes the universe by looking up to

the unchangeable, lifeless ideas. In accordance with this, official Judaism asserted

that God has created the world and governs it sub ratione boni. Precisely because

he believed in the profoundly understood divinity of the Bible, Spinoza revolted

against this official assertion in the name of the absolutely free and sovereign God

of the Bible of the God who will be what He will be, who will be gracious to

whom He will be gracious and will show mercy to whom He will show mercy.

Moved by the same spirit, He embraced with enthusiasm Paul's doctrine of

predestination . . . Spinoza's God is simply beyond good and evil. God's might is

His right . . . because of His infinite power beyond good and evil.

Leo Strauss'

Maimonides was, to begin with, wholly unintelligible to me. I got the first glimmer

of light when I concentrated on his prophetology and, therefore, the prophetology

of the Islamic philosophers who preceded him. One day when reading in a Latin

translation Avicenna's treatise, On the Division of the Sciences, I came across the

sentence (I quote from mefnory) the standard work on prophecy and revelation is

Plato's Laws. Then I began to understand
Maimonides'

prophetology and

eventually, as I believe, the whole Guide of the Perplexed. Maimonides never calls

himself a philosopher; he presents himself as an opponent of the philosophers.

Leo Strauss2

The research for this review was assisted by a grant from the Earhart Foundation.

interpretation, Fall 1996, Vol. 24, No. 1
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Meier has shown that Schmitt's most intelligent critic was
Strauss.3

1 want to

clarify the grounds of their opposition as revealed in Glossarium, in Meier's

work and in the above epigraphs by Strauss and Schmitt. Their fight is

grounded in the fundamental opposition always and everywhere. No neutral

third alternative exists by which the two represented by Strauss and Schmitt

could suffer mediation. Honest men are one or the other depending upon their

self-knowledge.

Unlike most commentators, Meier knows that Schmitt's core is his Catholi

cism, not nihilism, relativism, historicism or nazism. Schmitt's main criticism

of liberalism is of its unwillingness to acknowledge the religious ground of all

serious politics whose partisans even if they claim to be atheists always

assume the absolute justice of their cause: Without theology, no morality, and

without morality, no politics. Thus Schmitt calls would-be atheists such as

Bakunin theologians of antitheology, absolute
antiabsolutists.4

Atheist politics

is an oxymoron.

Serious politics means that the morality to be empowered the god of one's

faction is in itself good and not the product of arbitrary will, prejudice. It

implies God, the eternal, nonarbitrary moral-political standard. Only enemy

gods are bigotries, special interests, politically incorrect!

Meier notes Schmitt's agreement with Tertullian's demand that God's com

mands be obeyed not because of their intrinsic goodness but because he com

mands them (Die Lehre, pp. 146-47). Their God, like Spinoza's, is beyond

good and evil. The ultimate authority is divine will, not inherent goodness.

Schmitt's dictatorial God whose will is law informs his preference for dictator

ship and totalitarianism over the rule of law. This tyrannic theology is a form of

Spinozist-Christian Judaism against which Strauss opposes his official Platonic

Judaism; the Jew-hater, and Spinoza despiser, Schmitt, represents a version of

Judaism's Spinozist strain.

Meier rightly calls Strauss a philosopher and Schmitt a theologian. I doubt

his ascription of political theology to Schmitt. Informed by a God beyond good

and evil, an omnipotence of unchecked and uncheckable will, Schmitt's politics

are better described as apolitical. No such problem exists for Strauss's political

theology. He was a practitioner of what Jaffa calls "Socratic
kalam,"

the philo

sophic defense of one's faction's religion against the temptations of apolitical

theology such as Schmitt's and, in general, against the temptation of something

like Spinozist
Judaism.5

Schmitt's religion, a racial Catholicism, is the religion of his fathers into

which he was born (Glossarium, pp. 131, 80). Thus conversion is far more

problematic for him than for traditional (nonracial) Catholics and, as noted

below, for Jesus. Schmitt was convinced that his piety saved him from the

rootlessness, the atheism, of modern philosophy and politics. His piety's crux

is not its subordination to eternal law or to an idea, doctrine or even a religion.

Its center, and therefore the center of his life, is rather a unique historical

event, the Incarnation, God's instilling meaning, infinite meaning, into an oth-
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erwise barren human life by becoming fully man, suffering crucifixion and

death to redeem human sin. Only the Incarnation prevents politics and history
from sinking into the void (Glossarium, pp. 283, 269; Die Lehre, pp. 140-41,
241-42). Since God, the ultimate authority, is essentially an individual un

bound by anything outside his individuality, man too is not bound by objective

superhuman standards (laws), for man is created in God's image. In this world

of divine and human individualism, the legalism of official Platonic Judaism

has no place. Thus Schmitt maintains the necessarily Christian character of

existentialism which asserts the priority of individual existence over any com

mon or universal essence. He finds Kierkegaard a better existentialist than Sar

tre or Heidegger (Glossarium, pp. 80, 71). In Schmitt's world neither essence

nor existence can exist without the miracle working will of God's omnipotent

individualism.

Put differently: For Schmitt individualism is primary; God, the omnipotent

individual, is not bound by law which is a necessary evil to punish fallen

mankind, the inheritors of original sin. By contrast, for official (Platonic) Juda

ism, eternal law sub ratione boni (under the rationality of the good) informs the

good life, true happiness. Opposing Schmitt's devaluation of law to a necessary

evil, a punishment, Strauss experiences law essentially as a positive good, ulti

mately the greatest good (Liberalism, pp. 242-43).

Nothing better characterizes the irreconcilable opposition between Platonic

and Spinozist Judaism than their respective evaluation of law: necessary evil or

positive good. Thus Meier wrongly stresses the antitheistic bent of law as such

(Die Lehre, p. 256 n. 137). Not law in itself, only law seen from Schmitt's

extremist perspective, is antitheistic. Official (Platonic) Judaism's Gesetzre-

ligion (Religion of Law), whose God governs sub ratione boni, does indeed

verge on atheism for Schmitt's Spinozist-Christian Judaism.

Schmitt's Christianity requires creation ex nihilo by divine omnipotence

(Glossarium, pp. 60, 212; Die Lehre, p. 142). Apart from God's absolute free

will, man, like all creation, is nothing. Sin is the satanic presumption that one

is anything in oneself apart from God. This rebellious craving to be somebody

on one's own is responsible for all determination to orient oneself by one's

reason, for all heresies about human progress or evolution, for atheist assertion

of human freedom and dignity and man's duty to create a world in which the

only thing to fear is fear itself. Schmitt opposes elimination of fear, danger,

insecurity, things which recall men to their nothingness without the Incarnation

(Glossarium, pp. 95, 183).

It is the Incarnation, a unique historical event, not some transhistorical truth,

which endows all historical events with infinite meaning. Human life is totally

historical, always confronted, morally and politically, with the decisive choice

between God or Satan, salvation or damnation. Life's heart is this battlefield

which informs Schmitt's teaching about power and power politics.

For Schmitt, all power is a divine mystery, since life, the power to be and to

act, is a miraculous gift of God. Consequently Schmitt condemns as the worst
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atheism Burckhardt's contention that power is, in itself, evil (Glossarium, pp.

201, 242, 139; Die Lehre, pp. 120-21). Nobody, including Burckhardt, ever

regards the empowerment of his faction's morality as evil. Like all men,

Burckhardt was a partisan of his political faction whose justification for its

power implies gods, absolute moral standards. For similar reasons, Schmitt

condemns Nietzsche's atheist will-to-power doctrine as existential stupidity

(Glossarium, p. 49; Die Lehre, p. 153).

Schmitt's notion of power springs from his faith in the redemptive virtue of

Omnipotent Individualism, whose Providence has ordered history and its politi

cal struggles for the best. Since the ways of Providence are humanly unfathom

able, however, men cannot know in any given political fight which side is

satanic and which godly at least not in this life. The best any partisan can do

is to have faith in the Incarnation, which guarantees that history is not a tale

told by an idiot, but one of divine redemption and damnation. So, no matter

what happens, the Christian has already won even before he begins to fight

(Die Lehre, pp. 189, 253). Only unregenerate sinners would ask why fight if

one has already won. Their blindness, shared by all non-Christian political

partisans, precludes comprehension of Schmitt's notion of the enemy, his most

influential and least understood teaching.

Schmitt insists that his most famous (or infamous) work, The Concept of the

Political, is impenetrable to those denied his pious grasp of what an enemy is.

As his epigraph, Meier quotes Theodor Daubler's definition, which Schmitt

affirms: the enemy is the external representation of one's internal questionable-

ness, he who casts one's very being into doubt (Glossarium, pp. 213, 217,

215, 190, 199, 157). The real enemy compels the always terrifying confronta

tion with one's nothingness, a shocking awakening for the sinful Ich-Ver-

panzerung of the Ich-Verruckten-Rechthaber (Schmitt's characterization of

modern thinkers from Descartes to
Heidegger).6

The enemy's assault on one's Ich-Verpanzerung , one's self-esteem, if suc

cessful, leads to the only genuine self-knowledge, awareness of one's nothing

ness without divine redemption. Nothing prevents self-knowledge more than

teachings such as Spinoza's equation of God and nature. Spinoza taught that his

being, and indeed anything's being, was a mode of God's omnipotence.

Schmitt denies that anyone who really knows himself could believe this. How

ever great Schmitt's Jew-hatred undoubtedly was, he hated Spinoza more than

he did Jewish orthodoxy, whose excommunication decree he endorsed (Glos

sarium, p. 28).

Teachings, such as Spinoza's, which make men gods, spring from satanic

pride, the original sin. Men who by God's grace really know themselves are

immune to this delusion, for genuine self-knowledge triggers the terrible aware
ness of death in life, of being no more than a void in a void. Those not alive to

this horror cannot accept Schmitt's theological extremism, his orientation not

by the normal or natural, but by the extreme, the exceptional, the miraculous,

the radically individual decision. Here is the root of Schmitt's preference for
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dictatorship or absolute monarchy over republics. Had Spinoza or Nietzsche, or

for that matter Strauss or Plato, really known themselves, they would have

been overcome by the pious dread of Kierkegaard whom Schmitt cherishes as

"a true, authentic Christian, a father of the invisible
church"

(Glossarium, p.

80; Die Lehre, pp. 155-56).

Consider Kierkegaard's tale of the pious idol-worshipper who has never

heard of the Bible or the
Incarnation.7

But this savage's despair, his realization

that his life is death, sparks his desperate prayer to his idol. For Kierkegaard

and Schmitt, this pagan is more Christian than those who regularly pray or

participate in the latest moral-political crusades but who lack the dread sparked

by his self-knowledge. For him, all moral-political concerns are subordinated to

the desperate need awakened by self-knowledge.

Meier highlights Schmitt's contempt for moral-political life unenlightened

by his pious extremism when calling attention to the only illustration chosen by
Schmitt for the dust jacket of one of his books, The Leviathan in Thomas
Hobbes'

Teaching Concerning the State (1938) (Die Lehre, pp. 177 n. 139,

262). Schmitt took a twelfth-century picture of Jesus astride the head of a dead

leviathan caught by God's fish hook. He eliminated God and Jesus from the

picture, leaving a dead fish with a hook in its head. The result was so unim

pressive that the publisher of the 1982 reprint substituted a more attractive

etching. That publisher understood Schmitt no better than did most of his critics

(generally all except Strauss and Meier).

The rejected 1938 cover illustrates the radical, apolitical nerve of Schmitt's

theology and therefore the impossibility of political theology for his piety of

desperation, a dread unknown to Maimonidean prophetology, Strauss's Pla

tonic Judaism. Neither Plato nor Maimonides saw themselves confronted by
apolitical

"enemies"

as did Schmitt, agents of divine providence necessary for

self-knowledge. Schmitt interprets Cain's fratricide in this way: A man's en

emy always is his brother, not to say himself.

Without enemies, sin would abound. Satanic arrogance would certify human

reason as adequate to deal with life's decisive questions. Men would embrace

the Antichrist's promise of humanly engineered peace and security, the tower

of Babel's illusion of this worldly fulfillment: "I loathe a world made by men

for
men"

(Glossarium, p. 264). For Schmitt, man cannot merit salvation either

by his own creativity or technology or by his obedience to the prescriptions, the

divine laws, of his moral-political faction. This is the satanic temptation of

Gesetzreligion, and all men unenlightened by Schmitt's dread see themselves as

part of factions, each of which has its Gesetzreligion. For example, partisans of

a humanly created universal peace and good-will, like their enemies, bow to

the gods of their faction.

Satan in Job and Mephisto in Faust reflect the opposition between Ges

etzreligion and Schmitt's extremist, apolitical
piety.8

Faust's God needs Meph

isto to make men strive for anything. Without satanic prodding, men would do

nothing in a universe lacking any reason to be or to do anything. So God
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encourages Mephisto to go to extremes to force men to be serious morally and

politically. To this end, he is authorized to wrench Faust's soul from its very

foundations. By contrast, Job's Satan is forbidden to touch Job himself; he may

only harm Job's possessions. Faust's world resembles Schmitt's and Kierke

gaard's; Job's, that of Strauss and Maimonides.

Schmitt's notion of enemy seems stupid to those not tortured by his dread.

He does not mean enemy in the political way in which Strauss does. Against

Schmitt, Strauss observes that men do not want strong enemies. They prefer

them as ineffectual as
possible.9

This is the normal or political (prudential)

view. But Schmitt's understanding is not so much political or prudent as provi

dential and personal. The enemy is sent by providence to make men aware of

the satanic character of their egoism: "Le Moi est satanique par sa nature et

insociable par son caractere. Dans
1'

enfer il n'y a pas d'autre pronom que
moi"

(Glossarium, p. 21). A man desiring honest self-knowledge will want the stron

gest enemies, those making his very being problematic, thereby sparking his

desperate need for salvation.

Here Schmitt parts company with Strauss, who represents the position of

common-sense, political prudence. Only those requiring Schmitt's extremist

Christianity will subscribe to his notion of enemy. Strauss, on the other hand,

is a Platonic Jew, the most thoughtful Jew of the last few centuries. Like all

moral-political factions, official (Platonic) Judaism believes itself grounded in

God (the absolute good), a nonarbitrary standard (natural right) not subject to

change even by divine will. Platonic natural right means that man has a natural

good or perfection towards which his life naturally tends. All mankind's serious

political fights are over what constitutes man's true God, his natural perfection

or happiness. Hostile gods threaten the hegemony of one's own gods, one's

moral-political absolutes.

In contrast to Schmitt's piety, political piety means a form of Gesetzre

ligion, faith in one's faction's moral absolutes, in its basic laws, as nonarbitr

ary, eternally just and true. Political absolutes are not seen by their partisans as

individuals who suffer incarnation and death as the center of Schmitt's piety

does. Thus his suffering, crucified God is blasphemy or atheism to the Jews

and ridiculous to the Greeks (I Corinthians 1:22-23). An essentially political

theology points to something like Platonic Judaism whose God creates and

governs sub ratione boni, not ex nihilo. Political piety, if it reflects on its need

for nonarbitrary, eternal standards, precludes the omnipotent individualist of

Spinozist-Christian Judaism, the answer to Schmitt's and Kierkegaard's cry

from the abyss.

Schmitt's piety is closer to Nietzsche's atheist extremism than to Straussian

political theology, Maimonidean prophetology. If anyone ever separated wis

dom from moderation, it was Schmitt: Omnipotent Individualism experiences

no need to moderate itself. The moderating influence of law is a necessary evil,

the punishment for man's original sin. Schmitt's lack of prudence accounts for
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the frequent ascription to him of relativism, nihilism, historicism and even

atheism. He himself denies that his Christianity is, in essence, a matter of

doctrine or morality or even religion in the normal sense. Furthermore, he

prefers what he calls
"Volks-Christendom"

(sign of the cross, ringing of bells)
to
"Kirchen-Christendom"

(the official church hierarchy and sacraments) (Glos

sarium, p. 62). Meier observes that Schmitt's Catholicism is, in crucial re

spects, hardly traditional, more Kierkegaard than Aquinas. In this sense, it is

not the religion of his church fathers.

Schmitt's Christianity makes men radically historical, not dependent on

transhistorical absolutes sub ratione boni, but on the Incarnation. Consequently
he claims a god-given freedom from all ideas and ideals for his pious individu

ality. Life's core is the individual, forced by Providence to the historical-politi

cal decision for Satan or God without really knowing which is which in the

wars of one's age. Thus for Schmitt, as for Kant, intention is everything, not

the actual moral-political faction espoused.

If one's intention is fired by faith in divine providence, one is doing God's

work against Satan insofar as humanly possible, even if one does not correctly

discriminate between the divine and satanic in contemporary politics. Men are

compelled by Providence to choose blindly. This blind choice is the true mean

ing of free will for Schmitt, the self-styled Christian Epimetheus. No eternal

law exists to guide one's decision, only one's faith: "Providence does not rule

by means of a universal
law"

(Die Lehre, p. 256. On the blindness of free will,

see Glossarium, pp. 314, 316.).

Schmitt's revulsion against Gesetzreligion sparks his virulent Jew-hatred

before, during and after Hitler. He endorsed Hitler's contention that true piety

demands hatred of Jews. Like Hitler, he denied the possibility of Jewish con

version, "since Jews always remain
Jews"

(Glossarium, pp. 18, 205, 208, 210,

232, 253-54, 259, 262, 264, 268, 290, 306, 313; Die Lehre, pp. 231-40).

Unlike Spinoza, for whom Jews are more opposed to philosophy than Chris

tians, Schmitt insists that both Judaism and philosophy are enemies of Chris

tianity. Schmitt fails to see that his Christianity (unlike, for example, that of

Aquinas) is, in reality, what Strauss calls Spinozist Judaism, for which nothing

is higher than always unique individual-historical existence: "The highest form

of knowledge which Spinoza calls intuitive knowledge is not of the one eternal

substance or God, but of individual things or events: God is fully God, not qua

substance or even in his eternal attributes, but in his noneternal modes ....

The knowledge of God as presented in the first part of the Ethics is only univer

sal or abstract; only the knowledge of individual things or rather events qua

caused by God is
concrete"

(Strauss, Liberalism, p. 240). In other words, only

unique individuals, not their common nature, are real.

For Schmitt, politics is totalitarian because man is a totally historical (provi

dential), not a natural, being. Indeed, in Schmitt's world, there are no natural

beings; everything human is historical and, as such, always confronted with the
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necessity to choose between the divine and the satanic in one's historical-politi

cal situation. In this sense man. for Schmitt, is totally political because he is

totally historical and not natural. Natural beings belong to natural species, each

with the natural good or fulfillment proper to it: puppies desire to become dogs

and children to become men. By nature, people are not primarily individuals

with no goal outside their individuality. They are, by nature, the children of

their parents, part of a species whose natural good or perfection is their fulfill

ment.

All serious political fights concern what constitutes man's fulfillment, the

happiness natural to him. In each case, the individual is subordinated to the

god, the notion of human fulfillment, advocated by his moral-political faction.

Nobody including those who so claim! ever fights for "the
individual"

or

the individual freedom of all men. Men fight for the individuality or freedom of

those who share their notion of man's true fulfillment, his natural good. Nazis

and democrats do not fight for each other's individualism or freedom! Unlike

Schmitt's miraculous providential politics, natural politics always subordinates

the individual sub ratione boni.

By the grace of a miraculous Incarnation, Schmitt's individual, like Kierke

gaard's, is not essentially part of a species or part of anything, but an individual

created in the image of the Omnipotent Individual. As in the case of Spinoza,

only individuals really exist. History arises from the political choices of indi

viduals compelled by Providence to choose between the forces of God and

Satan as they present themselves in one's politics. Here God and Satan too are

individuals; they are not "the unchangeable lifeless
ideas"

according to which

the universe is created and governed sub ratione boni. God is an individual

with a (omnipotent) will of his own. Hence politics and its history is primarily

not the wars of hostile factions, but God's testing of individuals, a test whose

outcome is determined beforehand by his omnipotence. Man's erotic desire for

his natural fulfillment is not decisive for Schmitt; true love (agape) is for the

Omnipotence whose Incarnation makes one's solitary historical-political deci

sion something of infinite importance independent of natural desire and natural

right.10

Schmitt's hatred of Gesetzreligion is responsible for his preference for Rome

over Athens and Jerusalem. He lauds the Romans for assassinating their best

man (Caesar) without recourse to law; he despises the Greeks and Jews for

legally executing their best (Socrates, Jesus) (Glossarium, p. 227). Judeo-

Greek legalism rests upon a Gesetzreligion which denies the hegemony of Om

nipotent Individualism, curtailing its liberty sub ratione boni.

Caesar's assassination reflects the lawlessness of Rome's founding. Rome

was founded by a fratricidal bastard, the son of a whore who claimed
Romulus'

father was a god to cover up her crime and his illegitimacy. The parallel lives,
the similarity of

Romulus'

and
Jesus'

birth, death and resurrection, surely

would have struck a Machiavellian
Plutarch."

Like Schmitt, Machiavelli pre-
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ferred Rome's lawless founder and his creation to the Gesetzreligion implicit in

the founding of Athens and Jerusalem. Since citizenship in a faction founded

by the bastard son of a whore is, for obvious reasons, open to all, Rome had

the possibility of unlimited expansion. Its creator's spirit, the heart of his cre

ation, discouraged
"elitism"

or "discrimination"; it was radically
"inclusive,"

open to
"diversity"

and
"multiculturalism."

In
Romulus'

Rome, foreigners,

even slaves, could become king, and religious law was an afterthought, the

invention of the weak foreigner who succeeded the powerful Romulus as king.

As opposed to Jews and Greeks,
Romulus'

heirs were less likely to dismiss

an incarnated, crucified god as ridiculous or atheist. Once compelled by their

enemy (in Schmitt's sense) to confront their baseness, they might well experi

ence the need for the Incarnation as salvation from their lawless, hateful selves,

theirMoi haissable.

More than Greeks or Jews, Romans were potential Christians. For Schmitt,

Roman lawlessness springs from a more realistic assessment of man's fate than

Judeo-Platonic attempts to comprehend man not as a unique historical individ

ual, but as a natural member of a family which itself is part of a species subor

dinate to the naturalistic platonic God, the idea of the good. Rejection of this

platonic naturalism prompts Schmitt's preference for legitimacy over legality.

Legitimacy's ultimate legitimation is the will of the omnipotent God who cre

ates ex nihilo whatever he wills, who saves and damns whoever he wills.

Impossible for Platonic Judaism, Schmitt's omnipotent, incarnated deity is

also at odds with Schmitt's insistence on interpreting Christianity as patriarchal

(the religion of his fathers) or racial. For Jesus, his mother and brothers were

those with faith in his Incarnation (Matthew 12:48-50; Luke 14:25-27). His

notion of family arose from individual commitment (faith), not from natural

ties, and was therefore untainted by Schmitt's racial emphasis on paternal in

heritance. Thus conversion is far more important for Jesus than for Schmitt:

there is no inborn Jewish class or species character which compels Jews always

to remain Jews. Faith is given solely by divine grace, not paternal inheritance.

Schmitt's de-emphasis of conversion, his stress on "the religion of his fa

thers,"

is closer to the naturalistic orientation of Strauss's Platonic Judaism than

to Schmitt's otherwise Spinozist Judaism. In a similar context, Harry Jaffa

observes that Mel Bradford, a Christian defender of traditional, antebellum

Southern rights, was more Jewish than Christian: "In his loyalty to the Old

South to the South of which he knew from what he regarded as the only

ultimately reliable authority, namely 'our
fathers'

he was perfectly intransi

gent. He believed in tradition in the absolute sense in which the fundamental

ordering of society, and above all its convictions on the ultimately important

things, such as God and the universe, were transmitted by the family .... I

pointed out to him that the only regime that was purely patriarchal . was that

of ancient Israel. This regime alone, in the form of orthodox Judaism, has

survived into the modern world. 'You ought to be a Jew,
Mel'

I said . Of
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course, Mel couldn't become a Jew because it was not his inherited religion.

That, however, illustrated the difficulty . . When Jesus asked 'Who is my

mother, and who are my
brothers?'

(Matthew 12:49), he transformed the family

. . into one constituted not by blood, but by
faith"

that is by individual

commitment, not by natural familial
ties.12

These ties constituted perhaps the

chief ground for rejection of Christianity by the Gesetzreligion of pre-Christian

regimes of which only (orthodox) Judaism survived, as a hated relic, in Chris

tendom.

At bottom, Schmitt's aversion to Gesetzreligion is responsible for his hatred

of Jews for whom the
Torah'

s divine origin is proved by filial trust of a patri

archal line, an unbroken tradition, beginning with God's giving the law at

Sinai.13
In each generation pious fathers told their sons of that divine origin.

And it is both unnatural and opposed to God's law for sons to disbelieve their

fathers, to accuse them of lying, especially about something so sacred. To be

sure, it is easy for Jesus, whose father exists by faith not nature, to disbelieve

his natural father and thus to dismiss the most natural tie a son can have. But

this is a terrible sin for (orthodox) Jews and not only for them! In any case,

Schmitt hated Judaism's Gesetzreligion, its rejection of the center of his piety.

Schmitt encouraged Hitler's persecution of those whom he, not the anti-

semite Hitler, condemned as
"Christ-killers."

He did not realize how much his

patriarchal piety (the religion of his fathers) had in common with them. Ge
setzreligion'

s heart is not the unnatural, extremist individualism of Schmitt's

God and his creation. It is rather the normal natural world in which fathers have

sons whom they educate according to what their faction deems to be nonarbitr

ary, divine law which as such is not subject to change by God or man. A

consistent Schmitt or Bradford would, like Jesus, recognize as mother or

brother only those sharing his desperate, extremist faith. Consequently he

would cherish Kierkegaard's pious idolater as a closer relative than natural

parents lacking that faith. Here Kierkegaard's pious individualism was more

consistent than that of Schmitt or Bradford.

Both Schmitt and Bradford attempt an impossible combination of what

Strauss calls Platonic and Christian Judaism. Erik Petersen noted that Schmitt's

Christian individualism precludes political theology: "Something like a political

theology is possible only on a Jewish or Pagan
basis"

(Die Lehre, p. 260 n.

144). Political theology is a theological defense of politics. This always means

defense of one's moral-political faction against its enemies foreign and do

mestic. Schmitt too insists that political theology and therefore all serious

speech is polemical. But, for him, the enemy is not political in the non-

miraculous, natural sense. The enemy is rather affirmed as a brother (Cain), a

friend, a providential means to awaken men to their desperate condition. Thus

Schmitt rejects Strauss's contention that men want weak, ineffectual enemies.
For Schmitt, this is true only of the unregenerate, especially Jews whose ortho
doxy, official (Platonic) Judaism, rejects Schmitt's historicist-individualist pi-
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ety and God as blasphemy, if not atheism. Like all political men (that is, all

men lacking Schmitt's self-knowledge), Jews believe that salvation lies in obe

dience to their faction's laws, its moral-political absolutes.

Schmitt's Jew-hatred is not antisemitism. It arises from a traditional Catholi

cism compromised by his racial emphasis on religion as paternal inheritance.

The difference between Jew-hatred and antisemitism resembles that between

atheism and nihilism. Antisemitism and nihilism are literary, academic words

of relatively recent coinage. They reflect the atheism of the modern scientific

ethos invented by men such as Bacon and Descartes. The more traditional (and

more political) words are
"Jew-hatred"

and
"atheism,"

which do not abstract,

as
"nihilism"

and
"antisemitism"

do, from the religious heart of all morality

and politics.

Antisemites are Jew-haters who fancy themselves too enlightened (scientific)

for traditional Christian Jew-hatred. Usually they regard all orthodox (funda

mentalist) piety as prescientific superstition. But there is no reason to hate Jews

more than Christians, if one despises religion as such. Indeed consistent hatred

of religion means, as Schmitt insists, rejection of all politics and all morality,

which are meaningless without God. Thus antisemitism springs from an impos

sible, because atheist, attempt to single out Jews for hatred. Like other words

coined by intellectuals cowed by academic (scientific) authority, antisemitism

is an effort to appear up to date, liberated from medieval superstition. It is an

attempt to justify atheistically a hatred which makes sense only on fundamen

talist religious grounds.

Similarly, nihilism replaces atheism for those who fancy themselves too

modern (atheist) for outdated fundamentalist prejudices. But men aware of the

religious grounding of serious politics see atheism, not nihilism, as the worst

crime. For them, the nihilist assertion that nothing exists is caused by atheism

and not vice-versa. Atheism stresses God's nonexistence, while nihilism

stresses nothing, a wholly apolitical-amoral orientation. On honest political ho

rizons, both nihilism and antisemitism constitute apolitical-amoral obfuscation

of the serious life and death issues raised by atheism and Jew-hatred.

Schmitt, too, regards atheism as the worst crime, but he is more open than

ordinary political men to the use of nihilism, since it recalls man's nothingness

(Glossarium, p. 68: "Out of the depths of Nihilism, Christiainity arises."). This

deviation from traditional political usage reflects Schmitt's ultimately apolitical

standpoint. If everything is nothing without God's omnipotent individualism; if

nothing, therefore, is by its own nature good or bad, then God (as the eternal,

nonarbitrary moral-political standard) does not exist. Thus Schmitt's piety is

atheism for all nontyrannic (republican) politics whose partisans experience no

desperate Kierkegaardian need for redemption from their Moi haissable.

Strauss's effort to rescue Schmitt from that atheism is akin to Farabi 's

Socratic kalam in Islam,
Maimonides'

in Judaism,
Aquinas'

in Christendom

and Jaffa's in
America.'4

In each case, the political theologian stresses the
abso-
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lutist, nonarbitrary presuppositions of his faction's politics to prevent, insofar

as possible, its infection by its particular strain of Schmitt's extremist, tyrannic

piety. Jaffa's latest polemics, beginning with How to Think about the American

Revolution, constitute the only contemporary American political theology (or

political philosophy) known to me. Of course, Schmitt would deny that Jaffa or

Strauss were political theologians, since they shared neither his theology nor,

therefore, his politics. Nor did he regard political theology and political philos

ophy as essentially alike, for his theology was deeply opposed to philosophy.

Schmitt's theology is radically apolitical. An adherent of Platonic (philo

sophic) Judaism, Jaffa defends normal politics against Schmitt's tyrannic theol

ogy. Is Schmitt's Christianity atheism? Not for Schmitt, who traces atheism to

satanic self-assertion, original sin, which refuses to acknowledge its nothing

ness without God. This Ich-Verpanzerung is the hallmark of philosophy ancient

and modern (Die Lehre, pp. 149-56). Insofar as the moderns reject an eternal,

nonarbitrary nature and natural right, they are closer to Schmitt's world. Theirs

is an emptiness filled not by divine omnipotence, however, but by sinful, be

cause merely human, creativity and technology. No genuine self-knowledge

would succumb to this. How can men make something out of nothing! Schmitt

hated Nietzsche's superman as the apotheosis of this delusion. For Nietzsche,

the superman would be the first man capable of honest self-knowledge, the first

to endure atheism's horror without despair or insanity. To Schmitt, this travesty

of self-knowledge was monstrous, a machine, created by radicalizing the sinful

ethos of Baconian-Cartesian technology.

Rejecting the charge that the superman's main creation, the Eternal Return,

was mysticism, Heidegger also likened it to a
machine.15

However, for Socratic

kalam, even the technological wing of Spinozist-Christian Judaism is mystical

(irrational) and, as such, responsible for a conquerable, historicized
"nature"

which does not exist sub ratione boni. As a Platonic Jew, Strauss had no high

opinion of the intellectual honesty of Spinozist-Christian Judaism in either its

scientific or unscientific (mystical) modes. Thus he rejects G. Scholem's con

tention that the Jewish mystics (Kabbalists) had a better grasp of Judaism than

philosophers such as Maimonides.

Against Scholem, Strauss accuses Kabbalist, and by implication all Spinoz

ist-Christian, Judaism of believing "that intellectual honesty is nothing to be

cared
for."16

Like Schmitt, the Kabbalists emphasize individual experience, re

jecting its subordination to eternal rational law sub ratione boni. Schmitt would

insist rightly I believe that any such appeal to individualism, history or ex

perience (the three are the same), including the Kabbalist appeal, requires his

incarnated God, the omnipotent individualist. Absent that justification, individ

ual experience and history are, as such, meaningless. Thus Strauss observes

that "it is perhaps not altogether insignificant that Jewish [medieval] philosophy
has proved to be much more impervious to the influence of the Christian dogma

than the
Kabbala."
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For official Platonic Judaism, Spinozist-Christian (mystical) Judaism pre

cludes intellectual honesty because its omnipotent deity, like his disciple,

Schmitt, claims an ultimate freedom from intellect, from all ideas and ideals,
from the moderating influence of rational limits. Thus E. Fackenheim wrongly

suspects Strauss of succumbing to "new
thinking"

(Spinozist Judaism) against

"old
thinking"

(Platonic Judaism) grounded in rational knowledge (a tautology
for Strauss) sub ratione

boni."

Fackenheim, not Strauss, feels himself compelled by the Holocaust's horror

to abandon the old thinking. A unique historical event drives him to subordi

nate or to seriously doubt, if not to deny, the old thinking's God whose hege

mony is sub ratione boni. This all-consuming emphasis on a particular

historical event drove Fackenheim to Scholem's mysticism. It leads finally to

something like Schmitt's faith in the Incarnation, if universal insignificance and

accidentalness are to be avoided. In this crucial sense Schmitt was more consis

tent than Fackenheim and Scholem.

Strauss did not encourage Schmitt's consistency, since it was even more

opposed to his Platonic Judaism than the inconsistency of Fackenheim and

Scholem. Thus in a talk, cited by Fackenheim, which, for obvious reasons,

Strauss never published, he recommended Scholem to some Jewish intellectuals

under the spell of the new
thinking.18

That recommendation probably was a

makeshift solution for a Judaism fallen on hard times: prudence compels rec

ommendation not of the best, but of what the traffic will bear. For example,

Maimonides "presents himself as an opponent of the
philosophers."

Given the

consistent alternative (Schmitt's extremist Christianity), Strauss probably opted

for the inconsistency of Gershom Scholem, Emil Fackenheim and Hermann

Cohen as the best available medicine for the contemporary theological-political

illness.

However much that illness varies from regime to regime, Socratic kalam's

main problem always is the inability or unwillingness of most men to be philo

sophic, to live with the question never seriously raised by the unphilosophic:

Quid sit
deus?19

To be sure, all men, including philosophers, are political; that

is, they belong to one of mankind's moral-political factions, the one cherished

as politically correct by them. But only philosophers seriously question their

faction's gods. Whether democrats or nazis, racists or humanitarians, sexists or

feminists, unphilosophic partisans never really doubt their faction's theology.

Only philosophic partisans do that. But they too remain partisan, since their

inadequate knowledge of what truly is good for their faction prevents outright

rejection, reduction of their faction's piety to mere factionalism, prejudice.

For philosophic partisans, the question always is whether philosophy is bet

ter than politics, whether serious doubts about the currently politically correct

theology are preferable to whole-souled fidelity. Once a philosopher considers

this question adequately answered, he ceases to be philosophic and becomes

political, another unquestioning partisan, now perhaps an oxymoronic advocate
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of
"philosophy"

or freedom of inquiry. He now feels free to do what the un

philosophic always do: indulge his scorn or even his indignation against his

enemies, for example, those, like Schmitt, who hate philosophers, for he now

is convinced of the superiority of the philosophic way of life. Consequently he

does not realize how unphilosophic all denigration (whether secret or open) of

politics is.

To appear politically correct to the unphilosophic, Socratic kalam presents

philosophy according to what the traffic will bear. Thus philosophers may pre

sent themselves as opposed to
"philosophy"

and as such to be defending poli

tics and morality. Or, to appear credible to the unphilosophic who always are

factional, they may present philosophers as a faction with absolute claims

against hostile factions, what Allan Bloom calls the class or party interests of

philosophers.20

But why would philosophers who, after all, realize that their

questioning may be wrong that the life of politics may be best for men why

would they champion philosophy's class interest, as if there were such a thing!

In any case, unphilosophic partisans neither have nor want experience of

philosophy in which serious questioning and unquestioning political piety col

lide: the real fight between philosophy and politics occurs only in the souls of

philosophers. It is philosophy's hallmark. Meier's Inter auctoritatem et philos-

ophiam nihil est medium (Between authority and philosophy there is no mean.)

holds only for the unphilosophic, not for philosophy which is a kind of mean

between itself and authority which always is political because it is theological

(Die Lehre, p. 261).

Meier's work is a welcome antidote to superficial interpretations of Schmitt

as a simple moral or legal relativist, historicist or nazi. While not wholly inac

curate, these interpretations do not do justice to the heart of Schmitt's world, its

extremist piety, its desperate need for a tyrannic God who, as such, is abso

lutely lawless, governed only by his unchecked and uncheckable individualism.

Schmitt's preference for Roman lawlessness over Judeo-Platonic Gesetzreligion

mirrors his preference for dictatorship in politics.

Man's gods, the ultimate justification for his moral-political factionalism

and its wars, are conflicting answers to the crucial question of
self-knowledge.21

In Schmitt's case (and Kierkegaard's) self-knowledge confronted him with the

terrifying awareness of death in life, triggering an all-consuming need for di

vine omnipotence to remove this horror: only omnipotence can make something
out of nothing. Schmitt represents one of mankind's two main alternatives with

respect to self-knowledge and, therefore, with respect to serious thought about

anything. The other is Strauss's Platonic Judaism which is informed by a self-

knowledge irreconcilably opposed to Schmitt's or Kierkegaard's. Strauss's pru
dent, republican orientation experiences little need for omnipotent saviors.

That need sparks Schmitt's denial that he (or anyone plagued with his self-

knowledge) can sympathize with, or have any meaningful access to, the Jewish

soul, the essential being (Wesen) of Jews (Die Lehre, pp. 232-33 n. 77). By
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Jew, he basically means Gesetzreligion, Strauss's official, Platonic Judaism

which has little, if anything, in common with Schmitt's Spinozist-Christian

Judaism. Their opposition is well-nigh total, each having no real sympathy

with, or access to, the other's core, their respective self-knowledge. Each can

not but condemn the other's piety as atheism. The crucial opposition is not

between philosophy and authority (politics) but between apolitical (Spinozist

Judaism) and political (Platonic Judaism) theology (Die Lehre, p. 261).
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